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Appendix E The order of the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area
Introduction
Regional/Cohesion policy could form the formal usage of the concept of territorial cohesion.
For this reason the analytical quadrangle made above (see the Introduction of Part II in Book
II) places this area between the Intergovernmental Conferences and the (post-)ESDP process.
The former namely draws the official limits in which territorial cohesion may be used, limits
which Regional/Cohesion policy must abide by, while the latter shows an informal
demarcation of the concept’s substantive space, a room to which Regional/Cohesion policy
could substantively relate.
This place of the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area then leads to three general
hypotheses that guide the reader through this appendix: this usage area cherry-picks
substances from the (post-)ESDP process usage area (to incorporate contents for indigenous
concerns); roams the by the IGCs usage area drawn confines as frontier (to partly follow, use,
and transgress borders); and combines these activities to expand the Regional/Cohesion
policy area of action (to blend picked contents and rules with and for established practices).
As such, the usage of territorial cohesion could thus affect Regional/Cohesion policy in
general. Therefore the question that leads the reading of this appendix is: ‘How does the
concept of territorial cohesion change the direction of the future of European
Regional/Cohesion policy?’ Although this is our main interest, from the departure-point of
this research (see Chapter 3), we are of course also concerned with – not only the second
general hypothesis, but also – the effects such changes might have on European spatial
planning.
To treat these hypotheses and question, the presentation of the Regional/Cohesion
policy usage area below starts with the stories that frame and structure the other stories in this
usage area: the general stories and stories on territorial cohesion and regional and cohesion
policy themselves (§E.1). After this the four territorial cohesion metanarratives of cohesion
objective or territorial dimension, balance, economy, or environment, coordination, and
territories and accessibility are elaborated upon (§E.2). A discussion on the ways stories
relate these metanarratives follows (§E.3). Also to show the context of territorial cohesion in
the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area, both the as metanarratives schematised stories and
those relating them then will be compared to both the narratives with an own dynamic (§E.4)
and the connections between them (§E.5). Also from these ordered and compared stories
conclusions can be drawn on the strategic positions in the concept’s usage (see Chapter 13).

E.1 Regional/Cohesion policy’s framing and structuring stories
E.1.1 The usage area’s general stories and stories on territorial cohesion and spatial planning
themselves
Again, also the stories that frame and structure other stories in the Regional/Cohesion policy
usage area can be ordered in a schema, here one on the ‘General stories and stories on
territorial cohesion and regional/cohesion policy itself in the Regional/Cohesion policy usage
area’. This Schema 1 below shows that the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area has,
compared to the (post-)ESDP process one, “only” five general stories that frame all other
stories. In this neat framework two more substantive and three more processual general
stories can be distinguished. In order of importance these are – with between brackets their
colour in Schema 1 – on public objectives (blue), institutional arrangements (red), the Lisbon
Strategy (olive), society constructions (grey), and processual and substantive coherence
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(green). All these general stories are interrelated, especially the substantive ones on public
objectives and the Lisbon Strategy on the one hand and the other three more processual ones
on the other hand. Besides that 2001 stands out, in which more than one kind of general
stories appears for the first time, the years 2004 and 2005 do so too, because all general
stories are debated in those years, extensively so in the latter; in these years the European
Commission respectively published the Second and Third Cohesion Report and drafted the
Community Strategic Guidelines (CSG) for Cohesion Policy. 1 One surprise hereby is that the
general stories are just once solely concerned with services (i.e. in 2006). 2 This is not just
surprising because Services of General Economic Interest (SGEI) are (during the research
period) the sole official base for territorial cohesion, as shown in the IGCs usage area, but the
more so because, albeit that the (territorial cohesion) stories in this usage area attend to this
issue, they are thus hardly framed.
The ambiguous label of this usage area (i.e. the regional/cohesion part) can be
defended by that regional policy and cohesion policy are in the European Union often used
interchangeably and Directorate-General (DG) Regio’s mission is to strengthen cohesion.
Nonetheless, as done below, they can be separated, at least because cohesion policy also aims
at Member States and regional policy is not bound by cohesion objectives only. Contrary to
the (post-)ESDP process usage area, on first sight the stories that structure territorial cohesion
and regional and cohesion policy stories in the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area therefore
do not have a simpler image than those that frame them. There namely are seven. Structuring
stories on (and in Schema 1 having the colour): territorial cohesion itself (yellow), regional
policy itself (blue), cohesion policy itself (red), and their connections, that is, between
regional and cohesion policy (purple), territorial cohesion and cohesion policy (orange),
territorial cohesion and regional policy (green), and all three (black). Still, just as for the
(post-)ESDP process usage area, the argument to put these structuring stories next to each
other here comes forth out of this appendix’ leading question, now on the influence of the
concept on regional/cohesion policy. This treatment namely lays down the structure of this
usage area before we test the general hypotheses in the next paragraphs on the metanarratives
and narratives with an own dynamic. A main trait of this structure then is that, just as with the
general stories, the years of 2004 and 2005 stick out, but now because first the concept and
cohesion policy themselves start to be debated extensively and the year later all three are. 3
This timing of structuring stories on regional policy suggests we should not take the
interchangeability of regional policy and cohesion policy for granted when it concerns
territorial cohesion.
Regional/Cohesion Policy Schema 1
General stories and stories on the concept of territorial cohesion and regional/cohesion policy itself in the Regional/Cohesion Policy
usage area
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Year/Stories
1914
1953

General

Stories on territorial cohesion and regional/cohesion policy itself

-ideal types capture complex social phenomena
-not/harmonise social regulations as precondition for industrial market integration

-European economic integration
and social-protection decoupled

1957

-insure harmonious development

-Treaty of Rome

1986

-complete internal market

-formalise regional policy

-involve subnational governments

-support cohesion policy

-European Council of Milan
-Structural reforms on agenda

1987
-SEA

-support cohesion policy
-regional policy not happily shaped
-support cohesion policy

1989
1990
1991

-challenge supremacy of national administrations (encourage initiatives from below)

-TC emerges

1993

-support cohesion policy
-finance Member States to conduct their national regional economic policy

-secure Community’s existence
-support cohesion policy
-regional policy is cohesion policy
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------cohesion policy included for southern and peripheral Member States
-interpret role of regional policy wider

1996
1998
-Structural reforms off agenda
-EP Resolution on Town and
Country Planning and ESDP

1999

-least prosperous Member States have caught up

-include TC in future Cohesion Reports
-TC is EU policy

-focus on employment for EU as most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy by 2010
-stabilise integration effects/speed up development
-economic initiatives can have positive effects on whole economy

-support cohesion policy
-TC is EU policy
-TC essential for competitive and sustainable Europe
-cohesion policy important for global competitiveness of EU

-link and network regional and local levels
-competitiveness should determine implementation measure
-partnerships facilitate coordinated approach/adaptation to local needs

-support cohesion policy
-more leeway in regional policy needed
-TC is EU policy
-TC starts to be used descriptively in Second Cohesion Report (drawing on ESDP)
-cohesion policy is for public authorities in European model which redistributes and empowers to participate in
economy
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------future cohesion policy important for revision of EU principles of subsidiarity and solidarity

-target equity/efficiency
-implement and deliver by different actors and mechanisms/according to greater role of local public and private
actors
-impossible to reach common European solution due to diversity of national systems and their political salience
-political decoupling of economic integration and social-protection issues characterises European integration

-pro TC (through sectoral policy)
-support cohesion policy
-cohesion policy is for public authorities in European model which redistributes and empowers to participate in
economy
-regional policy cannot be independent policy field
-there is a lack of TC
-EC uses TC to reformulate spatial planning discourse as Community competency
-popularity of ‘cohesion’ term increases
-regional policy is cohesion policy core
-EU regional policy plays marginal role compared to overall state activities
-pro TC
-devise political and administrative tools for TC in different political systems in perspective of global TC in
Europe
-TC is fundamental and at heart of debate about future regional policy and cohesion policy
-support cohesion policy
-pro regional policy (fairly) covering all regions/all Europeans
-steer regional policy after 2006
-regional policy base is wrong
-TC shown by its implications
-cohesion policy programmes not effective
-regional policy based on intergovernmental bargain
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Second Cohesion Report first time in European policy context that TC has been given (EC) substance
-pro TC (for competitiveness)
-elaborate TC related to strengthening sustainable economic growth/promote sustainable economic growth on
basis of TC
-fill TC in line with ESDP guidance/EU policies embracing TC should incorporate sustainability agenda
-EU policies embracing TC should build on existing strengths to improve cohesion policy targeting
-welcome Third Cohesion Report proposal to consider TC in own right under cohesion policy
-support cohesion policy
-build on existing strengths to improve cohesion policy targeting/not oblige Member States to do cohesion
policy outside SF framework
-cohesion policy should cover whole EU25 (beyond new Member States and poorer regions)
-there should be cohesion pillar along lines of National Employment Action Plans with obligation on Member
States to have national regional policies
-intergovernmental bargain on which Community regional policy is based is wrong
-competition policy important for TC
-enlargement justifies emphasis on TC (with new challenges)
-TC is not/new cohesion policy dimension
-cohesion is a key pillar of European construction
-we are at early stages in decision making process about cohesion policy’s shape in future
-EC’s cohesion policy proposals are balanced (for Member States’ practical constraints/cities and regions to
contribute to Lisbon/Gothenburg)
-new regional innovation policy which not neglects polarisation effects leads to better results and sustainable
impact
-EU policy embraces TC aspects/less control at European level leads to TC loss
-TC emphasis (new) in cohesion policy
-EC proposes that (reformed) cohesion policy (for whole EU) should be driven by Lisbon
-EC proposes reform of regional aid guidelines for new regional policy framework
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------cohesion policy enters period of change
In 2004 TC and cohesion policy start to be debated extensively

-Barnier invokes TC
-European Council of Berlin
-EP Committees REGI and
TRAN merge into RETT
-EP and EC support parts of
ESDP

2000
-European Council adopts
Lisbon Strategy
-EC communication identifies
SGI as key EMS-elements

2001
-Second Cohesion Report has
TC chapter
-European Council adopts
Gothenburg Strategy
-‘Spatial Impacts of Community
Policies and Costs of NonCoordination’
-German Planning Advisory
Council relates cohesion policy
and spatial development

2002
-CoR’s study ‘Territorial
Cohesion in Europe’
-EP Resolution on Second
Cohesion Report mentions TC
and ESDP
-Concentration of activities in
central European regions

2003

business approach:
-favour supply-side instruments
-attend more to value for money
-prevent disparities
-castigate intergovernmental bargain as Community policy base
-weaken EU liberalisation activities
-institution building and providing physical and human capital should be primary aims

-CoR passes TC Resolution
-CoR institutionalises TC in
COTER
-Sapir Report
-differences increase on regional
level

2004
-EU Enlargement
-Third Cohesion Report
elaborates on TC and refers to
ESDP
-Interim Territorial Cohesion
Report
-Galway Conference on
Territorial Cohesion
-REGI Committee requests
studies on future of Cohesion
Policy

-focus on competitiveness/reducing disparities
-promote growth (potential EU) and (high level of) employment
-avoid environmental degradation/address natural risks
-incorporate sustainability agenda (instrategies)
-pro strong EU involvement in economic development
-reinforce institutional capacity of national and regional administrations/support bottom-up initiatives in territorial
units
-encourage networking and co-operation (between national, regional and local governments)
-establish monetary/economic union
-maintain ESM (foundations)
-integrate EU priorities
-reducing EU disparities starts with reinforced ESM
-EC’s devolution proposals may lead to less control at EU level/Member States’ strategic documents as part of
negotiations with EC enable exercise of influence at strategic level
-Lisbon aims to make Europe most competitive knowledge-based economy by 2010/Member States and
regions competitive in globalised economy
-social models conceptualise ways different types of societies construct social interdependence
-partnerships facilitate coordinative approach/adaptation to local needs/leveraging of resources
-development less polarised
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------EU25 will be EU27 by 2007
business approach:
-exploit opportunities instead of addressing problems
In 2004 all general stories debated
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2005
-non-ratification Constitutional
Treaty
-European Council revives
Lisbon Strategy and reduces
funding for Cohesion Policy
-EC drafts CSG for Cohesion
Policy
-Guellec Report proposes a
White Paper on TC
-TC no explicit DG Regio aim
-EC relates TC to Fourth
Cohesion Report and a White
Paper
-‘Cohesion Policy in Support of
Growth and Jobs’ has TC
chapter
-administrative capacity for
territorial cohesion policy on EU
level problematic
-EP Report on urban dimension
mentions (post-)ESDP process

-pro solidarity with new Member States
-Europe must strengthen social/modernise economically
-pro economic growth (potential) and competitiveness/reducing disparities
-achieve maximum of equity compatible with competitiveness (growth and job creation)/economic measures
must be sustainable in social and environmental terms
-prescribe States and regions/strengthen subnational actors
-state should intervene to correct injustices generated by market economy
-prescribe private investors/involve stakeholders in decision-making process
-facilitate Lisbon
-obtain best result for EU and its citizens as (integrated) whole
-pro horizontal and vertical policy coherence (interface between policies/government levels)
-publicly support Europeans to live where they have for generations
-market economy generates injustices/no trade-off between efficiency and equity on long run
-common European solution impossible due to diversity of national systems and their political salience
-principle of subsidiarity safeguards effectiveness of public action in globalisation
-Lisbon wants to turn Europe into most competitive area of sustainable growth
-relations between state, market and civic society/individual liberty and social responsibility/economic efficiency
and social equity/state as provider and interventionist and state as facilitator and enabler raise political and
normative issues
-social models conceptualise ways societies construct social interdependence/social models shape people’s
access to resources through income from work and welfare state provisions
-EMS is rhetorical device of (British/Franco-German) actors in European integration
-ESM includes opportunities for every citizen/justifies subsidising services
-ESM has general resilience/susceptible to exogenous and indigenous pressures
-political decoupling of European economic integration and social-protection issues is exogenous factor for
ESM
-European model assumes public authorities are justified to implement policies for better balance between
individuals or communities
-solidarity of Europe regarding poorest states accepted by all (for participation in SEM)
-policy debate is mainly focussed on EU level
-EC rule comitology-committees
-Europeanisation develops asymmetrically (political decoupling of economic integration and social-protection
issues characterises European integration)
th
-20 century welfare-state model of public action is in crisis
-economic emphasis in ESM is old/erodes it
-sector-specific nature of Community policies questioned
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------interplay between economic efficiency and social equity fluctuated
-Sapir Report aims to counteract declining EU growth and competitiveness
-sustainable economic growth in EU was lower than in other industrialised countries or emerging economies
-in 1967 no direct relation between Brussels and regions/local responsibility is basic principle of White Paper
on European Governance
-Lisbon’s progress disappoints
-centuries-old contested political and normative debates in social models
-asymmetric development of Europeanisation led to increasing demand for recreating a level playing field and
recoupling of social-protection and economic-integration at European level
-“French” injected EMS into EU integration debates/debates on ESM emerged after SEA
-exogenous and indigenous pressures have triggered conflicts over resource distribution in ESM
-exogenous and indigenous pressures will increase resource distribution conflicts in ESM
business approach:
-strengthen entrepreneurship (SMEs/maximise productivity)/innovation (knowledge)
-simplify management
-promote exhange and best practice/local pride and identity
-promote medium- and long-term development
-culture is growing industry
-approaches shift from redistributive to endogenous growth/reconsideration of fundamentals of EU
development policy approach no priority
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------new development paradigm emerged in 1970s
In 2005 all general stories debated extensively

-pro TC (not endanger inclusion TC in Constitutional Treaty by drawing attention)
-TC (policy) should link to Lisbon/sustainability
-regional policy should for TC act less centralised (to obtain best result for EU and its citizens as whole)/centre
on priority objectives as those in Lisbon/Gothenburg
-realise TC whatever the regional and cohesion policy budget
-regional policy should for TC concentrate on CSG for cohesion
-support (existing) cohesion policy (with CSG)/post-2006 cohesion policy should strengthen Lisbon
-enhance cohesion policy effectiveness
-expand/reduce cohesion policy funding
-adopt Community Cohesion Strategy with priorities and concrete guidelines for States and regions
-regions most appropriate level for cohesion policy
-regional policy should find new dynamism to meet new challenges
-EU regional policy should avoid duplication of Member States’ actions/contradictions between intervention
levels due to subsidiarity
-TC is method/substantive principle
-TC calls for solidarity/supported by subsidiarity
-EU intervention in TC questionable/(EC and EP hold) TC has importance
-(EU and Member States/regional and local governments have) shared responsibility for TC
-Member States could deliver administrative capacity for EU territorial cohesion policy
-TC contributes to Community policies/calls for inflection of Community policies
-intensifying relationship between EU policies and spatial planning policies within Member States for EU
Strategy on TC in multi-level governance possible/difficult because EC has no competency in spatial planning
-Cohesion Reports the place for analysis of/contribution of Community policies to TC
-reshaping of cohesion policy is unprecedented opportunity for TC/TC calls for inflection of especially cohesion
policy
-TC emphasises cohesion policy aspects/covers more than cohesion policy in narrow sense
-EU intervention in TC is questionable because main actors in cohesion policy remain national
governments/post-2006 cohesion policy proposals offer stronger and broader instruments for TC
-regional policy is coherent with TC/needs new dynamism for new challenges to realise TC
-TC provides raison d’être for regional development policy/embraces contemporary regional development
paradigm
-cohesion represents strategic EU objective
-cohesion policy is action for public authorities in European model that redistributes and empowers to
participate in economy
-old style regional and cohesion policies incapable for present challenges because only moved by equity
considerations/cohesion policy aims to improve competitiveness of regions
-reshaping of EU (goals) is unprecedented opportunity for TC/tension between TC implementation and its
contextual economic reality
-TC not in (revived) Lisbon/EP resolution on TC provides territorial cohesion policy agenda
-TC rooted in European Model/shows ESM’s embedded political tension
-effort to position cohesion policy close to Lisbon affects TC discussion/broader usage of TC supported by
organisations that were always closely involved in cohesion policy
-TC plays legitimating role for DG Regio/TC debate aims to frame European regional policy after 2006
-DG Regio says TC focuses on development opportunities for effective targeting of policy instruments
-French lead thinking about future cohesion policy/post-2006 cohesion policy proposals shifts policy philosophy
towards Lisbon
-discouraging results achieved on cohesion and competitiveness at EU and regional level is a reason spatial
planning grows in prominence
-need for European intervention aimed at regions (in rich states) is disputed
-DG Regio in driving seat shows no interest in competitiveness/policy from DG Regio increasingly framed in
terms of growth and jobs
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TC emergence was impossible without accumulation of factors really or potentially destructuring European
regions
-Interim Territorial Cohesion Report posed (progress towards) TC as EU concern
-Third Cohesion Report soft-pedalled on TC for tactical reasons
-TC chapter of Third Cohesion Report framed cohesion in development and competitiveness terms
-in 2003 DG Regio wanted to dispel that TC radically departures from existing policies/linked TC to Lisbon
-decoupling of European economic integration and social-protection created inherent and persistent tension
between EU economic competitiveness and cohesion policies (for EU initiatives and strategies)
-Lisbon pervaded Third Cohesion Report
-since 1960s there is a re-conquest of right to live and work in home region
-EEC helped Member States with national regional economic policies/(early) regional policy was to equalise
Member States’ budget contributions
-regional policy was not meant to empower regions/EC introduced decentralisation for regional policy
effectiveness
-2000-2006 regional policy aimed to develop EU in facilitating enlargement
-TC becomes new objective/policy/common reference at Community level
-TC will find its application primarily in cohesion policy
-response of regional policy to TC depends on its future geographical scope, objectives, and implementation
approach
-main cohesion policy actors remain national governments/local planning will primarily implement cohesion
policy
-growth and competitiveness will be main priorities for next generation regional and cohesion policies
In 2005 TC and regional/cohesion policies debated most extensively

2006
-2007-2013 funding period
regulations for Cohesion Policy
negotiated
-no legislative process
addressing territorial cohesion
per se
-REGI Committee supports EU
Territorial Cohesion Strategy
-DG Regio monitors EU policies
-Territorial dialogue between EC
and regional/local governments

-contra East-West division (development Eastern-European countries)
-counterbalance effects of SEM completion
- pro balanced growth (and employment for quality of life)/reducing imblances
-better gear social security system to employment processes
-EU should act now for rapid developments (in global competition)
-way in which each level is useful should matter (social policy to give tools on local level/concrete investments
on regional level/coherence of policy and investments on EU-level)
-EU task for job growth in EU as knowledge economy should only be R&D, universities and social capital
-contra double speed EU/we want that EU becomes the best
-provide local services
-work and live together
-growth and employment are no goal in itself
-that economic considerations weigh more heavily than social or environmental ones links to Lisbon
-EU cannot define EU interest
-networking one part of the game
-EU contra top-down planning
-Lisbon is growth and jobs/way of coordinating policies/window-dressing
-regions are the level for Lisbon/realisation of Lisbon in innovation and business environment lays mostly in
hands of Member States
-social model is life-model
-environmental risks not equally distributed in EU
-crosscutting issues with economic dimension resonate with policy-makers/sustainable development vision not
abandoned by EU
-R&D, universities and social capital relate to issues of implementation with principle of subsidiarity and
regional accountability
-EU does not define EU interest
-existing power structures of EU institutions provides uneven field
-there is public failure in delivery mechanisms
-DG Enterprise and Industry or DG Research and Innovation have become focal points/most attention of DG
Environment is sector oriented
-DG Enterprise and Industry works on competitiveness and enterprise issues
-people make difference happen
-with new EC all DGs are within Lisbon/DG Enterprise and Industry participated lot in making of Lisbon
-relaunched Lisbon(/Gothenburg) shifts emphasis from solidarity to competitiveness (and enterprise/R&D)
-Lisbon dominates (EU and national policy)/SDS is important
-EMS gains prominence in debate about direction of European integration
-distribution and convergence philosophy now challenged by liberal school of thought with competitiveness as
key concept
-coherence of policy and investments is strategy
-EU struggles to define strategies tackling future challenges in forward looking, coherent, integrative way
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------tension inside EC after Sapir Report (between DG Enterprise and Industry, DG Research and
Development,and DG Transport and Energy versus DG Regio)
-globalising market in course of international integration, liberalisation, rapid technological development,
enlarged job market and pressing unemployment problems all over EU caused EU Council to reinstate Lisbon
-old Lisbon was about goodwill
-agreement-making on Lisbon showed top-down approach
-before Lisbon economic considerations weigh heavier than social or environmental ones /Gothenburg
confirms commitment of European Council to sustainability
-Delors was fond of invoking EMS
-threat of natural hazards connected with climate change is future challenge

-pro TC (Strategy/for all issues) (not endanger inclusion TC in Constitutional Treaty by drawing attention)
-territorial cohesion policy should change towards substance/decentralisation
-EP should continue TC activity (defining TC)
-use TC for cohesion policy/re-examine TC with relation cohesion policy-Lisbon
-EP should use TC beyond REGI Committee
-support cohesion policy
-improve cohesion policy effectiveness (targeting)
-TC important
-politics (between EU institutions) important for TC
-TC is horizontal concept
-TC relates to solidarity/competitiveness leads to TC
-TC at basis of/not related to Lisbon
-ESM/R&D related to TC
-TC useable as argument for policy measure/not as real policy base
-EC cannot use TC (because EU does not have competency in TC matters)/DG Employment and Social
Affaires can be neutral in its choices for which policy to use TC
-TC (falls under SF because it) is cohesion policy part/with TC in Lisbon discrepancies between Lisbon and
cohesion policy can be tuned locally
-TC debate helpful in organising and orienting REGI Committee work
-DG Regio uses TC as regional cohesion policy justification/Lisbon and cohesion policy different than TC or
regional policy
-TC denotes that cohesion policy is more than regional policy as convergence and financial redistribution only
-competitiveness policy helps cohesion policy
-Lisbon and cohesion policy cannot go together/cohesion policy-Lisbon relation more concrete
-cohesion policy is new element for DG Enterprise and Industry/can be aspect of combination on which
industrial policy relies
-cohesion policy is regional
-regional policy hybrid links cohesion policy and Lisbon/all DGs within Lisbon also means cohesion policy for all
regions
-EC interest is implementing regional policy
-EU uses TC/EC (individuals/Hübner) supports TC/TC important in EP (for MEPs’ particular interests)/Council
working group begins to see use of TC because of its relation to Lisbon/Member State might use TC
(representing own interests on Community level)/regional level (spatial policy) does not use TC
-only short-term option for TC debate within EP’s regular committee meeting structure is Guellec Report followup
-EP and EC have sympathies for developing EU Cohesion Strategy which addresses TC
-cohesion policy-Lisbon relation affects TC discussion
-DG Environment not uses TC for cohesion policy
-TC used in regional policy
-(few people in/Unit B2 of) DG Regio uses TC (in general TC development)
-EP is weak in cohesion policy/gains influence spheres if cohesion policy extents to new areas of action
-EP mostly concerned with rules for cohesion policy implementation
-spatial planning can justify cohesion policy
-DG Regio has due to competitiveness focus as existential threat increased efforts to explain cohesion policy
as important tool for Lisbon/DG Regio wants to lead Rotterdam process more in line with Cohesion Policy
-CoR/Germany is main regional policy player/hierarchy for DG Regio is Anglo-Saxon
-(DG Regio sees) competitiveness focus threats DG Regio’s existence
-Hübner gears DG Regio to Lisbon/regional policy focus (on SF) threathened by Lisbon/Gothenburg
-DG Regio cannot be called DG Spatial Policy due to sensitivities
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------EP work in 1994-2006 touches upon most TC aspects
-increased use of TC caused CoR to commission ‘Territorial Cohesion in Europe’ study
-EC pushed its TC agenda aggressively
-Interim Territorial Cohesion Report rates TC importance high
-Interim Territorial Cohesion Report holds TC as enshrined in fundamental EU aims
-Interim Territorial Cohesion Report accounts with TC as essential precondition for economic and political
success of Community building process for challenges of enlargement and growing asymmetries within new
Member States in integration
-after Constitutional Treaty’s misfortune EC turned its back on TC
-Guellec Report were to make EP first EU institution making TC a political objective
-EC supported TC with Third Cohesion Report
-from 2001 on DG Regio used TC (until 2004 as driving force)
-DG Regio’s TC usage led their policies to be more than redistribution only
-cohesion policy originated as countermeasure against SEM
-cohesion policy included for southern and peripheral Member States
-cohesion policy traditionally worked largely based on distribution and convergence philosophy
-following Constitutional Treaty’s misfortune EC concentrated on its traditional cohesion policy
-in 2005 DG Regio fought hard to link cohesion policy with competitiveness mantra (as main tool for boosting
growth/laying ground work for more growth and jobs)
-redistributing funds related to unequal benefits of CAP is regional policy origin
-the French influenced EU regional policy considerably
-DG Regio kept traditional focus on SF
-TC will be used mostly in Fourth Cohesion Report
-DG Regio central in to be executed territorial cohesion policy
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Also this Schema 1 does not only express that each kind of general stories has another subject
matter, but also that their developments and those of the stories on territorial cohesion and
spatial planning themselves can be followed through time, as will be done below.
E.1.2 The stories framing this usage area
Although the framework of general stories is neat, four of the five kinds harbour an abundant
enoug variety to subdivide them (shown in darker and lighter shades of the general stories’
colour in Schema 1). This makes this scene of the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area less
neat, but it remains a clear framework due to the clarity (and comparability) of these
subdivisions. As shown below in the treatments of framing stories on, respectively, public
objectives, the Lisbon Strategy, institutional arrangements, society constructions, and
processual and substantive coherence.
The general stories on public objectives can be separated in those on economic and,
later on, social balance (darker blue), economic growth (lighter blue) and the environment
(lightest blue). The public objective of insuring harmonious development came into the
Treaty of Rome which established the European Economic Community (EEC) in 1957; this is
thus the oldest objective of the three. 4 The other public objectives emerged just after the
message of 1999 that the least prosperous Member States caught up, that is, it took a long
time since the Single European Act (SEA), which created the Single European Market (SEM)
in 1986 and further promoted harmonious development, for this usage area to be framed with
other public objectives. 5 Although the plea against disparities remains – this while activities
remain concentrated in the central European regions and differences on the regional level
increased –, more purely economic growth concerns start to be expressed progressively from
the adoption of the Lisbon Strategy in 2000 on (see below), especially in pursuits for
competitiveness – e.g. in 2005 it is both conveyed that the Second Cohesion Report was
barely interested in competitiveness and that the Sapir Report from 2003 aims to counteract
the declining European Union growth and competitiveness. 6 The Regional/Cohesion policy
usage area is thus substantively framed by a long promotion of economic and/or social
balance and recently emerging concern with economic growth.
Notwithstanding the importance of European Union Enlargement in 2004, and the
related endorsement of solidarity with the new (Eastern) Member States, already from their
recent start a tension between the public objectives of balance and growth comes to the fore;
the environmental objective only appears since 2004 and seldom as an independent factor
(e.g. sustainability as a to be incorporated agenda). 7 This tension is mostly implicit in rallies
for, through the years, stabilisation or speeding up, targeting equity or efficiency, focusing on
competitiveness or reducing disparities, and for strengthening the social or modernising
economically. 8 When explicitly mentioned in 2005, the disagreement is on whether these
objectives go together in the long run as efficiency and equity or, the other extreme, that the
market economy generates injustices; what is also telling, is a backward looking story from
2006 that describes a tension inside the European Commission (after the Sapir Report)
between the DG’s Enterprise and Industry, Research and Development and Transport and
Energy versus DG Regio. 9 Thus, while a backward looking story in 2005 notes that their
interplay fluctuated over time, 10 the general stories on public objectives seem to show a
developing disagreement: not anymore the traditional support for economic balance only, but
a recent combination of balance and growth (and the environment to a lesser degree).
The general stories on economic growth, which amongst others state that the
European Union should be the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy,
were boosted in the adoption of the Lisbon Strategy by the European Council in 2000. 11 The
general stories on this strategy which emerge in four years since its adoption always promote
it. 12 There nevertheless appear some differences in interpretation. In 2004 there is for
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instance stated that there is aimed for Europe to be the most competitive, but that this strategy
would also aim at making Member States and regions competitive in a globalised economy
(i.e. most competitive on which level). 13 The addition of the environment to the Lisbon
Strategy as a third strand during the European Council in Gothenburg in 2001 (i.e.
incorporating the sustainability agenda) increases the amount of such minor differences; as
shown in 2005 by a combination with the public objective of the environment, which now
declares that the Lisbon strategy wants to turn Europe into the most competitive area of
sustainable growth. 14 Strangely enough, this year after the Enlargement and the ensuing
larger disparities between Member States – making the message of 1999 that the least
prosperous Member States have caught up less momentous –, the European Council revived
the Lisbon Strategy that focusses on growth and jobs in the whole Community instead of in
its poorer parts. 15 The general stories on the Lisbon Strategy thus frame the
Regional/Cohesion policy usage area along one side of the developing disagreement on
public objectives (i.e. the economic growth side).
Notwithstanding these expressed Lisbon Strategy concerns, a backward looking story
holds that its actual progress disappoints; two others from 2006 might give two explanations
for this: i) the old Lisbon Strategy would mostly be about goodwill (i.e. less about real
actions) and ii) the decision-making on this strategy would have showed a top-down
approach (i.e. deciding on the Community level what national governments should do).16
Even though the (revived) Lisbon Strategy is still labelled as merely “window-dressing” that
year, it seems to have become paramount in the European Union and the whole European
Commission, with a major role for DG Enterprise and Industry as a consequence, and
national policy too. 17 In relating this dominance to public objectives, the dispute is whether it
made economic considerations weigh heavier than (traditional) social ones – not to mention
the environment – or if this was already the case before its adoption. 18 Either way, the
(revived) Lisbon Strategy might at least clearly denote a shift from support for economic
balance towards supporting (balanced) growth.
The general stories on institutional arrangements can be divided disproportionately in
mostly stories on political institutions (darker red), some on the market (lighter red), which
are all related to political institutions again, and few on people (lightest red). To start with the
latter, the story from 2006 which states that it are people that make the difference (in
collective decision-making) is the only time they are given a role. 19 General stories on
political institutions, on the other hand, often frame the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area.
This is for instance shown after the European Council of Milan in 1986 (on the way to the
SEA), which agreed upon additional areas of competence and institutional changes for the
European Union and called for the first IGC. 20 What is more, during the change from the
absence of a direct relation between Brussels and the regions since the establishment of DG
Regio by the European Commission in 1967 towards local responsibility as a basic principle
of the European Commission’s 2001 White Paper on European Governance, as pictured by
backward looking stories in 2005, subnational institutional bodies (i.e. mainly regions) are
favoured persistently. 21 Even in 2002 the alternatives mentioned are vague “different actors
and mechanisms” or state that it is impossible to reach a common European solution due to
the divers and important national systems (note that both these alternatives do not go against
the subnational); the latter is also echoed when, at the time the non-ratification of the
Constitutional Treaty, intergovernmental bargains as base for Community policy were
castigated. 22 Nevertheless, from 2004 on the scenery does change due to the strong calls for
European Union involvement and a combination of forces from various governmental levels
(e.g. networking), as illustrated by the Committee of the Region’s Territorial Dialogue
between the European Commission and regional/local governments in 2006. 23 This usage
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area is thus processually seen similarly framed as substantively: by traditional support for
European Union institutions and a recent combination of them with (mostly) regional ones.
During this change, general stories on the market emerge; this thus almost two
decades after the European Council of Milan also agreed upon the completion of the internal
market. 24 They are always linked to the state in this, albeit for a greater role of local public
and private actors in 2002, implicitly in a call to weaken European Union liberalisation
activities, or by encouraging European Union and state intervention in the market in 2004 and
2005 respectively. 25 One of the abovementioned differences in interpretation of the Lisbon
Strategy might fit here (i.e. most competitive on which level), as it is concerned with political
institutions and the market. This because this strategy is said to be paramount at both the
European Union and national level and in its making to have been decided in a top-down
manner for private actors as well. 26 Moreover, in 2005 there seems to be a quarrel on whether
regions are the level to realise Lisbon or whether its realisation (e.g. concerning innovation
and business environment) lies in the hands of the Member States. 27 Other important
additions to these general stories in 2006 might show a contextual fragment of them. That is
to say, they critically describe that the European Union cannot and does not define its
interest, the existing power structures of its institutions provide an uneven field, and that there
is public failure in the delivery mechanisms. 28 Hence, the general stories on institutional
arrangements that frame the Regional/Cohesion Policy usage area show (en)trenched disputes
on favouring different political bodies to intervene in (mainly) the market. The Lisbon
Strategy might then indicate a surpassing of both, as it spreads through all government levels
and their relation to markets.
General stories on society constructions can be considered as arranging the ones on
the three kinds of institutional arrangements. Although also those on society constructions
can be divided into political (darker grey), economic (lighter grey), and social ones (lightest
grey) – whereby here the social is strongly present –, mostly combinations appear – which is
not surprising when it is considered that it entails a discussion on the whole system
harbouring the three spheres. Their emergence in 1914 also shows a trait of these discussions.
That is to say, they are concerned with ideal types that capture complex social phenomena
(e.g. in 2004 and 2005 it is posed that social models conceptualise the ways in which
different types of societies construct social interdependence). 29 Early on, the dispute on the
harmonisation of social regulations as precondition for industrial market integration resulted
in the political decoupling of economic integration and social-protection on the European
level in 1953; thereby probably laying the ground for the determination to complete the
internal market as ventilated during the Council of Milan. 30 In 2002 and 2005 European
integration is still characterised as being decoupled, whereby the later characterisation holds
that this asymmetricality led to an increasing demand for recreating a level playing field and
a recoupling of social-protection and economic integration issues on the Community level. 31
Although it is only since the Enlargement that general stories call for the ESM (e.g. reducing
disparities) besides economic and monetary union, backward looking stories around that time
hold that centuries-old contested debates lay in the social models, those on a European Social
Model (ESM) emerged after the SEA, and “the French” injected the European Model of
Society (EMS) into integration debates (e.g. in 2006 Delors is pointed out). 32 The
Regional/Cohesion policy usage area might thus be framed by disputes that are even deeper
(en)trenched than those on institutional arrangements.
The explosion of these stories on society constructions took place in 2005, that is,
when the Constitutional Treaty’s was not ratified and the Lisbon Strategy reinstated; a
backward looking story from 2006 thereby gives some structural reasons for the latter: a
globalising market in the course of international integration, liberalisation, rapid
technological development, an enlarged job market and pressing problems with
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unemployment all over the European Union. 33 Three different systematic discussions then
come to the fore in this explosion: i) on the relations between the State, the market and civic
society, ii) the State as provider and interventionist or facilitator and enabler, and iii) on
individual liberty and social responsibility. 34 It is also posed that the ‘EMS’ might merely be
a rhetorical device in these discussions (e.g. justifying subsidies for services) or represent a
real conflict between (British and Franco-German) ways of constructing social
interdependence. 35 This frame of fundamental discussions in the Regional/Cohesion policy
usage area might thus be used opportunistically besides that it shows deep (en)trenched
disputes.
Furthermore, the report that the 20th century welfare-state model of public action is in
crises seems to fit in these disputes nicely, and also to relate to the expressed ambiguity about
whether the economic emphasis in the ESM is old or if it erodes it. 36 Yet, in 2006 this flurry
quietened, even though the EMS is purported to gain prominence in the debate about the
direction of European integration; whereby the liberal school of thought, with
competitiveness as key concept, is alleged of challenging the distribution and convergence
philosophy. 37 Hence, structural tensions seem to gather under the exclusive political wishes
to secure community existence in 1993 and the calls for the best results and against a “double
speed” European Union in 2005 and 2006 – e.g. in 2006 a forward looking story holds that
conflicts over resource distribution in the ESM will increase in the future. 38
With the complication of three kinds of general stories (i.e. those presenting three
public objectives, disagreements on institutional arrangements, and disputed society
constructions), what might be astonishing, is that the ones on processual (darker green) and
substantive coherence (lighter green) are less elaborate. 39 That is, there is much involvement
between these stories, but the need put the parts they talk about in one piece is hardly
expressed. General stories on coherence silently start to appear at the time of a by the
European Commission sponsored study on ‘Spatial Impacts of Community Policies and Costs
of Non-Coordination’. This with a statement that combines processual and substantive
coherence: partnerships would, amongst others, facilitate a coordinated approach. 40 These
general stories strengthen a little bit since the Sapir Report added force to these concerns, as
shown in the extra call to integrate European Union priorities and the linkage of cooperation
(e.g. of stakeholders) to networking for political institutions as told by the then emerging
general stories. 41 The need or promotion of ways to coordinate activities thus did not so much
frame the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area (as was the case for the (post-)ESDP process
usage area).
Later a question on coherence and its responds seem to appear. However, the
questioned sector-specific nature of Community policy as depicted in 2005 is not really
answerd the year later, as an allocation of tasks is proposed in which each level should matter
and the Community level concern itself with the coherence of policy and investments (i.e.
from various sectors) – the more so because the European Union is held to struggle in
defining strategies that tackle future challenges in a forward looking, coherent, and
integrative way. 42 Nonetheless, two ways come forward: i) the Lisbon Strategy is in 2006
said to be a way of coordinating policies, which would increase its efficacy (and how much
general stories on it frame this usage area), and ii) a business approach can be filtered out of
the general stories since 2002, which is supposed to be part of the since the 1970’s
bourgeoning new development paradigm (i.e. an approach that focusses on the supply side,
money for value, endogenous growth, entrepreneurship, is solution-oriented, and sees culture
as growing industry). 43 Recently, the concern with processesual and substantive coherence
therefore does frame the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area, but only weakly so and
without clear answers.
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The main characteristic of all these general stories that frame the Regional/Cohesion
policy usage area is that they outline essential discordances without highlighting consensus
though cooperation or coordination. This both holds in the developing disagreement after the
recent substantive shift and the processual frictions through the alignments of politics,
economy and society. Instead of merely supporting economic balance as before, the usage
area namely has to deal with balance and/or growth, whereby the Lisbon Strategy aligns to
the latter. When it concerns society constructions and (its) institutional arrangements, deeply
(en)trenched disputes between different political bodies for market intervention (i.e.
European, national, regional institutions) then point to growing structural tensions between
securing community existence and best results.
E.1.3 The stories structuring this usage area
As mentioned above, the structuring stories on territorial cohesion and cohesion and regional
policy appear to be more complex than the framing ones. Although the subdivisions of the
general stories already showed that the framework of this usage area is more complex than it
seemed (making the structuring stories relatively “less” complex), we could still use a
working hypothesis to guide the reader through the lay out of the structuring stories. Adding
their timing (i.e. together territorial cohesion and regional policy only start to be debated later
on) to the same word of two (i.e. cohesion) then leads to the following working hypothesis:
territorial cohesion is stronger related to cohesion policy than to regional policy. The
observant reader of course already noted that in the structuring stories there appear fewer
connections between regional policy and territorial cohesion than between cohesion policy
and territorial cohesion. This working hypothesis goes beyond such counting though, and
includes what these stories tell too. Before noting their relationships, and thus support for or
falsification of this section’s working hypothesis, however, they are discussed one by one.
After the Treaty of Rome instated to reduce regional disparities in 1957 and the
European Commission established DG Regional Policy ten years later, stories on regional
policy itself emerged with calls for its formalisation at the time of the 1986 European Council
of Milan, something the SEA established a year later. 44 Since then, the outlines, basis, and
aim of regional policy are mostly discussed – and treated in this order below. 45 That is, all
promote regional policy; it is only relativised when compared to other State activities in 2002
and just once, in 2005, challenges to this European intervention are touched upon. 46 For
instance, a backward looking story in 2005 reminisces that the old regional policy aimed to
equalise Member States’ budget contributions – an origin in 2006 related to the unequal
benefits of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) – and its support for national regional
economic policies in the early 1990’s is noted. 47 Either way, the Regional/Cohesion policy
usage area is structured by the promotion and formalisation of regional policy.
Although regional policy might have become more self-directed since the SEA, the
promotion to interpret its outlines wider remains. This also after the discussions on the
Structural reforms from the mid-1980s until the late-1990s towards the Council of Berlin,
which gave regional policy for the 2000-2006 period two regionally restricted objectives (i.e.
for regions whose development is lagging behind and those undergoing structural conversion)
and a horizontal applicable one (i.e. for education, training, employment). 48 The promotion
for a wider interpretation is for instance shown by the call for a regional policy covering all
regions, which would increase its geographical scope. 49 A push towards a wider geographical
interpretation of regional policy therefore also clearly structures this usage area.
In the middle of the period 2000-2006 – which, a backward story in 2005 mentions,
aimed to develop the European Union to facilitate its Enlargement – and after the Sapir
Report, the then described basis for especially regional policy is evaluated as wrong:
intergovernmental bargains. 50 Stories on regional policy itself, on the other hand, more align
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with the disputed general ones on political institutions when they favour regions. Two of their
processual statements might add to this by indirectly illustrating a disapproval of
intergovernmental bargains. That is, in 2005 it is remarked that the European Commission
introduced decentralisation for the effectiveness of regional policy – even though the
empowerment of regions is not marked as an original regional policy aspiration – and there is
called for a regional policy that with the principle of subsidiarity avoids both a duplication of
Member States’ actions and contradictions between intervention levels. 51 Calls to get regional
policy out of the Member States’s hands – and into those of the European Union and regions
– thus structure the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area too.
Another proposed reform of regional aid guidelines for a new regional policy
framework in 2004 substantively relates to these influences. It would namely direct regional
policy towards the Lisbon Strategy (probably still with the regional interpretation from the
general stories) and thereby, as stated in 2006, risk its traditional focus on the Structural
Funds (SF) – nota bene less emphasis on poorer regions, even after Enlargement. 52
Furthermore, stories in 2005 and 2006 respectively state that DG Regio itself is not interested
in competitiveness and the emerging focus on this, as shown by the general stories on public
objectives, and is even assessed (by itself) as threatening its existence. 53 Hence, the stories on
regional policy itself present various trail of disputes that structure the Regional/Cohesion
policy usage area. These first direct the formalised regional policy out of the control of the
Member States, then for an increase in its geographical scope, and finally towards the
(revived) Lisbon Strategy, what could perhaps lead to DG Regio’s demise.
Since the SEA included cohesion policy – as is recollected in 1996 and 2006: for
southern and peripheral Member States – it is supported constantly as well; whereby it is
noted in 2002 that the popularity of the term ‘cohesion’ increases (i.e. this support might have
effects). 54 The development of stories on the aims of cohesion policy thereby reflects the
move of general stories on public objectives from balance only to growth too, especially with
the ones on the Lisbon Strategy. As stated in 2006: cohesion policy was a countermeasure
against the SEM and largely based on the distribution and convergence philosophy. 55
Moreover, since 2001 cohesion policy is related to general stories on society constructions, as
statements read that it is an action for public authorities in a European model which
redistributes and empowers for participation in the economy. 56 In 2005 there is added that the
decoupling of European economic integration and social-protection issues created an inherent
and persistent tension between the European Union’s economic competitiveness and cohesion
policies. 57 With its traditional support for cohesion as balance, the constant promotion of
cohesion policy thus structures the essential discordances between both balance and growth
and securing community existence and best results that frame the Regional/Cohesion policy
usage area.
However, following the adoption of the Lisbon Strategy in 2000, cohesion policy is
positively linked to competitiveness too. At the time of the European Commission’s Third
Cohesion Report in 2004, there is even a movement of changing cohesion policy towards the
Lisbon Strategy and letting it cover the whole European Union of 25 Member States (i.e. not
only the “poor ones”). 58 Although in 2006 a backward looking story says that the European
Commission concentrated on its traditional cohesion policy after the Constitutional Treaty’s
non-ratification (e.g. convergence), in 2005 the European Council reduced the funding for it –
making the Lisbon-oriented focus of DG Regio and DG Employment’s non-paper ‘Cohesion
Policy in Support for Growth and Jobs’ the more important (i.e. less money, more selective
spending), with clear consequences for the European Commission’s draft CSG for Cohesion
Policy. 59 No wonder, thus, that the recent support for cohesion for growth also structures this
usage area when it concerns those essential discordances that frame it.
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The need for an effective cohesion policy, which is expressed since the Sapir Report,
might also increase in importance because of such a reduction of Cohesion policy for the
Lisbon Strategy (e.g. with an emphasis on value for money as in the business approach
mentioned above). 60 Whether it has effect is then gauged against growth goals. It was within
these huge changes that the Cohesion policy regulations for the 2007-2013 funding period
were negotiated in 2006 (see Appendix F); they thereby reflect the general stories on
institutional arrangements by not being intergovernmental and including supra- and
subnational public and private actors. 61 All in all, stories on cohesion policy itself thus
parallel those on regional policy itself, but then without a focus on regions and with a
stronger emphasis on competitiveness.
Also all stories on territorial cohesion itself are for the concept, although it is only
once, in 2006, explicitly mentioned as important. 62 While the concept emerged in the early
1990s, these stories began when DG Regio’s Commissioner Barnier invoked it in 1999,
whereby territorial cohesion is immediately labelled as a European Union policy; something
which can be seen as illustrative for the aggressive pushing of the concept by the European
Commission noted in 2006. 63 Obviously, this promotion of territorial cohesion structures the
Regional/Cohesion policy usage area.
Through the years, a major dispute ensues on the role of territorial cohesion vis-à-vis
European Union policy (also see Appendix C on the IGCs usage area). The statements
thereby go through three stages: from i) territorial cohesion being a European Union policy
until in 2003 the Committee of the Regions even institutionalises the concept in a
commission (COTER), via ii) European Union policy just embracing aspects of territorial
cohesion when the concept starts to be debated extensively at the time of the Galway
Conference and DG Regio’s Interim Report on it in 2004, to iii) thereafter additional
statements on European Union intervention being questionable in this (e.g. the European
Union cannot use the concept) and that its institutions do use it while there is no legislative
process underway addressing territorial cohesion per se. 64 In 2006 some backward looking
stories demonstrate this uncertainty around the usage of territorial cohesion in European
Union institutions. They namely pose that the 2005 Guellec Report was to make the
European Parliament the first European Union institution that makes the concept a political
objective, this while the European Commission would have turned its back to it after the nonratification of the Constitutional Treaty. 65 Nonetheless, the same year the European
Commission related the concept to the making of a White Paper on territorial cohesion,
something the Guellec Report proposed. 66 This dispute about whether territorial cohesion is
European Union policy and the ensuing uncertainty structure this usage area in a very
fundamental way of course.
Besides this vagueness whether territorial cohesion will be a European Union policy,
another (perhaps premature) discussion is about who is responsible for a (possible) territorial
cohesion policy. Suggestions since 2003 mostly point towards a direction in line with the
concurrent general stories on political institutions and cooperation, that is, a shared
responsibility. 67 While administrative capacity for territorial cohesion policy on the
Community level would for instance be problematic around 2005, it is proposed that Member
States do this work. 68 Two years later a possible tension between substance and process
might even point to a more territorial cohesion way to resolve these responsibility issues.
Territorial cohesion is namely not only described as a substantive principle but as a method
as well (e.g. a European Union Territorial Cohesion Strategy). 69 This discussion away from a
sole responsibility for territorial cohesion policy thus structures this usage area by adding
more detail to the dispute of whether this is a policy of the European Union.
For territorial cohesion as substantive principle one should then note that the concept
is practically from the start mainly related to general stories on economic growth (and also to
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environmental objectives). This is well before this was the case with regional and cohesion
policy themselves, what could thus mean that these concerns come from, or at least with, the
concept. Substantively, this includes debates such as those on cohesion policy itself: is the
concept for solidarity or competitiveness, thereby adding whether territorial cohesion is a
basis for these public objectives (e.g. the Lisbon Strategy) or vice versa. 70 Similarly, in 2005,
the year most general stories on society constructions appear, the concept is said to be rooted
in the European Model and bring the political tensions of the ESM to the fore. 71 Hence, the
stories on territorial cohesion itself show that the concept was always supported, also when it
included competitiveness concerns, but that this does not self-evidently lead to a territorial
cohesion policy of the European Union.
Stories on regional policy, cohesion policy, and territorial cohesion themselves also
relate these three. What allows us to test this section’s working hypothesis (i.e. territorial
cohesion is stronger related to cohesion policy than to regional policy). Since 1996 the
policies are strongly linked (e.g. regional policy as core of cohesion policy). 72 In 2004, at the
time the European Parliament’s Committee on Regional Policy (REGI) requested studies on
the future of Cohesion Policy, voices even rose for an obligation of this linkage on the
Member States. 73 After this, the regional-cohesion policy-combination mirrors their separate
developments towards a growth orientation. 74 The old style regional and cohesion policies
are for instance pictured as incapable for the present challenges because they are only moved
by equity considerations. 75 Cohesion policy is also said to aim at improving the
competitiveness of regions and a new regional policy hybrid would link cohesion policy and
the Lisbon Strategy. 76 When framed by the general stories on the Lisbon Strategy, especially
these latter structuring stories might show that, due to the “competitiveness mantra” as
existential threat, DG Regio tried to explain cohesion policy as an important tool, or even as
laying the ground, for this strategy as observed in 2006 (e.g. cohesion policy for all
regions). 77 Hence, the strong relation between regional and cohesion policy themselves and
their increasing orientation towards growth structure this usage area. This strength and
similarity of development goes against a stronger relationship between territorial cohesion
and cohesion policy than between regional policy and the concept, as is seems difficult to
separate these policies.
Whether territorial cohesion is stronger related to cohesion policy than regional policy
should be answered after their separate relationships to the concept are treated though.
Together they are related to it since 2003, when the Committee of the Regions passed a
resolution on territorial cohesion. 78 The concept was hereby first posed to be fundamental and
at the heart of the debate about the future of both policies, while they are fused later on, when
territorial cohesion is considered as justification for regional cohesion policy. 79 Moreover,
regional and cohesion policy are only somewhat distinguished in these threefold connections
twice. In 2006 the concept would denote that cohesion policy is more than a regional policy
of only convergence and financial distribution – a development argued for in the general
stories on public objectives and those on regional and cohesion policy and territorial cohesion
themselves separately – and the Lisbon Strategy and cohesion policy would be different from
territorial cohesion and regional policy – which would also entail a realignment of the general
story on the Lisbon Strategy away from the concept and regional policy. 80 If regional policy,
cohesion policy, and territorial cohesion themselves are all three taken together, they thus
indicate that the concept could also be stronger related to regional policy than to cohesion
policy. Moreover, this threefold bond does not only structure the Regional/Cohesion policy
usage area, but also points to its cohesiveness.
Yet, surprisingly enough, without cohesion policy, regional policy and territorial
cohesion themselves only relate since 2005; that is: two years after COTER was established
and one year after DG Regio published its Interim Territorial Cohesion Report. 81 The main
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discussion here is on whether territorial cohesion should and does depart from existing
policies of DG Regio towards, for instance, leading its policies to be more than redistribution
only (e.g. the Lisbon Strategy) or acting less centralised; 82 whereby the former might
strengthen the third general hypothesis on expanding the Regional/Cohesion policy area of
action. Although this discussion might be caused by territorial cohesion’s vagueness, as it is
no explicit aim of DG Regio, backward looking stories nonetheless state that DG Regio used
the concept from 2001 on (e.g. until 2004 DG Regio would even have done this as the driving
force, but in 2006 just a part of this DG would have). 83 Meanwhile, the REGI Committee of
the European Parliament surely did use the concept, as its abovementioned Guellec Report on
the Role of Territorial Cohesion in Regional Development testifies. 84 More in extreme
though, territorial cohesion is noticed as playing a legitimating role for DG Regio and being
the raison d’être for regional development policy; although this is tempered by the statement
that the response of regional policy to the concept depends on its future geographical scope,
objectives, and implementation approach (see above). 85 Hence, stories relating regional
policy and territorial cohesion themselves structure this usage area with discussions that
might open up leeways for regional policy to expand. Although these relations appear late,
they do connect both in firm ways (e.g. to redirect regional policy).
Stories that relate cohesion policy and territorial cohesion themselves appear to be
organised around the European Commission’s cohesion reports, and positively so; only once
they are related negatively: when DG Environment is in 2006 said to not use the concept for
cohesion policy. 86 They begin three years after the First Cohesion Report from 1996 did not
mention the concept, this with the proposal to include territorial cohesion in the future
Cohesion Reports. 87 What follows in 2001, is that in that years’ Second Cohesion Report the
concept would have been started to be used descriptively; this report namely has a chapter on
it, something later described as the first time in the European policy context that territorial
cohesion has been given some substance. 88 The Third Cohesion Report from 2004 then is the
central and exemplary document for the relationship between cohesion policy and territorial
cohesion themselves, as it elaborates on the concept; according to a backward looking story
from 2006, the European Commission supported the concept with this report. 89 This report’s
treatment of the concept could accord with the general stories on public objectives and the
Lisbon Strategy, as it would be in development and competitiveness terms. 90 More important
though, is that this treatment is in 2005 also characterised as soft-pedalled for tactical
reasons. 91 As mentioned above, disputes on whether territorial cohesion will be a European
Union policy and who is responsible structure this usage area (e.g. also see Appendix C for
the Constitutional Treaty). Still, the year after the Third Cohesion Report these reports are
mentioned as the place for an analysis of the concept or the contribution of Community
policies to territorial cohesion. 92 Moreover, the European Commission relates territorial
cohesion to a Fourth Cohesion Report that year, which is in 2006 looked forward to as the
document in which the concept will be used mostly. 93 Notwithstanding uncertainty about
whether and how territorial cohesion will be included in European Union policy structures
this usage area, the relationship between the concept and cohesion policy themselves does so
by increasingly opening the door for this.
It is only since the Third Cohesion Report though that the relationship between the
concept, which is by then extensively debated, and cohesion policy themselves becomes
denser. The main debate here is similar to the one on the relationship between territorial
cohesion and regional policy themselves – which linked just one year later. That is, should
and does territorial cohesion depart from existing cohesion policy? Even though the concept
is supported in its own right under it, there is a disagreement on whether territorial cohesion
is new in cohesion policy (e.g. as a dimension). 94 In 2005 the concept is for instance
described as emphasising aspects of cohesion policy but also that it calls for an inflection
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thereof. 95 Paradoxically enough, it are the organisations which were always closely involved
in cohesion policy that are said to support a broad usage of the concept of territorial cohesion
(e.g. more than cohesion policy in a narrow sense). 96 Stories relating cohesion policy and
territorial cohesion themselves thus also structure this usage area with discussions that might
open up leeways for (now) cohesion policy to expand.
Other debates on the relationship between cohesion policy and territorial cohesion
themselves are on responsibility and the Lisbon Strategy; these are also shown by stories on
territorial cohesion and those of regional and cohesion policy themselves respectively. The
responsibility issue is here touched upon by that European Union intervention in territorial
cohesion is deemed as questionable because the main actors in cohesion policy would remain
the Member States. 97 However, simultaneously it is posed that post-2006 cohesion policy
proposals offer stronger and broader instruments for territorial cohesion too (e.g. a European
Union Cohesion Strategy addressing territorial cohesion). 98 Hence, because the relationship
between cohesion policy and territorial cohesion themselves matches the discussion away
from a sole responsibility for territorial cohesion policy (i.e. the one that adds more detail to
the dispute of whether this is a policy of the European Union), how this discussion structures
the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area is reinforced.
The issue of the Lisbon Strategy might for the concept point to the, compared to
regional policy, stronger emphasis of cohesion policy on competitiveness. It is namely noted
that the development in which cohesion policy supports the Lisbon Strategy also affects
territorial cohesion. 99 DG Regio and DG Employment’s non-paper orienting cohesion policy
in support of the Lisbon Strategy, which has a chapter on territorial cohesion, seems to go
further in this than the Third Cohesion Report’s emphasis on competitiveness for the
concept. 100 That stories on cohesion policy itself structure this usage area by adding more
detail to the framing stories on the Lisbon Strategy (one side of the general stories on public
objectives) thus returns in the relationship of this policy with territorial cohesion.
Yet, in 2006 a statement problematises the linkage made between cohesion policy and
the Lisbon Strategy while relating to the issue of responsibility. It namely remarks that with
the concept the discrepancies between the Lisbon Strategy and cohesion policy can be tuned
locally; this is in line with the development of the general stories on political institutions
beyond the European Union ones and the orientation of regional policy towards acting less
centralised for territorial cohesion,. 101 It is thus safe to say that the debates in relationship
between cohesion policy and territorial cohesion themselves evolve around the questions of
whether the concept is new in this policy, who has responsibility for it, and how does the
Lisbon Strategy comes into play here. Although this is similar to how the relationship
between regional policy and territorial cohesion themselves structure this usage area (i.e.
firm), the relationship between territorial cohesion and cohesion policy themselves appears to
be more developed (e.g. the cohesion reports), what gives more room for both an expansion
of this policy and the inclusion of the concept in European policy in general (e.g. regional
policy too).
The main characteristic of all these stories that structure the Regional/Cohesion policy
usage area by being on regional and cohesion policy and territorial cohesion themselves, is
that they lay out some lines of basic disagreement. For regional policy itself these are
concerned with less national control, a wider geographical scope, and an alignment to the
Lisbon Strategy. The latter two also hold for cohesion policy, with its heavier emphasis on
competitiveness, and only the latter is shared by the stories on territorial cohesion itself. The
working hypothesis of this section is, however, concerned with their relationships to see
whether territorial cohesion is stronger related to cohesion policy than to regional policy.
Summating the above mentioned findings on this gives more points against than for it: i) the
relationship between regional and cohesion policy themselves seems to be very strong, ii)
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they have very similar developments when they are both concerned in itself and iii) if related
to the concept, iv) in threefold connections a possibility for the antithesis of this section’s
working hypothesis is shown, and v) later on also a firm connection is made between regional
policy and territorial cohesion. Only one such finding speaks for the working hypothesis: the
relationship between cohesion policy and the concept themselves seems to be debated into
robustness. If a difference exists between the strength of the relationship between regional
and cohesion policy and territorial cohesion themselves, a conclusion of what these
structuring stories say might then go against the counting of the findings above. That is to
say, they point to the relationship between regional policy and the concept as one that is
mainly tried to be linked strongly (somewhat out of the blue even), while they point to the
one between cohesion policy and the concept as often linked already (before an attempt is
made to make it stronger).
Then again, the differences between regional and cohesion policy, besides their
relative emphasis on regions and competitiveness respectively, seem not to matter much for
territorial cohesion statements; this might further legitimate the ambiguous label of this usage
area. What is more, either way these supports do not necessarily lead to a formal European
Union territorial cohesion policy. In the relations of the concept to regional and especially
cohesion policy themselves, the main debates on whether it changes these policies (i.e. this
appendix’ leading question) namely emerge just when the statement that territorial cohesion
is already European Union policy starts to be disputed. This attempt to expand the
Regional/Cohesion policy area of action with the concept thereby acknowledges the third
general hypothesis (i.e. the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area combines a cherry-picking
of substances from the (post-)ESDP process usage area and a roaming of the by the IGCs
usage area drawn confines to expand the Regional/Cohesion policy area of action). What is
perhaps more important though, is that no story that relates the concept to either one of these
policies sees the Lisbon Strategy as a threat. Hence, regional and cohesion policy and
territorial cohesion seem to mutually support each other for themselves when they establish a
formal usage of the concept in these official policy areas, use the concept to increase regional
and cohesion policy’s official area of influence, and/or link these policies to the Lisbon
Strategy for their continued existence.
E.1.4 The Regional/Cohesion policy usage area is framed and structured by discordant
promotions (with spatial planning)
For the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area holds the same as for the (post-)ESDP process
usage area: the comparison between these stories on regional policy itself, cohesion policy
itself, territorial cohesion itself, and those linking them remains superficial as long as it is not
clarified what they promote. Here the same holds for the two main findings for this usage
area’s structure: i) although both policies and the concept are promoted in themselves, this
does not have to lead to a European territorial cohesion policy and ii) the usage of the concept
appears to relate more to cohesion than to regional policy. What does this actually mean for
how territorial cohesion affects regional/cohesion policy? The more so, as the clear-cut
divisions portrayed in the general stories that frame this usage area suggest some essential
choices are or have to be made. Do these promotions for instance favour balance or growth
and prefer one political institution over another to intervene in the market?
Another issue which is not mentioned yet, although it is portrayed by the stories on
regional and cohesion policy and territorial cohesion themselves, is spatial planning – which
is of importance, as the first general hypothesis of this appendix holds that this usage area
cherry-picks substances from the one of the (post-)ESDP process. Although not much is said
about spatial planning, some very indicative statements do appear. 102 These start in 2001
when, besides “the French” activity in European regional policy and interest in spatial
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planning and cohesion policy four years earlier, the German Planning Advisory Council also
related cohesion policy and spatial development. 103 That is, in that year of the Second
Cohesion Report it is said that the descriptive usage of territorial cohesion draws on the
ESDP and both are mentioned by the European Parliament’s resolution on this report the year
later; note that this is the one and only time spatial planning is mentioned when the concept
and regional/cohesion policy themselves are related. 104 Even more fundamental is that at the
time territorial cohesion is claimed as already being European Union policy, the European
Commission is described as using the concept to reformulate spatial planning as a
Community competency. 105 Although such statements seldom appear, they do point to
influences between regional/cohesion policy and spatial planning through the concept of
territorial cohesion, that is, to relations between the Regional/Cohesion policy and (post)ESDP process usage areas. This are influences that could overlap with or form how
territorial cohesion affects regional/cohesion policy.
However, when regional/cohesion policy and territorial cohesion start to be debated
extensively in 2005, something important is noted for spatial planning as well. An
intensification of the relationship between European Union policies and spatial planning
policies, within the Member States for a European Union Strategy on territorial cohesion, and
in multi-level governance, would namely be feasible, but difficult as well (e.g. the European
Union has no competency for spatial planning). 106 Notwithstanding this absence of a
European Union competency (see Appendix C), spatial planning is regarded as possible
justification for cohesion policy in 2006. 107 What would fit such a formation as well, is that
DG Regio is characterised as not to be called DG Spatial Policy due to sensitivities, but that it
wants to lead the Rotterdam process more in line with cohesion policy (see Appendix D).108
A deeper more detailed look at what a possible formal European Union territorial cohesion
policy would entail is thus needed for both the leading question on the changes of
regional/cohesion policy with the concept and the first general hypothesis that states that
substances are cherry-picked from the (post-)ESDP process.
Hence, to again be thorough, the territorial cohesion and regional/cohesion policy
stories that are framed by the general stories and structured by the stories on territorial
cohesion and regional/cohesion policy themselves can be ordered in more fine-grain. Also
here by the topics that seem to be assumed as those as to be discussed under territorial
cohesion (i.e. its metanarratives) and as part of the concept’s regional/cohesion policy context
(i.e. the narratives with an own dynamic). The similarities and differences between (the order
of) the stories of the territorial cohesion metanarratives and narratives in the
Regional/Cohesion policy usage area can then point to answers to the leading question of this
appendix too. That is, below we can find out what the influence of the concept is on the
direction of European Regional/Cohesion policy.

E.2 Territorial cohesion metanarratives in the Regional/Cohesion policy usage
area
E.2.1 Introducing the four metanarratives
Also in the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area most territorial cohesion stories evolve
around a single metanarrative, of which there are four. The most consequential metanarrative
for the concept’s usage here rests upon the premise that something cannot be an objective and
dimension at the same time. It namely makes a difference whether territorial cohesion is used
as a relative independent objective to which (cohesion) policy is oriented or as a territorial
dimension going through policies aiming at economic and social cohesion. Therefore, as
foreshadowed by the stories on territorial cohesion and regional/cohesion policy themselves,
the relation of the concept to the older and formally established objectives of economic and
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social cohesion is a main discussion in the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area. The label
for this metanarrative then is ‘cohesion objective/territorial dimension’, and it is in this usage
area one of the two main pillars around which territorial cohesion stories gather.
With the possibility that territorial cohesion becomes a part of regional/cohesion
policy, a prominent question might be: what does regional/cohesion policy actually promote
in this? In the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area three kinds of objectives are promoted
with the concept: balance, economic objectives, and environmental ones.
‘Balance/Economy/Environment’ is therefore the label of the metanarrative which gathers the
relevant stories. a Another metanarrative which is not a pillar either is labelled ‘coordination’.
That not that many territorial cohesion stories appear on this issue is not that surprising. This
because the Regional/Cohesion usage area’s general stories on processual and substantive
coherence are not elaborate and silently appear in a combined start since the European
Commission sponsored study on ‘Spatial Impacts of Community Policies and Costs of NonCoordination’. Yet, the European Union is, amongst others, also held to struggle in defining
strategies that tackle future challenges in a coherent and integrative way; the Lisbon Strategy
and a business approach might be up for this task though. In this context territorial cohesion
stories promote both processual and substantive coordination.
The other metanarrative which can be considered as a pillar harbours the most
territorial cohesion stories, compared to the other metanarratives, and the ones that are
formally based too. These are respectively concerned with specific territories and
accessibility. Although only some are on the latter issue, they are important because they
express the official base of the concept in the Treaty of Amsterdam’s Article 16 on services
(see Appendix C). The same Treaty then posed in its Article 158 to reduce the backwardness
of the least favoured regions or islands, including rural areas as well, but this without
mentioning territorial cohesion. 109 Yet, with the concept these issues of territories and
accessibility are combined, what makes this combination of the most numerous with the
formally based territorial cohesion stories a metanarrative labelled ‘territories and
accessibility’. The appearance and development of the stories per metanarrative can then be
summarised schematically as shown below in Schema 2a ‘Metanarratives of the concept of
territorial cohesion in the Regional/Cohesion Policy usage area (without relating stories)’.
Regional/Cohesion Policy Schema 2a
Metanarratives of the concept of territorial cohesion in the Regional/Cohesion Policy usage area (without relating stories)
Year/Metanarrative
1991

Cohesion objective/Territorial dimension

Balance/Economy
/Environment

Coordination

Territories/Accessibility

-TC is possible complementary to social and economic cohesion

-TC emerges
-TC related to SGEI

1997
-Treaty of Amsterdam
-First Cohesion Report
-French active in European
regional policy and interested in
spatial planning and cohesion
policy

1999

-strengthen TC to tackle laggard economic development in some Objective 1
regions/weak growth in peripheral regions/to support polycentric development

-TC has territorial dimension

-Barnier invokes TC
-European Council of Berlin
-EP Committees REGI and
TRAN merge into RETT
-EP and EC support parts of
ESDP

2000

2001
-Second Cohesion Report has
TC chapter
-European Council adopts
Gothenburg Strategy
-‘Spatial Impacts of Community
Policies and Costs of NonCoordination’
-German Planning Advisory
Council relates cohesion policy
and spatial development

2002
-CoR’s study ‘Territorial
Cohesion in Europe’
-EP Resolution on Second
Cohesion Report mentions TC
and ESDP
-Concentration of activities in
central European regions

2003
-CoR passes TC Resolution
-CoR institutionalises TC in
COTER
-Sapir Report
-differences increase on regional
level

a

-TC can offer practical
framework for a cohesion policy

-add TC to economic and social cohesion in EU principles and goals

-TC is same as balanced
development

-introduce TC as new third cohesion dimension
-TC usage reflects growing emphasis on spatial dimension in EU policy
-TC usage linked to combining competitiveness with social cohesion

-TC towards more balanced
development

-TC is third cohesion dimension/important cohesion process element
-policy that establishes economic and social cohesion without TC is culturally
irresponsible/damages economic vitality of Europe

-TC implicit in harmonious
development
-TC viewed as blockage to free
economic competition

-promote TC in Europe to prevent concentration of population, economic
activities, employment and investment in wealthier central EU zones
-TC relates to positive discrimination of places, activities or social groups
-TC implies SG(E)I with permanent and universal character

-TC is fundamental cohesion dimension
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TC focus in Second Cohesion Report extended appraisal of territorial dimension
beyond spatial planning sphere while bringing it closer to economic and social
cohesion/in 2001 EC related TC as new third cohesion dimension to ESDP/new
TC challenges of European enlargement

-TC is means to reduce
disparities between regions
-TC included in policy area that
reduces regional disparities and
enhances competitiveness of
regions

-promote TC in Europe to prevent concentration of population, economic
activities, employment and investment in wealthier central EU zones
-increase internal TC of region
-consider geographical constraints in TC policy in association with competition
policy
-TC debate broader than SG(E)I
-TC has accounting for diversity of European territories as main aim

-European Council adopts
Lisbon Strategy
-EC communication identifies
SGI as key EMS-elements

Note that although these three objectives appear thus, logically seen ‘balance’ can be social and/or economic, as shown in the general stories on public objectives.
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2004
-EU Enlargement
-Third Cohesion Report
elaborates on TC and refers to
ESDP
-Interim Territorial Cohesion
Report
-Galway Conference on
Territorial Cohesion
-REGI Committee requests
studies on future of Cohesion
Policy

2005
-non-ratification Constitutional
Treaty
-European Council revives
Lisbon Strategy and reduces
funding for Cohesion Policy
-EC drafts CSG for Cohesion
Policy
-Guellec Report proposes a
White Paper on TC
-TC no explicit DG Regio aim
-EC relates TC to Fourth
Cohesion Report and a White
Paper
-‘Cohesion Policy in Support of
Growth and Jobs’ has TC
chapter
-administrative capacity for
territorial cohesion policy on EU
level problematic
-EP Report on urban dimension
mentions (post-)ESDP process

2006
-2007-2013 funding period
regulations for Cohesion Policy
negotiated
-no legislative process
addressing territorial cohesion
per se
-REGI Committee supports EU
Territorial Cohesion Strategy
-DG Regio monitors EU policies
-Territorial dialogue between EC
and regional/local governments

-consider contribution by R&D, innovation and State aid to strengthen TC within
overarching territorial strategies (in line with ESDP)
-TC is precondition of/extends beyond economic and social cohesion/adds
territorial dimension to economic and social cohesion/puts spatial dimensions of
development at core of EU economic and social cohesion agenda/accounts for
territorial dimension of EU policies
-TC emphasis reflects concern of many associations, institutions and Member
States that commitment to territorial dimension of cohesion policy must be clear
-if territorial disparities affect overall competitiveness of EU economy it is TC
problem
-territorial balance dimensions within EU elaborated in Interim Territorial
Cohesion Report/Galway Conference on TC recognises need of competitiveness
as key cohesion axis

-prioritise employment/address
natural risks for TC
-TC is for more balanced
distribution of human activities
across EU (development by
reducing disparities)
-regional policy interventions
supporting TC contribute to
sustainable development

-EU policies for TC should
cooperate and network
-coordinate European
innovation, networks and
competition policies with
cohesion policy/between
regional and sectoral policies for
TC
-TC presupposes horizontal and
vertical cooperation/encourages
cooperation between regions
-TC for integration of EU
priorities/competition policy
relevant in coordination with
cohesion policy for TC

-promote TC aspects at wider interregional and transnational scale
-TC is integral part of/extends beyond economic and social cohesion/concerned
with urban/regional dimension/adds traversal dimension to economic and social
cohesion/territorial dimension to cohesion policy/policies should for TC
incorporate territorial as policy making basis
-doubt about added value of TC compared to economic and social cohesion
makes sense if territorial approach is assimilated to sectoral approach with
territorial reference unit/if ‘territorial’ is understood in broad way the territorial
qualifier applied to cohesion opens wider perspectives
-if TC has to add to economic and social cohesion content it must link with
sustainability
-territorial balance not related to TC/TC aspect adding territorial dimension to
cohesion policy accounts for territorial imbalances and disparities
-TC addresses territorial imbalances (due to competition driven labour
mobility)/spatialises biographical risks people face throughout their life course
-TC calls for solidarity amongst European citizens and territories/extends call for
work-based social-protection to place-based territorial-protection
-territorial emphasis lies at heart TC spatialises European model’s socialprotection concerns/TC gives in EMS embedded political tensions a spatial
dimension
-need for TC corresponds more to reactive attitude against territorial
destructuring than to rationally conceived model of territorial development/TC is
spatial manifestation of debate about Social Europe
-in EP resolution on TC’s agenda for territorial cohesion policy territorial
concerns play no role as such
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------social and territorial cohesion in Member States largely due to national
redistributive welfare-state policies
-“the French” introduced TC as spatial component of EMS into European debate
-Interim Territorial Cohesion Report wants to overcome territorial
imbalances/discusses territorial dimension of cohesion

-TC for (harmonious and)
balanced development/social
inclusion not related to TC
-TC will not exist unless we
reduce structural disparities
between regions
-EP resolution on TC aims at
keeping Europe in balance
-TC not used for sustainable and
balanced development

-develop dialogue with Member
States because of shared
responsibility for TC
-promote TC through integrated
development and (coordinated)
sectoral policies
-compromise sectoral with
integrated TC logic in
transnational cooperation
-informal cooperation between
governmental levels not related
to TC/TC for cooperation
within/between regions
-DG Regio says TC focuses on
development opportunities for
co-operation and networking
-integrated (long-term) approach
not/related to TC
-coherence of EU
policies/territorial coherence
related to TC
----------------------------------------DG Regio says in 2003 that TC
brings development
opportunities into focus for
cooperation and networking
-transnational dimension of
territorial cooperation is priority
for future TC

-develop TC as cohesion (strategy) objective/EC should take TC into account in
her propositions around economic and social cohesion/TC should be part of new
territorial way of doing in EU
-economic and social cohesion imply TC/TC is another cohesion type
-TC more important than economic and social cohesion/(transversal) TC adds
value to economic and social cohesion
-debate on TC could be helpful in organising and orienting REGI Committee
work because territorial approach useable to change perspective on cohesion
objectives
-TC mostly related to social cohesion/TC influenced economic dimension as
economic development happens in various territorial contexts
-transversal TC potentially changes sectoral thinking at all spatial levels/TC
concerned with urban dimension (as measure)
-increasing attention on spatial issues within regional policy largely due to TC/in
DG Employment and Social Affaires territorial dimension of cohesion not
discussed with TC
-spatial planners say TC is more than in economic and social cohesion implied
TC
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Second Cohesion Report covered TC connected to ESDP
-Third Cohesion Report covered TC alongside economic and social cohesion
-balancing between cohesion and competition model is main point of future
territorial cohesion policy

-relate TC to reducing
imbalances
-TC for/more than reducing
(regional/economic) imbalances
-TC concerns balance
development within
regions/between territories
-territorial cohesion policy only
socio-economic
policy/sustainable and balanced
development implies TC
-TC as economic
development/balance between
economy, society and
environment related to Lisbon
-TC is for DG Regio about more
balanced development/growth
-TC now more important for DG
Enterprise and Industry
-DG Environment not/uses TC
----------------------------------------Second Cohesion Report
covered TC connected to
balance development
-Interim Territorial Cohesion
Report holds that TC is reflected
in Article 2 promoting
sustainable and balanced
development

-re/actions should go beyond
networking for TC
-TC connected to coherence (of
sectors
-increased interaction between
stakeholders essential for
setting TC agenda/connections
between TC actors important
-Territorial Dialogue more than
TC/important in relations
cohesion policy, TC and Lisbon

-endorse TC because individuals/citizens/economic operators have right to
services wherever they live and work
-address islands’ issue through implementing effective territorial cohesion policy
(as component of broader strategy)
-develop energy/innovation/transport networks (to reinforce accessibility)/ports
/airports/waterways (with investment support) for TC
-equal access to basic facilities, essential services and knowledge for everyone
wherever they live is TC condition
-TC implies that people should not be disadvantaged by wherever they live and
work/recognition of naturally disadvantaged areas not core TC focus
-uniform application of regional state aid provisions of Third Cohesion Report
aggravating imbalances by not accounting for social and economic disparities
and national handicaps is contrary to TC
-Europe’s cities and urban area’s crucial for strengthening economic
competitiveness and social and territorial cohesion of whole EU/TC at
intraregional scale calls for urban-rural linkages
-new TC challenges through new eastern border which reinforces
centre/periphery paradigm through relative affirmation of pentagon
-SGI not provided by market forces/SG(E)I are TC condition
-concerning relocation problem attention is drawn to importance of competition
policy for TC/EU policies in ICT sector important for balanced European
competitiveness and TC
-new regional innovation policy which leads to sustainable impact by not
neglecting polarisation effects contributes to TC
-disparities across EU (imbalances in demographic weight, unequal accessibility,
distribution of development factors, access to SGI, R&D and innovation
resources)/that at regional level many urban and rural areas and most border
areas continue to lag behind is observation for TC
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TC in Treaty Article 16 important
-work of Ministers responsible for spatial policy will until 2007 focus on TC to
support Lisbon by better exploiting Europe’s divers potentials
-development of multi-centric model must form key element in EU territorial
cohesion strategy/strengthen TC by promoting trans-European synergies and
clusters of competitive and innovative activities
-(regional) policy should for TC include (specific territorial features of each)
territory/achieve TC through development of regions’ endowment factors
enhancing their competitiveness and attractiveness
-equality of access to basic facilities, essential services and knowledge for
everyone wherever they live is key TC condition/constitution of trans-European
SGI network in rural areas/providing sparsely populated areas with access to
services (weakly) relates to TC/connectivity and territorial integration of regions
facing geographical or other handicaps and territories with cross-border
character is TC aspect
-key challenge for strengthening TC in light of Lisbon is enhancing territorial
capital and potentials of all regions and promote territorial integration
-peripheral regions (linked with transport)/cities (by contributing to growth and
jobs) not/related to TC
-TC provides raison d’être for regional development policy based on principle of
equity between citizens wherever they live in EU
-TC concerned with islands/mountain regions/cross-border/transnational
areas/regions with low population density/successfully facing globalisation
challenges/diversification of rural areas/integration of very remote areas
-disparities between east and west Europe/peripheral and central regions on
national level are crucial TC challenge/thematic concentration of support for nonconvergence regions presents risk for TC
-integration of EU territory/single region (weakly) related to TC
-TC aims to evenly distribute economic activities over EU territory/diversify
centres of economic activity (by polycentric economic development model)/build
sustainable communities in urban and rural areas
-development of European territory as whole weakly related to TC/polycentric
economic development model for TC involves concerted approach to urban and
rural development
-TC relates constitution of trans-European SGI network
-(European) transport (corridors) not/related to TC/TC more than transport
functions
-(im/material) connectivity and territorial integration (of regions) belongs to TC
-TC concerns particular places presenting problems/benefitting economic
modernisation/inked influencing people’s acces to economic and social
opportunities/quality of life
-TC (weakly) related to advancing territorial capital/regions’ propensity to
anticipate asymmetric shocks/economic clusters based on local assets
-state administration has to rely on endogenous local forces able to generate
territorial dynamics in less-favoured areas because economic potential of
regions cannot ensure TC between each part of country
-TC related to promotion of regional identities
-TC often related to ways urban system, economic and socio-cultural linkages
combine internal coherence (within region) and external connectivity/EP
resolution provides narrow agenda for territorial cohesion policy confined to least
accessible regions
-TC regarded as instrument for regional development for whole EU
territory/support for lagging behind and peripheral regions/by emphasising TC its
European proponents want to help regions loosing their population (due to
globalisation and its disruptive effects on communities)
-there is argued that TC in combination with polycentric development supports
towns and cities as regional development motors
-EU lacks TC factor of polycentric activity pattern with less regional income and
employment disparities
-TC not related to universal access to services
-DG Regio says TC focuses on development opportunities to attend to areas’
strengths
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------DG Regio said in 2003 that TC attends more to strengths of areas and better
targeting of policy instruments
-Interim Territorial Cohesion Report wants to achieve accessibility conditions
throughout EU
-Interim Territorial Cohesion Report consists almost entirely of ESPON material
-incorporation of territorial specificities priority for future TC
-develop EU territorial cohesion strategy versus individual Member State
strategies for whole EU territory/with difficulties to reach TC at various territorial
levels simultaneously Community level should be emphasised
-territorial cohesion policy should change towards substance and
decentralisation due to importance of clustering and poles of excellence
-TC should involve MEPs active in committees on sectoral policies with spatial
impacts
-TENs contribute to TC by connecting countries, regions and areas overseas
with each other
-TC concerns critical mass in poorer regions/polycentric development and urbanrural linkages/insertion of spatial differences
-TC simultaneously builds on territorial specificities, equity, and policy
effectiveness
-TC leads to economic growth with polycentric development European territory’s
space
-development of EU Territorial Cohesion Strategy versus individual Member
State Strategies for whole EU territory is in MEPs’ interest
-if there are no regional interests excluded TC finds favour with everyone/NorthSouth of EU want to restrict TC to helping handicapped regions
-peripheral regions and Cohesion Countries use TC as justification for regional
cohesion policy
-TC not used for question of territory
-usage of TC by peripheral regions and Cohesion Countries via economic
growth with polycentric development indirectly related to spatial planning
-infrastructure (TENs) related to TC (by spatial policy people)/hardly anyone in
DG Transport and Energy works with TC issues
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ESDP’s promotion of polycentric development is TC advocacy by Ministers
responsible for spatial development
-Interim Territorial Cohesion Report holds that TC is reflected in Article 16
holding that citizens and economic operators should have fair access to SGEI
wherever they live and work
-Interim Territorial Cohesion Report looks at main indicators of
imbalances/effects of EU assistance through sectoral policies, regional policy
and SF/polycentric development
-Interim Territorial Cohesion Report harbours preliminary results of ESPON and
CEC studies

These metanarratives give a basic order of the territorial cohesion stories in the
Regional/Cohesion policy usage area. A common characteristic of the metanarratives and
narratives with an own dynamic in the (post-)ESDP process usage area then returns here:
there seem to be no contradicting stories. Although one could argue that stories that depict
territorial cohesion as territorial dimension go against those depicting it as cohesion objective
(or vice versa), they do not do so explicitly (i.e. no stories tell that something does not have to
do with territorial cohesion). Hence, also in this usage area no metanarrative is refuted, nor
does one consist of a dominant story opposed by its counterstory. However, besides that the
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intensity in which the metanarratives are debated thus differs (i.e. the two pillar
metanarratives with a higher intensity), also here the way in which they should be expressed
seems to be discussed. As this matters for the influence the concept could have on European
Regional/Cohesion policy, also these appearances and developments will thus be scrutinised.
Below the developments of the four metanarratives in the Regional/Cohesion policy usage
area will therefore be described one by one by identifying and relating their main discussions.
E.2.2 Cohesion objective/Territorial dimension metanarrative
The ‘cohesion objective/territorial dimension’ metanarrative is the oldest metanarrative of
this usage area, as it already emerged when the concept itself did in 1991. The question that
organises the metanarrative thus is whether territorial cohesion is either a cohesion objective
or (territorial) dimension of cohesion objectives. In Schema 2a the stories that form the
debate of whether territorial cohesion is either the one or the other are coloured green. The
working hypothesis for this metanarrative then might be derived from two general
hypotheses. Those that together pose that this usage area roams the by the IGCs drawn
confines and expands the Regional/Cohesion policy area of action namely lead to the
following: the concept is only used as territorial dimension of economic and social cohesion
to open the door for an on a par placement of territorial cohesion. However, before this
primary debate of the metanarrative is portrayed, the separate stances are treated: first
territorial cohesion as territorial dimension (coloured purple in Schema 2a), then as cohesion
objective (pink).
At the time Barnier invoked the concept in 1999, the first statement that denotes the
territorial dimension with it held that territorial cohesion has a territorial dimension. 110 It took
five years before this basic beginning was picked up and elaborated, this with the main issues
of territorial balance and the European Model of Society (EMS); this was structured by the
then emerging discussion on the relationship of territorial cohesion to regional/cohesion
policy themselves. 111 The concept is for instance disputed to address territorial imbalances;
this also in accordance with the stories that relate the concept and regional/cohesion policy
themselves insofar they do not see the Lisbon Strategy as a threat (as territorial disparities are
considered a territorial cohesion problem if they affect the overall competitiveness of the
European Union economy). 112 When concerned with the European Social Model (ESM), the
concept only appears as territorial dimension in 2005 though; this is in line with an implicit
discussion shown by the intersections of the general stories on society constructions and
those on cohesion policy and territorial cohesion themselves. That is to say, while “the
French” are said to have introduced territorial cohesion as the EMS’s spatial component into
the European debate, it seems to remain unresolved whether the concept’s spatialisation of
this model’s social-protection concerns can go together with territorial cohesion also giving a
spatial dimension to the political tensions embedded in the EMS. 113 Still, these main issues of
territorial balance and the EMS have no major developments.
Nota bene, this absence of development in the increasingly discussed territorial
cohesion stories on the territorial dimension seems to be stamped at the time the European
Parliament’s REGI Committee supports a European Union Territorial Cohesion Strategy.
That is, in 2006 no other issues are treated beyond generally mentioning the increasing
attention on spatial issues within regional policy due to the concept and that a transversal
territorial cohesion potentially changes sectoral thinking at all spatial levels. 114 Hence, when
territorial cohesion would be used as territorial dimension for an on a par placement later on,
the filling-in of this dimension starts rather late.
Even though territorial cohesion as objective already regularly appeared since the
Second Cohesion Report devoted a chapter to the concept, neither this stance develops and is
even less elaborated than the territorial dimension one. 115 The main issues are that territorial
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cohesion leans towards social cohesion (as in the Treaty of Amsterdam) and/or
competitiveness. 116 What is in line with the general stories on the Lisbon Strategy, is that,
from this beginning on, it is also held that the usage of the concept is linked to combining
competitiveness and social cohesion – once competitiveness is hereby even posed as key
cohesion axis. 117 Two other issues treated in 2005 are then framed by the general stories on
society constructions and public objectives (thereby linking to the environmental objective of
incorporating the sustainability agenda). This with an imperative, if territorial cohesion has to
add to the content of economic and social cohesion then it must link with sustainability, and
an explanation, the social and territorial cohesion in Member States would largely exist due
to national redistributive welfare-state policies. 118 Hence, safe to say that territorial cohesion
as objective appears earlier and more regularly than territorial cohesion as territorial
dimension. Then again, developments in these stories that back this emergence in the official
policy area are even more absent. This might partly be explained by that in 2006 there is still
no legislative process underway that addresses territorial cohesion per se. 119
Notwithstanding the appearances that show the possibilities of both stances, the
question remains: is territorial cohesion a cohesion objective or territorial dimension? Almost
a decade before the stances in this are shown independently, territorial cohesion is mentioned
as possible complementary to social and economic cohesion, and this starts the
metanarrative. 120 The debate on how the concept should add to these two cohesion objectives,
however, begins much later: just after the structuring dispute on the role of territorial
cohesion itself vis-à-vis European Union policy succeeded the claim that it is European
Union policy. 121 Hereby territorial cohesion is first promoted as new third cohesion
dimension (i.e. besides the economic and social cohesion objectives), but simultaneously
described as reflecting a growing emphasis on the spatial dimension in European Union
policy (i.e. as territorial dimension not even confined to cohesion policy). 122 Through the
years, only once a statement dissents, this with the 2006 story that DG Employment and
Social Affairs does not discuss the territorial dimension of cohesion with the concept,123
while the rest fills the continuum between these two poles. On this continuum territorial
cohesion is posed as implicit in economic and social cohesion, their precondition, extending
beyond them, territorial dimension of cohesion policy, and a new territorial way of doing in
general. 124 In 2005 a possible order is made in this. A statement namely goes that the doubt
about the added value of territorial cohesion compared to economic and social cohesion
makes sense if its territorial approach is assimilated to a sectoral approach with territorial
reference units, but if ‘territorial’ is understood in a broad way, then the territorial qualifier
applied to cohesion opens wider perspectives. 125 However, after the continuum is carved up
in fine slices, in 2006 still no decision cuts the knot that ties this line together. 126 An
explanation for this could be the non-ratification of the Constitutional Treaty as formal
policy-making base and the problematic administrative capacity for territorial cohesion policy
on the European Union level as practical side to this.127 The main debate of this territorial
cohesion metanarrative therefore does not affirm its working hypothesis, because from the
beginning on the concept is both used as cohesion objective and as territorial dimension and
no final decision on this is made (yet).
Hence, the concept is not only used as territorial dimension of economic and social
cohesion to open the door for an on a par placement of territorial cohesion. While this goes
against this section’s working hypothesis, the metanarrative does clearly keep up that the
Regional/Cohesion policy usage area roams the by the IGCs usage area drawn confines as
frontier (i.e. the second general hypothesis). The on a par placement of territorial cohesion
namely did not need an opening of a door, as it already appeared inside – just as territorial
cohesion itself was claimed as European Union policy early on. Only after territorial cohesion
was not self-evidently considered to be a European Union policy anymore, the concept
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became debated as both cohesion objective and territorial dimension (e.g. using territorial
cohesion as territorial dimension for a step back instead of forward). Although territorial
cohesion as cohesion objective could entail an additional segment for the regional/cohesion
policy area, as the territorial dimension of it the concept can still lead to the area’s
enlargement, that is, in depth instead of span.
What is more, when territorial cohesion is used for the territorial dimension of
policies in general, then it might not so much expand the regional/cohesion policy area, but
increase the potential influence of it on other policy areas. The possibility of overarching
territorial strategies in line with the ESDP, as shown in this metanarrative in 2004, could
hereby affirm the third general hypothesis. The Regional/Cohesion policy usage area namely
seems to combine the transgressing of the formal limits drawn by the IGCs (i.e. for territorial
strategies) with selecting parts of the (post-)ESDP process (i.e. the strategies in line with the
ESDP) to expand the Regional/Cohesion policy area of action. 128 Stories in the
metanarrative’s main debate put it even stronger in 2003: the territorial cohesion focus in the
Second Cohesion Report would be an extension of the appraisal of the territorial dimension
beyond the spatial planning sphere while bringing it closer to economic and social
cohesion. 129 Although this fits the 2001 description of the European Commission, which
would relate territorial cohesion as new third cohesion dimension to the ESDP, a tension
surfaces when a note from 2006 is accounted for, that is, those saying that the concept is
more than the in economic and social cohesion implied territorial cohesion are spatial
planners would (i.e. what turf belongs to whom?). 130 Hence, it seems as if the ‘cohesion
objective/territorial dimension’ metanarrative clearly indicates a substantive cherry-picking
of the territorial dimension for economic and social cohesion (i.e. the first general
hypothesis), this with the possibility of going beyond these objectives.
E.2.3 Balance/Economy/Environment metanarrative
To see which substantive objectives regional/cohesion policy actually promotes with the
concept, we only have to look at the three kinds of objectives, because only those for balance,
economy, and the environment come forward in territorial cohesion stories. These are
respectively coloured red, yellow, and green in Schema 2a when it concerns the
‘balance/economy/environment’ metanarrative. To then come up with a working hypothesis
for this metanarrative, we can build forth upon the general stories on public objectives and
the Lisbon Strategy and those on territorial cohesion and regional/cohesion policy
themselves. These namely also lead to the finding that stories on territorial cohesion itself
argued about issues of economic growth and environmental objectives well before those on
regional and cohesion policy themselves did. This section’s working hypothesis then is:
territorial cohesion promotes the combination of balance, economic competitiveness, and the
environment from the start. Below the chronological appearance of the objectives of balance,
economy and their pairing, and environment and their combinations are therefore treated.
Indeed, territorial cohesion is in 2000 first only identified with balanced development;
this after the general stories on public objectives told that the least prosperous Member States
caught up. 131 Although this identification does alter (e.g. the concept being a means instead
of the same) and is partly disputed in 2005, it is this issue of balance that dominates the
metanarrative; this even while the Lisbon Strategy was already adopted the whole time.132
Yet, that the combination of balance, economic competitiveness, and the environment does
not dominate does not mean that it does not appear.
While there is a concentration of activities in the central European regions, in 2002
economic issues are for instance voiced, but this in an opposing manner, as territorial
cohesion is mentioned as blocking free economic competition. 133 Moreover, a year later the
concept does not only promote a reduction of the differences between regions (which were
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increasing), but pairs this with a promotion of the competitiveness of them; in 2006 a side
discussion in this appears on promoting balanced development within regions or between
territories (also see §E.2.5). 134 Still, the year of the Enlargement is most surprising in light of
the working hypothesis. That is to say, much frames and structures territorial cohesion stories
on economic objectives in 2004: the Third Cohesion Report’s treatment of the concept is
characterised as being in development and competitiveness terms, stories on cohesion policy
itself begin to align with the then emerging general ones on the Lisbon Strategy, and those
relating regional/cohesion policy and territorial cohesion themselves show a disagreement on
connecting them to this. Yet, no promotion of economic objectives appears in this
metanarrative; employment is prioritised though, which can be about balance as well as
economics, as it was a year before the revived Lisbon Strategy concerned itself with growth
and jobs. 135 Hence, even when paired with competitiveness, the objective of balance seems to
dominate.
Such a pairing of balance and economy is not yet the combination meant by this
section’s working hypothesis though. This comes into view with the concept’s promotion of
the environment too, although this was only since 2004 and in the start just strongly on its
own (e.g. by being concerned with natural risks and sustainable development). 136 That is,
even though a 2006 backward looking story tells that the Interim Territorial Cohesion Report
holds that the concept is reflected in the Treaty a’s Article 2 (which promotes sustainable and
balanced development), this reflection is qua substance matted in 2005. 137 It became more
confusing when the 2007-2013 funding period regulations for Cohesion Policy were
negotiated a year later though. Then the metanarrative signifies a disagreement on whether
territorial cohesion goes beyond the reduction of imbalances or not, while simultaneously
quarrels emerge about what extras this would bring (e.g. sustainable and balanced
development or a balance between economy, society, and environment in relation to the
Lisbon Strategy). 138 Hence, although disputed and confused, territorial cohesion promotes the
combination of balance, economic competitiveness, and the environment.
Then again, this promotion of three objectives together is not enough to support this
section’s working hypothesis on its own. First only balance appeared to dominate the whole
time, then competitiveness was added and paired, followed by the environment. That is, as
the concept’s promotion of the combination of these three objectives only appeared in the last
instance, it is safe to say that territorial cohesion does not promote such a combination from
the start.
However, this territorial cohesion metanarrative does align with the structuring
disagreements on what territorial cohesion would add to regional/cohesion policy itself.
While the concept itself is in the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area related to
competitiveness and the Lisbon Strategy, the (further substantive) filling-in of this connection
(e.g. combined with the older objective of balanced development) namely does not crystallise
in the ‘balance/economy/environment’ metanarrative either. The quarrels of this territorial
metanarrative nevertheless support two general hypotheses. They namely point to a possible
cherry-picking from the (post-)ESDP process usage area (i.e. the first general hypothesis) in
the form of a balancing between economic, social, and environmental concerns; this might
even restructure the usage area substantively, as economy and society intersect economic and
social balance and economic growth. They also point to an exploitation of the official limits
(i.e. the second general hypothesis) by an argued stretching of a Treaty Article on sustainable
and balanced development. However, these possibilities seem to remain indecisive (again) on
how such a usage of the concept expands the Regional/Cohesion policy area of action (i.e. the
third general hypothesis).
a

This is the Treaty Establishing the European Economic Community signed in 1957.
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E.2.4 Coordination metanarrative
In 2000 the ‘coordination’ metanarrative started when it was held that the concept can offer a
practical framework for cohesion policy. 139 Although this is a year before the general stories
and processual and substantive coherence started, they do frame this metanarrative. In
Schema 2a processual and substantive coordination are then coloured darker and lighter blue
respectively. The many discussions in the general stories on institutional arrangements and
society constructions also frame this metanarrative. These general stories namely show
(en)trenched disputes on favouring different political bodies and systematic discussions on
the relations between the State, the market, and civic society. These disputes and discussions
then lead to the following working hypothesis: the usage of territorial cohesion for
coordination is problematic. When there are disputes between political bodies and discussion
on their relation with actors from the market and society, coordination could be difficult. This
would also affect the discussion on who is responsible for a (possible) territorial cohesion
policy in stories on territorial cohesion itself, as they mostly point to a shared responsibility,
and thus to the need to cooperate.
After 2000, processual and substantive coordination are above all treated separately,
but only so since 2004, that is, around the time the general stories on political institutions
castigated intergovernmental bargains as basis of regional policy (i.e. show some need for
other ways of doing); a backward looking story from 2005 holds that in 2003 DG Regio
already mentioned territorial cohesion as bringing forward development opportunities for
cooperation and networking though. 140 Besides this initial separation into process and
substance, neither territorial cohesion stories show any significant development. This might
be explained by the short time-span this territorial cohesion metanarrative appeared thus;
what befits the general stories on political institutions, whose dispute only then developed
towards the promotion of combining forces from various governmental levels (i.e. imply
some need for coordination). To test whether these territorial cohesion stories show that
coordination is problematic, we still need to treat them though. Below substantive
coordination follows processual coordination.
Processual coordination in terms of cooperation, networking, and dialogue is in this
territorial cohesion metanarrative more discussed than substantive coordination. This
discussion can be characterised by that: territorial cohesion is held as presupposing or
encouraging cooperation, when governmental levels are specified transnational cooperation
comes to the fore, and that it is not clear who (should) cooperate (e.g. which levels and
actors). 141 This last point falls in the systematic discussions on the relations between the
State, the market and civic society in the general stories on society constructions and might
further increase in importance. That is to say, on the one hand the informal cooperation
between governmental levels is not always related to the concept and on the other hand there
is called to go beyond networking for territorial cohesion. 142 The Committee of the Regions’s
Territorial Dialogue between the European Commission and the regional/local governments
in 2006 could, for instance, harbour development prospects of territorial cohesion stories on
processual coordination. 143 The question of who should be involved could hereby also
depend on the topic with which such processual coordination is concerned (see below).
Hence, the only way in which the usage of the concept for coordination is shown to be
problematic here, is the imprecision of stories on processual coordination.
The question of with which topic a processual coordination is concerned does not
only echo the ‘balance/economy/environment’ metanarrative. It namely also resonates the
critical general stories on political institutions which tell that the European Union cannot and
does not define its interest (i.e. no common goal to focus coordination) and the ones on
society constructions which characterise European integration as decoupled (i.e. the
balancing of concerns might need the re-coupling of economic integration and social147

protection issues). Of importance hereby is then, that the main characteristic of the territorial
cohesion stories on substantive coordination is that they differ in integrated and coherent
policies: all policies, just regional/cohesion policy with others, or only with competition
policy. 144 That is to say, the topic might define who cooperate, but it is not clear what the
coordinated topic (then) is.
Above and beyond this main substantive coordination issue, two other extremes
appear. These show that an integrated approach is also not related to the concept, but that the
even more fixed ‘territorial coherence’ strangely enough is. 145 Albeit that these discussions
could signify the challenge that the concept’s usage for coordination entails, when it is used
thus, it is so in an unproblematical manner. Moreover, these stories might start to develop in
2006, since it is a time at which DG Regio already monitors other European Union policies
and the European Parliament’s REGI Committee supports a Territorial Cohesion Strategy of
the European Union. 146 The only way in which the usage of the concept for coordination is
shown to be problematic here, is the lacking decision on what to coordinate substantively.
While all the stories that frame and structure the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area
portray essential discordances without highlighting consensus, territorial cohesion thus seems
to be the eye of the tornado. The concept namely promotes processual and substantive
coordination, and rather unproblematicly so – this tension with its context could also be a
reason for this metanarrative’s late emergence. The metanarrative therefore goes against that
the concept’s usage for coordination is problematic (i.e. this section’s working hypothesis).
Although the transnational level is emphasised processually in the concept’s
promotion of coordination, such a pursuit might be the more concealing when some general
stories on political institutions are considered. That is, the existing power structures of the
European Union institutions would provide an uneven field. 147 When they coordinate
together in an uneven field, they could accept the existing power asymmetries (e.g. equal
partnership under the shadow of hierarchy). Note though, that the IGCs usage area harboured
a dispute on this leeway (see Appendix C). The dispute was on the placing of the concept in
the Constitutional Treaty: in Article I-3 (i.e. leading to a shared competency) or Article I-16
(i.e. leading to coordinating action of the Community). The promotion of coordination
appears therefore to be disputed in itself. The IGCs usage area also demarcated less formal
ways of doing with its ‘coordination’ metanarrative, ways depicted endlessly in the (post)ESDP process usage area too. The late emergence of the ‘coordination’ metanarrative in the
Regional/Cohesion Policy usage area then, in its turn, still leaves it open whether – and when:
how – the puzzle of cherry-picking an informal balancing of substantive concerns from the
(post-)ESDP process usage area would be matched with the difficulties of formal cooperation
(e.g. for a territorial cohesion policy).
E.2.5 Territories and accessibility metanarrative
As relatively seen the ‘territories and accessibility’ metanarrative harbours the most territorial
cohesion stories, it comes as no surprise that it also has the largest variety of issues.
Territorial cohesion stories on territories and accessibility are then subdivided in six groups
(and in Schema 2a coloured): those on specific territories (yellow), territorial specificities
(purple), and territorial capital (pink), on services (green) and infrastructure (blue), and those
that combine such territorial and accessibility issues (orange). That this metanarrative thereby
expresses the official base of the concept (i.e. services) does more than merely give the other
reason for why this metanarrative can be seen as a pillar. It might namely also affirm that this
usage area roams the by the IGCs usage area drawn confines as frontier (i.e. the second
general hypothesis), as it could reuse Articles 16 (on services) and 158 (that names
territories). When you consider this weight of the metanarrative, the working hypothesis for it
might well pose: the combined issues of territories and accessibility become the focal point in
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the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area. Before this combination of issues is treated though,
the developments of the separate issues are, starting with accessibility (i.e. first services, then
infrastructure) before territories (i.e. first specific territories, then territorial specificities,
territorial capital last).
The ‘territories and accessibility’ metanarrative begins by relating territorial cohesion
to Services of General Economic Interest (SGEI), at the time of the Treaty of Amsterdam in
1997 – and the relevant Article 16 is seven years later labelled as important. 148 A
communication of the European Commission from 2000 increased the weight of this official
base for the concept, as it identified Services of General Interest (SGI) as key element of the
European Model of Society (EMS); which is in line of the general stories on society
constructions. 149 The only main developments in these territorial cohesion stories on services
start two years later. This with the suggestion that the concept implies SG(E)I with an
universal character, which is not echoed afterwards, and, a year later, that the debate on
territorial cohesion is broader than these services. 150 Hence, the territorial cohesion stories on
services make a combination of the issues of territories and accessibility easier, as they
develop towards the promotion of SG(E)I for everyone and explicitly widen the concept
beyond services.
The other accessibility stories, those on infrastructure, are both less important and
frequent. 151 While the European Parliament’s REGI Committee merged with the one on
transport in 1999, it is only at the end of this term of the European Parliament that stories on
infrastructure appear in 2004. This with calls to develop infrastructural networks (e.g. energy,
transport) and nodes (e.g. ports) for territorial cohesion. 152 However, the development of this
issue does not go beyond more or less bringing up the concept when it concerns im/material
connectivity and that territorial cohesion is more than just transport functions. 153 What holds
for the territorial cohesion stories on services therefore seems to hold for those on
accessibility in general: also by explicitly widening the concept beyond transport they make a
combination of the issues of territories and accessibility easier.
This metanarrative’s stories on territories start with the most discussed ones: specific
territories emerge in 1999 with the call to strengthen territorial cohesion for Objective 1
regions’ laggard economic development (see Appendix F), peripheral regions, or polycentric
development and are highlighted since. 154 Later on other territories are mentioned as well; the
only defiant story comes from 2006 and holds that the concept is not used for the question of
territory at all. 155 To give a selection of the plethora of emphasised territories in random
order: wealthier central zones of the European Union, islands, cities, polycentrism, clusters of
competitive and innovate activities, peripheral, mountain, cross-border, transnational, poorer,
or handicapped regions, regions with low population density, rural, very remote, or natural
disadvantaged areas, Cohesion countries, East or West, or North and South Europe.
Moreover, in 2006 it is held that territorial cohesion finds favour with everyone if there are
no regional interests excluded. 156 It therefore comes as no surprise that the concept also starts
to refer to the whole European Union territory since 2005; something the stories on cohesion
policy itself link to the Lisbon Strategy. 157 The territorial cohesion stories on specific
territories thus seem to become self-defeating: when you want to promote certain territories,
you cannot promote every one of them.
Still, if it would be difficult to reach territorial cohesion on various levels
simultaneously, this promotion of specific territories does point to a focus. It namely seems as
if the regional level is predominantly promoted – e.g. the preference for the Community level
is only weakly voiced once (in 2006) –, and this in a way that would increase the
geographical scope of regional policy. 158 A complexity only mentioned to the side above then
appears: although territorial cohesion is mostly seen as a matter between territories, territorial
cohesion within a region is constantly brought forward as well. 159 Nonetheless, more
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important though, also in light of the stories on regional/cohesion policy itself, is that if the
combination of the issues of territories and accessibility would become a focal point with
territorial cohesion, a key question then follows almost automatically: which territories to
emphasise?
Besides that the concept is used with the sole cause of emphasising certain territories,
related concerns are promoted as well. An expression from 2002 represents the strongest of
such points until 2003: territorial cohesion relates to the positive discrimination of places,
activities, and social groups. 160 This falls within the attempts to counter the existing
concentration of activities in the central European regions and the increasing differences on
the regional level (e.g. by regional state aid). 161 In line with the framing and structuring
stories things change around 2004 though. While territorial cohesion is still argued to imply
that people should not be disadvantaged by wherever they live and work, which is in 2005
even considered as base of territorial cohesion in providing the raison d’être for regional
development policy – this specifies the stories that relate territorial cohesion and
regional/cohesion policy themselves –, the recognition of naturally disadvantaged areas is
explicitly mentioned as not being the core focus of the concept too. 162 A disagreement thus
seems to develop about which geographical disadvantages territorial cohesion attempts to
counter.
Moreover, since 2004 territorial cohesion stories on specific territories also assert
competitiveness concerns, thereby mostly emphasising urban areas and polycentric
development – with (again) the derived discussion on whether the competitiveness of regions
and/or the whole European Union is at stake; this follows the lines of the general stories on
the Lisbon Strategy. 163 Notwithstanding the promotion of competitiveness and urban areas,
the peripheral regions and Cohesion Countries are in 2006 still said to use the concept as
justification for a regional cohesion policy. 164 The squaring of balance and growth thus
returns here; thereby framed by the general stories on public objectives and structured by
those on regional/cohesion and territorial cohesion policy themselves. Yet, compared to for
instance the reflection of this squaring in the ‘balance/economy/environment’ metanarrative,
balance and growth are in the ‘territories and accessibility’ metanarrative displayed
geographically: from only assisting (naturally) disadvantaged areas to assisting (all) others as
well (e.g. cities for competitiveness). A positive discrimination of many places (i.e. the
development shown above) could also imply less attention to countering the existing
concentration of activities (i.e. attention to more regions leads to a decreasing focus on some
non-central regions). The question for the combination of territories and accessibility then
becomes: how to have it as focal point in the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area without a
clear geographical focus?
When it concerns territories, this metanarrative also harbours territorial cohesion
stories on territorial specificities. Although territorial specificities are thereby clearly related
to the assertion of specific territories (e.g. by referring to their specificities), they are more on
their actual realities and appear far less often. 165 These stories on territorial specificities
emerged in 2003, with the mention of geographical constraints and the diversity of territories,
and appear more in general later on. 166 The next year the treatment of impacts of policies is
added to such specificities, something which took three years since the European
Commission sponsored the study ‘Spatial Impacts of Community Policies and Costs of NonCoordination’. 167 For the relationship between the variety of territories emphasised in
territorial cohesion stories and the through the years promoted issues hereby, it is remarkable
that the once mentioned geographical constraints suggest a possible hybrid between the
earlier mentioned different concerns (i.e. focus for balance versus all regions for growth).
That is to say, while in the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area the impacts of policies are
with the concept considered for balance, geographical constraints are considered for an
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association of territorial cohesion policy with competition policy (i.e. focus for growth).168
This of course adds possible answers to the question on a geographical focus above, but also
shows an openness to new combinations
Also the territorial cohesion stories on territorial capital are related to specific
territories, as this type of capital is held to be specific for a territory. 169 Compared to the
stories on territorial specificities, the treatment of territorial capital is less spread out over the
years though, and it shows even less development. First potentials of territories come up, and
in 2005 territorial capital is mentioned explicitly (besides different labels for territorial
potencies), and this always to support the Lisbon Strategy or competitiveness; which is in line
with the general stories on this strategy and those rallying for growth. 170 However, often
territorial capital appears in territorial cohesion stories that combine the divided ones on
territories (i.e. specific territories and territorial specificities) and is thereby also concerned
with balance and less-favoured areas. 171 Although neither the territorial cohesion stories on
territorial specificities nor those on territorial capital make a choice for certain territories or
concerns, they thus seem just as set for a combination with accessibility issues as the
territorial cohesion stories on specific territories.
While the separate stances on services and infrastructure on the one hand and specific
territories, territorial specificities and territorial capital on the other give hints for the working
hypothesis, of course only the territorial cohesion stories combining the issues of territories
and accessibility can test whether this combination becomes the focal point. 172 It took a while
before the combination emerged though, as it did so in 2004, seven years after the Treaty of
Amsterdam. It directly started with the main stories that link services and specific territories:
territorial cohesion was promoted for an equal access to services wherever the users have
their activities; in 2006 it is told that the Interim Territorial Cohesion Report claimed that the
Treaty’s Article 16 already posed this. 173 Besides differences in users (e.g. individuals,
economic operators) and activities (i.e. work, but mostly living) and the dispute whether the
concept should be endorsed for this cause or if this cause conditions territorial cohesion, these
main stories are elaborated a bit by different additions to services (e.g. providing basic
facilities, knowledge). 174 More important though, is that a familiar quarrel comes up in 2005.
Various specific territories are stressed for this provision (e.g. rural areas, geographically
handicapped or cross-border territories), that is, the European Parliament’s resolution on the
concept would for instance present a narrow territorial cohesion policy agenda that is
confined to the least accessible regions. 175 The question of which territories are concerned
thus returns here. Still, the combination of the territories and accessibility issues thus seems
to revolve around the service level in territories. As such it could become the focal point of
thus usage area.
Some minor stories emerge in the combination between territories and accessibility as
well. In 2006 not services but infrastructure is for instance combined with specific territories.
TENs would namely contribute to territorial cohesion by connecting countries, regions and
areas overseas. 176 These minor stories mostly emphasise the importance of the main stories of
this combination though. Moreover, only once the combination does not focus on specific
territories. This is when in 2005 the key challenge for strengthening territorial cohesion in
light of the Lisbon Strategy is said to be the enhancement of territorial capital and potentials
of all regions and the promotion of territorial integration (as a form of accessibility). 177 Yet,
this main concern for an equal provision of services everywhere does not develop strongly.
This might be explained by the dispute between balance and growth from the structuring
stories which this metanarrative displays geographically. That is, if a universal provision of
services leads to only assisting particular territories in this, it would favour these
disadvantaged areas; thereby not even touching upon the framing debates on the relations
between the State, the market and civic society and the intervention of different political
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bodies. The promotion of specific territories, however, develops to assisting – not only these,
but – many more territories. The unclear geographical focus of territorial cohesion – which
accords with the shift of the framing and structuring stories into a tension since 2004 – seems
thus to work against the combination of the issues of territories and accessibility.
The combination of the territories and accessibility issues thus might not become the
focal point in the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area (i.e. this section’s working
hypothesis). This even though separately seen the issues of services and infrastructure widen
the concept beyond both and develop towards a promotion of universal SG(E)I and those of
territorial specificities and territorial capital are similarly set for such a combination. The
widening of territorial cohesion’s geographical focus could namely contaminate with the
combination’s main concern with an equal provision of services everywhere. Although this
might sound paradoxical, is could be harder to raise the service level of regions where this is
low without a clear geographical focus.
This metanarrative thus clearly shows the roaming of the by the IGCs usage area
drawn confines (i.e. the second general hypothesis) with its connecting usage of Treaty
Articles 16 and 158. However, territorial cohesion did not develop in this with or towards a
steady geographical focus. In the widening of the concept beyond accessibility issues the
‘territories and accessibility’ metanarrative seems therefore to follow the steps of the framing
and structuring stories in a geographical manner: a debate evolves on whether to assist some
particular territories or all (e.g. in providing services). Still, that the Regional/Cohesion policy
usage area appears to expand the Regional/Cohesion policy area of action with the concept’s
combination of providing services for specific territories also supports the third general
hypothesis – i.e. as failed attempt.
Alternative ways that come to the fore support the first general hypothesis on cherrypicking the (post-)ESDP process usage area and might even, for the time being, put the issue
of accessibility on the back burner (e.g. as infrastructure) 178. Information on territories is
namely said to have come from ESPON (e.g. indicators of imbalances and effects of
European Union assistance through sectoral policies, regional policy, and the Structural
Funds), the post-ESDP process to focus on territorial cohesion to support the Lisbon Strategy
by better exploiting Europe’s divers potentials, and polycentric development is recognised as
the responsible Ministers’ advocacy of concept; the latter is in 2006 with economic growth
even related to peripheral regions and Cohesion Countries. 179 Then again, an expansion of the
Regional/Cohesion policy area of action with territorial cohesion that leans more towards the
(post-)ESDP process than on the IGCs would modify the Region/Cohesion policy usage area
– e.g. the ‘territories and accessibility’ metanarrative could fade away.
E.2.6 The overall picture of the separate metanarratives
The leading question of this appendix is concerned with the disagreement on whether
territorial cohesion is new in regional/cohesion policy as shown by the framing and
structuring stories, but then asks about future directions. It namely asks how territorial
cohesion changes the direction of the future of European Regional/Cohesion policy. In those
stories the concept is more and less centrally posed in the debate about the future of
regional/cohesion policy and whether territorial cohesion inflects this policy towards, for
instance, being more than redistribution only (e.g. the Lisbon Strategy) or, touching upon
responsibility matters, acting less centralised. Obviously, when the concept is successfully
used to increase the European Regional/Cohesion policy’s official field of action (i.e. the
third general hypothesis), it would significantly change this policy’s future direction, because
this would add issues from the metanarratives portrayed above as territorial cohesion policy.
However, the discussions on the expansion of the regional/cohesion policy’s area of
influence with these territorial cohesion concerns are rather indecisive. The ‘cohesion
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objective/territorial dimension’ and ‘balance/economy/environment’ metanarratives show this
in particular. That is, it is still neither clear whether territorial cohesion adds an objective to
regional/cohesion policy or forms the territorial dimension nor does it crystalise what the
concept promotes substantively.
The metanarratives do give an overall picture of this usage area though. They namely
clarify some options, which can be mentioned in the order of the three general hypotheses.
The Regional/Cohesion policy usage area might then cherry-pick five substances from the
(post-)ESDP process usage area: i) a balancing between economic, social, and environmental
concerns, ii) ways to coordinate (see Appendix D), iii) territorial information, iv) the
exploitation of territorial potential, and perhaps even v) polycentrism. Related to this, is that
this usage area also seems to roam the by the IGCs usage area drawn confines as frontier.
This in four ways: a) by placing territorial cohesion on a par with economic and social
cohesion, b) stretching a Treaty Article on sustainable and balanced development and c) those
concerned with coordination, and d) connecting Treaty Articles on services and specific
territories; ways b) and c) thereby relate to points i) and ii) respectively. The first way could
then be successful in expanding the Regional/Cohesion policy area of action by adding a task,
just as territorial strategies in line with the ESDP (i.e. the third way) might be by increasing
its influence on other policies.
Yet, these metanarratives alone only present a part of the Regional/Cohesion policy
usage area. Although the four metanarratives consists of a clear-cut bundle, especially when
compared to those of the (post-)ESDP process usage area, also here some extra findings can
be drawn together by touching upon the ways in which they connect. These might for
instance reveal whether a possible expansion of regional/cohesion policy’s span with
territorial cohesion as objective would mean a refuge for a perhaps fading ‘territories and
accessibility’ metanarrative or whether a deepening of this policy with the concept as
territorial dimension would increase the role for the ‘coordination metanarrative’.

E.3 Stories relating territorial cohesion metanarratives in the Regional/Cohesion
policy usage area
E.3.1 Territorial cohesion stories that connect metanarratives
In this usage area the connections between the territorial cohesion metanarratives are not as
abundant as those shown by the more nuanced territorial cohesion stories of the (post-)ESDP
process usage area. Yet, also the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area appears interweaved.
It took almost ten years after the separate emergence of the primary ‘cohesion
objective/territorial dimension’ metanarrative though that, around the time that all of them
emerged separately, they start to be connected. Hereby the first two years show a slow start
with the territorial cohesion stories that connect the ‘coordination’ and
‘balance/economy/environment’ metanarratives and the latter with the ‘cohesion
objective/territorial dimension’ one. This respectively with statements that territorial cohesion
is essential for a competitive and sustainable Europe because it can offer a practical
framework for a cohesion policy and that the value of the concept is that it puts the spatial
dimensions of economic, social, and environmental development in the core European Union
agenda of economic and social cohesion. 180 Nonetheless, the metanarratives are increasingly
connected through the years. 181 The timing thereby runs against the order of the structuring
and framing stories and separate metanarratives: the year of the Third Cohesion and Interim
Territorial Cohesion Reports does not stand out (i.e. 2004), but the year after the connections
appear full-blown. 182 The denser connectedness of the metanarratives is thus a rather new
feature of the order of the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area.
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The connections made between territorial cohesion metanarratives can be ordered in a
schema, as shown below in Schema 2b ‘Stories relating metanarratives of the concept of
territorial cohesion in the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area’. With Schema 2b a pretty
evenly woven fabric is portrayed, as there develops no dominant pairing of metanarratives.
Still, there are some differences in this. These denote the degree in which the metanarratives
are more or less strongly knit into the fabric of the Regional/Cohesion Policy usage area of
which they are an ordering part.
Regional/Cohesion Policy Schema 2b
Stories relating metanarratives of the concept of territorial cohesion in the Regional/Cohesion Policy usage area
Year/Metanarrative

Cohesion objective/Territorial dimension

Balance/Economy
/Environment

2000

Coordination

Territories/Accessibility

-TC essential for competitive and sustainable Europe
because it can offer practical framework for a cohesion policy

-European Council adopts
Lisbon Strategy
-EC communication identifies
SGI as key EMS-elements

2001
-Second Cohesion Report has
TC chapter
-European Council adopts
Gothenburg Strategy
-‘Spatial Impacts of Community
Policies and Costs of NonCoordination’
-German Planning Advisory
Council relates cohesion policy
and spatial development

-value of TC is that it puts spatial dimensions of economic,
social and environmental development in core EU agenda of
economic and social cohesion

-TC viewed as blockage to
free economic competition
because it is related to
positive discrimination of
-transportation, energy, CAP,
rural development, R&D,
human resources,
---------------------------------------Second Cohesion Report
stressed role of technical,
infrastructural and

2002
-CoR’s study ‘Territorial
Cohesion in Europe’
-EP Resolution on Second
Cohesion Report mentions TC
and ESDP
-Concentration of activities in
central European regions

-places, activities or social
groups and implies rendering
of SG(E)I with permanent and
universal character
-environment, trade, internal
market and FDI should/can
contribute to TC
--------------------------------------monetary external factors for
insufficient TC

-small and medium-sized towns and cities are essential elements of
socio-

2003
-CoR passes TC Resolution
-CoR institutionalises TC in
COTER
-Sapir Report
-differences increase on regional
level

2004
-EU Enlargement
-Third Cohesion Report
elaborates on TC and refers to
ESDP
-Interim Territorial Cohesion
Report
-Galway Conference on
Territorial Cohesion
-REGI Committee requests
studies on future of Cohesion
Policy

economic and territorial
cohesion
-TC is means to reduce
disparities between regions
by reorganising Community

territory to enable polycentric
harmonious balanced
sustainable development

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------in 2001 EC interprets TC as new third cohesion dimension related to
ESDP aims for inspiration and political backing and new territorial
cohesion challenges of

--------------------------------------European enlargement
resulting in a plea for
polycentric development

-TC mediates between weakening of by EU caused liberalisation, ensuring equal access to SGEI, strengthening territorial dimension of EU policies, receiving balanced and sustainable development by taking territorial effects of
sectoral policies on different levels into consideration and steering European regional policy after 2006 as political purposes

-endorse TC because sustainable development of EU requires balanced spatial distribution of economic
activity
-TC puts spatial dimensions of economic, social and environmental development in core EU agenda of
economic and social cohesion
-TC helps balanced development by preventing territorial imbalances

-Ministers responsible for spatial development should stress
importance of strategic frameworks and operational
programmes that account for themes and principles
promoting sustainable economic growth on basis of TC

-TC (policy) requires coherence between regional
policy and sectoral policies with territorial impact
(by coordinating cohesion policy with other
Community policies and interventions)

-key challenge for TC in view of
promoting sustainable
economic growth is to
strengthen endogenous
potentials of regions and their
-TC finds its application in
transport, environment,

-connectivity and integration
with other regions because
development of EU territory
needs stronger balance and
competitiveness
-telecommunication and R&D
policy

-TC helps achieve more balanced development by making both sectoral policies with spatial impact and regional policy more coherent
-economic growth on its own will not achieve desired results if not matched by coherent social and territorial cohesion policies

2005
-non-ratification Constitutional
Treaty
-European Council revives
Lisbon Strategy and reduces
funding for Cohesion Policy
-EC drafts CSG for Cohesion
Policy
-Guellec Report proposes a
White Paper on TC
-TC no explicit DG Regio aim
-EC relates TC to Fourth
Cohesion Report and a White
Paper
-‘Cohesion Policy in Support of
Growth and Jobs’ has TC
chapter
-administrative capacity for
territorial cohesion policy on EU
level problematic
-EP Report on urban dimension
mentions (post-)ESDP process

-SSIE should form future cohesion policy part because coherence of EU policies is important for TC
-that rural regions dependent on tourism need integrated approach related to TC
-TC aims to make sectoral policies with spatial impact and regional policy more coherent/seek greater
consistency with other sectoral policies with spatial impact/attaining TC impossible without coordinating
EU sectoral policies with impact on spatial development of Member States
-TC adds integrated and long-term approach to process of exploiting territorial potentials that has to be
addressed across different policy levels and sectors

-TC builds upon economic and social cohesion aim of contributing to harmonious and balanced
development of whole EU/TC adds to economic and social cohesion by translating fundamental
EU goals of balanced competitiveness and sustainable development into territorial setting
-TC enriches economic and social cohesion by giving it traversal
dimension applicable to whole territory and all Community policies/TC
aspect that adds territorial dimension to cohesion policy ensures that
policies and strategies have
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Interim Territorial Cohesion Report relates territorial dimension of
cohesion to overcoming territorial imbalances of EU (between centre and
periphery, pentagon, geographic handicapped regions), competitiveness
factor distribution across EU (regarding Research and Innovation

regard to territorial and
cultural characteristics,
identities and potentials of
regions
--------------------------------------capacity) and to achieving
accessibility conditions
through EU by physical
transportation

-better placing sectoral policies in integrated territorial strategy by TC is
about not
-TC involves improving territorial integration
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SERDEC was inspiration for Third Cohesion Report
-new more integrated territorial approach can be

-giving birth to contradictory effects in pursuit of primary cohesion policy
objectives
-/placing sectoral policies in integrated territorial strategy
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------proposing a strategic document of cohesion policy
-proposed in future White Paper on TC
-TC is achievement of
sustainable development

process based on regions’
endogenous potential

-stable set of policies around TC emerges building on classic distributive EU regional policy and adding pursuit of competitiveness,
endogenous development, sustainability, and good governance
-capture territorial dimension for TC concerned with social-protection issues through multi-scalarity
-set up annual Council meetings of Ministers responsible for urban policy
for TC and balanced development
-TC is also about intraregional balance/cohesion

2006
-2007-2013 funding period
regulations for Cohesion Policy
negotiated
-no legislative process
addressing territorial cohesion
per se
-REGI Committee supports EU
Territorial Cohesion Strategy
-DG Regio monitors EU policies
-Territorial dialogue between EC
and regional/local governments

and accessibility

-set up interdepartemental task force for TC and
balanced development

-TC related to increasing cohesion policy effectiveness by coordinating
policies in given territory/combination of industrial policy and cohesion
policy to facilitate structural changes in some regions

-TC in relation to economic and social cohesion emphasises how territories
in EU
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Interim Territorial Cohesion Report has research&innovation and access
for regional
-set up models and tools for networking, cooperation and increased
-to develop TC as new cohesion objective cooperation an increased
-TC stands only concerning territorial cooperation above economic and
social cohesion/transversal TC adds to social and economic cohesion
-coordination between DG’s active in urban

can work and live together
--------------------------------------competitiveness as territorial
imbalance determinants

-TC is also about reducing
-peripheral regions and
Cohesion Countries
-------------------------------------------Interim Territorial Cohesion
Report promotes renewable
energy and clean and

-dialogue between actors involved in urban dimension
-interaction between stakeholders is essential for setting its agenda
-objectives and potentially changes sectoral thinking at all spatial levels by
approaching territorial and spatial development in integrated way
-dimension field as measure related to TC

-imbalances within cities
-use TC for balanced
development
-----------------------------------------sustainable transport to
guarantee environmental
balance

-achieve TC and balanced regional development through urban-rural partnership
-TC is another cohesion type because it is connected to
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Interim Territorial Cohesion Report concludes analysis
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------TC returns in Article 158 on economic

-balancing of various sectors and about inserting spatial differences
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------of territorial disparities by demanding better vertical and horizontal policy coordination
-------------------------------------and social cohesion
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It is visible that since 2004 even three territorial cohesion metanarratives are connected
frequently, especially when the ‘coordination’ metanarrative is one of them. 183 The working
hypothesis for the connected metanarratives therefore is: the ‘coordination’ metanarrative
plays a more important role in the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area than the separate
metanarratives portray. A particular story might denote that such an importance of
coordination is essential for territorial cohesion, as it connects all four metanarratives in
2003. This with the statement that the concept mediates between the political purposes of
weakening the by the European Union caused liberalisation, ensuring equal access to SGEI,
strengthening the territorial dimension of European Union policies, receiving balanced and
sustainable development by taking territorial effects of sectoral policies on different levels
into consideration, and steering European regional policy after 2006. 184 However, it could be
the more regularly appearing characteristics of the territorial cohesion stories connecting
metanarratives that put the working hypothesis in a perspective.
E.3.2 Comparing the separate and connected metanarratives
To compare the separate and connected metanarratives, we can simply follow the order in
which the separate ones were treated above: from the connections of the ‘cohesion
objective/territorial
dimension’
metanarrative,
via
the
ones
of
the
‘balance/economy/environment’ metanarrative and ‘coordination’ metanarrative, to the
connections of the ‘territories and accessibility’ metanarrative to others.
In the territorial cohesion stories that connect metanarratives, the ‘cohesion
objective/territorial dimension’ one appears just as important as when considered separately.
However, the concept is hereby never really treated explicitly as an independent cohesion
objective – even when seen as a part of the main discussion of the ‘cohesion
objective/territorial dimension’ metanarrative, territorial cohesion primarily appears here as
some sort of territorial dimension. 185 Moreover, that the connecting stories mostly state that
the concept adds to economic and social cohesion in this aligns with a concern ascribed to
spatial planners above, that is, that the concept is more than the in economic and social
cohesion implied territorial cohesion. 186 These connections therefore do not seem to indicate
a shelter for the ‘territories and accessibility’ metanarrative by adding territorial cohesion as
objective to regional/cohesion policy. This again suggests a substantive cherry-picking from
the (post-)ESDP process usage area in the promotion of the territorial dimension for
economic and social cohesion with the possibility of going beyond these objectives. The
usage of the concept as territorial dimension is thus strengthened by the territorial cohesion
stories that connect metanarratives.
When territorial cohesion stories connect the ‘balance/economy/environment’
metanarrative to others, the issue of balanced development does not dominate as in the
separate metanarrative. Moreover, economic and even environmental concerns appear prior
and at least as frequent this time – albeit often in combinations, particularly if it concerns
sustainable development (e.g. sustainable economic growth). 187 The combination of balance,
economy, and the environment is thereby disputed. Yet, this again shows the possibility of
cherry-picking it from the (post-)ESDP usage area, and that the working hypothesis for that
metanarrative, which states that the concept promotes the combination of these concerns from
the start, is stronger than it appeared above.
A striking finding from the connected metanarratives can then also add force to the
previous ones. That is to say, the Lisbon Strategy is never mentioned. The (further
substantive) filling-in of the connection of the concept itself with competitiveness and the
Lisbon Strategy since 2004 thus does not crystallise here in combination with other
objectives either. Although this strategy might shape all issues since 2004, it therefore has no
(direct) role in ordering the connections between the territorial cohesion metanarratives.
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Furthermore, that in 2004 economic growth, which is an important part of the strategy, is said
to not achieve the desired results if not matched by coherent social and territorial cohesion
policies, does not say how they should be matched; something for which in the following
year merely a territorial cohesion addition might have come up: the translation of the
fundamental European Union goals of balanced competitiveness and sustainable development
in a territorial setting. 188 Both these statements thus do (indirectly) point to the significance of
the connections made with the ‘coordination’ metanarrative. It does not matter whether it
concerns a matching of policies for economic growth and social and territorial cohesion or a
territorial setting for objectives, as both could need coordination.
Contrary to the order of the separate metanarratives is that the ‘coordination’ one
appears abundantly in the connections between them. 189 What is more, where in the separate
metanarratives the issue of processual coordination had more weight than the substantive one,
when connected, the substantive coordination clearly dominates. That is to say, before 2005
processual coordination does not even appear. Its role only increases while the 2007-2013
funding period regulations for Cohesion policy are negotiated and there is the Territorial
Dialogue between the European Commission and regional/local governments – e.g. with the
disputed statement that territorial cohesion only stands above economic and social cohesion
as territorial cooperation. 190 Both discrepancies (i.e. more on coordination and its substantive
form) could be explained by that connecting issues, and thus possibly connecting
metanarratives, inheres in coordination. In spite of this, the ‘balance/economy/environment’
and ‘coordination’ metanarratives are scarcely connected in the Regional/Cohesion policy
usage area, even though some stories that do this point to the significance of linking to the
‘coordination’ metanarrative. 191
Another development with the ‘coordination’ metanarrative is that it took three years
since the European Commission sponsored study ‘Spatial Impacts of Community Policies
and Costs of Non-Coordination’ before the coordination of policies with territorial impacts
became significant in the connections between the ‘coordination’ and ‘territories and
accessibility’ metanarratives. 192 This emergence in 2004 does not only have its timing in
common with the one of the stories on territorial impacts in the separate ‘territories and
accessibility’ metanarrative. Also the quarrel on whether territorial cohesion leads to or needs
this coordination, as shown in the separate ‘coordination’ metanarrative, returns here. That
since 2005 coordination starts to be connected with the territorial dimension from the
‘cohesion objective/territorial dimension’ metanarrative more explicitly as well is more
important though (e.g. issuing a territorial strategy, territorial approach), as this hints at a
possible deepening of regional/cohesion policy with coordination through territorial
cohesion. 193 Nevertheless, this is not as strong as the possibility of coordination through the
transversality of territorial cohesion as territorial dimension would suggest (e.g. translating
concerns in a territorial setting); something the connected metanarratives strengthen. 194
That territorial cohesion as such a territorial dimension might merely suggest
coordinative strength can come forward as follows. In 2005 the emergence is described of a
stable set of policies around the concept that build on the classic distributive regional policy
of European Union and add the pursuit of competitiveness, endogenous development,
sustainability, and good governance. 195 Although this could suggest clarity about
coordination, all these referred to connections of the ‘coordination’ metanarrative include this
metanarrative’s dispute about deciding on the policies to coordinate. That is, when it is not
clear what policies to coordinate, they cannot form a stable set.
Moreover, an issue for this good governance might then be the question that rises in
the separate metanarratives: how to match the cherry-picking of an informal balancing of
substantive concerns from the (post-)ESDP process usage area with formal cooperation? The
first connecting story on a practical framework for a cohesion policy finds little resonance
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though: when the concept is considered as basis for this match in 2004, territorial cohesion is
related to the informal way of doing of the Ministers responsible for spatial development, and
during the little development of the connecting stories on processual cooperation, a 2006 call
for an interdepartmental task force mentions the concept hand in hand with balanced
development (i.e. no balancing of issues). 196 This would mean that processual coordination
through territorial cohesion is either involved in informal spatial development or formal
balanced development. Besides, even when the issue of processual coordination is not
connected to the multi-objective ‘balance/economy/environment’ but to the ‘cohesion
objective/territorial dimension’ metanarrative, this indecision remains. Coordination of DGs
is namely constricted to those active in the urban dimension field and the call for cooperation
and increased interaction between stakeholders lacks a substantive criterion for officially
selecting the topics concerned. 197 The territorial cohesion stories that connect the
‘coordination’ metanarrative to the others thus do not clarify either who (should) cooperate.
This even though they mostly, and with an enforced zeal, unproblematicly promote
substantive coordination, something which could clarify the topic that demarcates who works
together (see §E.2.4).
The most discussed ‘territories and accessibility’ metanarrative seems to be relatively
independent in the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area. This because it is far less prominent
in the connected than separate metanarratives, especially when it concerns services and
specific territories, not to mention when these issues are combined. 198 The metanarrative’s
main stories (i.e. equal access to services everywhere) just return once for instance.
Territorial cohesion is in 2002 namely considered as blocking free economic competition
because it is related to the positive discrimination of places, social groups, and activities and
implies the rendering of SG(E)I with a permanent and universal character. 199 The
connectedness of the ‘territories and accessibility’ metanarrative in this usage area should
thus come from other issues than its main stories that combine those of territories and
accessibility.
However, also separately seen the issue of specific territories is rarely connected in
this usage area, not even with the ‘cohesion objective/territorial dimension’ metanarrative,
which also has to do with the territorial; and when this issue is connected, then polycentric
development and the whole European Union territory mostly come to the fore. 200 A
noticeable exception in this is a backward looking story in 2005. It refers to the Interim
Territorial Cohesion Report for three things: i) as relating the territorial dimension of
cohesion to the distribution of competitiveness factors (regarding Research and Innovation
capacity), ii) as achieving accessibility conditions through the European Union by physical
transportation, and iii) to the overcoming of territorial imbalances between the European
Union’s centre, periphery, and geographic handicapped regions. 201 This report also relates to
the potential readiness apparent in the stories on territorial specificities and territorial capital
to combine these with accessibility issues. 202 Yet, albeit that the ability of these issues to
combine with accessibility is shown in some connections to other issues, the just mentioned
story is the only one relating to it in the form of territorial capital and infrastructure (i.e. a
loose accompanying). The only well-connected territorial cohesion stories of the ‘territories
and accessibility’ metanarrative therefore seem to be those on territorial specificities – i.e.
mainly those concerned with territorial impacts that connect with the ‘coordination’
metanarrative. The metanarrative’s minor stories therefore also do not connect it firmly in
this usage area.
The unconnectedness of the territories and accessibility combination can thus be
added to the unclear geographical focus of territorial cohesion, which already came to the
fore in the separate ‘territories and accessibility’ metanarrative. Both namely counter that the
combined issues of territories and accessibility become the focal point in the
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Regional/Cohesion policy usage area. The connected metanarratives however do push the
‘coordination’ metanarrative more forward than the separate ones. Many of the territorial
cohesion stories that connect metanarratives mention coordination issues or the need for it,
some even strengthen this call by posing the transversality of territorial cohesion as territorial
dimension. This could thus portray a more important role for the ‘coordination’ metanarrative
in the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area (i.e. the working hypothesis for the connected
metanarratives). Yet, this promotion is neither clear in what policies nor who to coordinate.
E.3.3 Additional findings from the connected metanarratives
The stories connecting the metanarratives draw the finishing touches of their above portrayed
territorial cohesion order in the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area by adding some accents.
These can (again) be mentioned in the order of the three general hypotheses. The connected
metanarratives then only hold against the cherry-picking of substances from the (post-)ESDP
process usage area that these connections appear two years before those between the ones of
the (post-)ESDP process usage area do (see Appendix D). That is, how to pick cherries
without cherry bushes? However, these connections emerge concurrently with the separate
metanarratives of the (post-)ESDP process. Moreover, it might still be the connectedness that
characterises the metanarratives of the (post-)ESDP process usage area, especially the higher
densities, which returns in the territorial cohesion stories that connect the metanarratives of
the Regional/Cohesion Policy usage area. If so, then the differences in stories from this usage
area’s separated and connected metanarratives might denote that the (related) substances
from the (post-)ESDP process usage area alter the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area a bit.
The connected ones are namely more concerned with the territorial dimension than with
cohesion objectives, more with competitiveness and sustainable development than with
balanced development only, and more with the coordination of policies with territorial
impacts than equal accessibility to services wherever the activities of their users. This last
shift would even go beyond a mere filling-in of an order with substances, as it restructures the
metanarratives’ order (i.e. no ‘territories and accessibility’ metanarrative).
Even though they seldom roam the confines drawn by the IGCs usage area, the
connecting stories also deliver some extra findings on this. They are namely hardly on
sustainable and balanced development only (i.e. stretching Article 2; see §E.2.3) and just
once combined on specific territories and services (i.e. stretching Articles 16 and 158; see
§E.2.5). Moreover, the single time Article 158 is mentioned (i.e. about reducing the
backwardness of the least favoured areas), the claim that the concept returns in this explicitly
states that this article is on economic and social cohesion (i.e. not even also on territorial
cohesion). 203 However, a larger role for the ‘coordination’ metanarrative, especially when
connected to policies with territorial impacts, does highlight the dispute in the IGCs usage
area on the Constitutional Treaty’s Article I-16 concerned with coordinating action of the
Community (see Appendix C).
Still, certainly for the connections between metanarratives that could restructure it, the
Regional/Cohesion policy usage area leans more towards the (post-)ESDP process than on
the IGCs (e.g. informal ways due to the Constitutional Treaty’s non-ratification). Besides the
key question of which policies (with territorial impacts) to coordinate, two ways are hereby
possible: i) balancing one concern (e.g. balance, cohesion) with others inside
regional/cohesion policy, which might weaken the concern’s individual promotion, or ii)
balancing this concern with others outside regional/cohesion policy, which might increase the
influence of this policy and its concern. A weak story that connects the ‘cohesion
objective/territorial dimension’ and ‘coordination’ metanarratives in 2005 illustrates the latter
possibility. The better placing of sectoral policies in an integrated territorial strategy by
territorial cohesion would be about not giving birth to any contradictionary effects in pursuit
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of the primary cohesion policy objectives. 204 This cherry-picking of coordination from the
(post-)ESDP process usage area might transgress the confines drawn by the IGCs usage area
though. Moreover, this coordination might do more than only expand the Regional/Cohesion
policy area of action, as it could be a technique that (re)structures regional/cohesion policy
even when it is used for concerns indigenous to it.
Then again, it is not clear what the primary objectives of this regional/cohesion policy
would be after an influence of territorial cohesion. Although the possible shifts in the usage
area are disputed, the concept could play a role in this beyond just expanding the
Regional/Cohesion policy area of action. The effects of territorial cohesion on its context,
which is formed by the narratives with an own dynamic, might thus show more ways in
which the concept can change the direction of the future of European Regional/Cohesion
policy (i.e. this appendix’ leading question).

E.4 Narratives with an own dynamic in the Regional/Cohesion policy usage
area
E.4.1 Narratives as scene for territorial cohesion stories
The order made in the territorial cohesion stories depicted above in the (connected)
metanarratives attempts to elucidate the usage of the concept in the Regional/Cohesion Policy
usage area. However, just as in the IGCs and (post-)ESDP process usage areas, also here the
stories of the metanarratives belong less to the concept than Schema’s 2a and 2b portray. In
this usage area even exactly the same stories are told in narratives with an own dynamic that
do not mention the concept. It is thus not self-evident that the issues shown in the
metanarratives would as territorial cohesion policy actually change the direction of the future
of European Regional/Cohesion policy (i.e. this appendix’ leading question), as it might not
be the concept that expands this policy.
Then again, these narratives can point to the ways in which the concept could help in
this. When differences in these narratives’ stories are for instance sought since the ones on
territorial cohesion itself in 1999 and its metanarratives appeared eight years earlier. Such
sameness and difference in timing then already leads to a composite working hypothesis for
the narratives with an own dynamic: the concept was first used for other concerns before it
was discussed on itself and thereafter it was, or its constituent concerns were, pressed without
calling it ‘territorial cohesion’. In light of a roaming of the confines drawn by the IGCs usage
area (i.e. the second general hypothesis), the later option could be seen as a transgression of
the official borders after the Constitutional Treaty’s non-ratification (see Appendix C).
Before we test the working hypothesis though, we first lay out the order of the narratives,
their summarising schema, and the main threads through their debates.
Albeit it that in the narratives similar issues appear as in the metanarratives, the more
numerous regional/cohesion policy stories which form the concept’s context are ordered
differently. None of the six narratives thereby totally overlaps with a metanarrative. Yet,
some order and similarities can be discerned. Four narratives are namely more substantive:
the ‘cohesion/distribution/growth/environment’, ‘accessibility’, ‘spatial/territorial/regional
development’, and ‘territorial specificities’ narratives. The first one corresponds to the
‘balance/economy/environment’ metanarrative, and the second and fourth both resemble a
part of the ‘territories and accessibility’ metanarrative. The two other narratives are
respectively more processual and structural: the ‘organisation’ and ‘spatial/territorial
dimension’ narratives. The former is similar to the ‘coordination’ metanarrative, and the later
resembles parts of the ‘cohesion objective/territorial dimension’ and ‘territories and
accessibility’ metanarratives. The appearance and developments of these narratives is then
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summarised below in Schema 3a ‘Narratives in the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area with
an own dynamic (without relating stories)’.
Regional/Cohesion Policy Schema 3a
Narratives in the Regional/Cohesion Policy usage area with an own dynamic (without relating stories)
Year/
Narrative
1957
-Treaty of Rome
-after Spaak Report

Cohesion/Distribution/Growth
/Environment

Accessibility

Spatial/Territorial/Regional
Development

-insure harmonious development by
reducing differences between regions

Territorial specificities

Organisation

1973

-assist old industrial areas in decline

-UK, Ireland, Denmark joined
EEC
-EC established DG Regional
Policy

-European Regional Planning Scheme
needed

1983
-Gendebien Report

1987
-SEA
-Structural reforms on agenda
-after European Council of Milan

-strengthen Community’s economic and
social cohesion

-rural areas are least-favoured regions

-richer countries should contribute to
balancing of regional disparities in the
Community to secure its existence

-stronger and centrally located regions
should transfer some of their integration
benefits to weaker and most peripheral
regions
-stronger and centrally located regions will
realise greater benefits from SEM (core has
economic advantage in market potential)

1993

-aim at higher competitiveness level in
regions lagging behind or undergoing
economic restructuring
-least prosperous Member States have
caught up due to growth in rich urban
centres instead of in poorer regions
-stabilise integration effects and reach
income convergence in economically
weaker regions

1999

2000
-European Council adopts
Lisbon Strategy
-EC communication identifies
SGI as key EMS-elements

2001
-Second Cohesion Report has
TC chapter
-European Council adopts
Gothenburg Strategy
-‘Spatial Impacts of Community
Policies and Costs of NonCoordination’
-German Planning Advisory

2002
-CoR’s study ‘Territorial
Cohesion in Europe’
-EP Resolution on Second
Cohesion Report mentions TC
and ESDP
-Concentration of activities in
central European regions

2003
-CoR passes TC Resolution
-CoR institutionalises TC in
COTER
-Sapir Report
-differences increase on regional
level

2004
-EU Enlargement
-Third Cohesion Report
elaborates on TC and refers to
ESDP
-Interim Territorial Cohesion
Report
-Galway Conference on
Territorial Cohesion
-REGI Committee requests
studies on future of Cohesion
Policy

-overall European regional planning policy
to preserve territory of Europe as whole
needed

-citizens should have access to essential
services, basic infrastructure and
knowledge

1997
-Treaty of Amsterdam
-First Cohesion Report
-French active in European
regional policy and interested in
spatial planning and cohesion
policy
-Barnier invokes TC
-European Council of Berlin
-EP Committees REGI and
TRAN merge into RETT
-EP and EC support parts of
ESDP

Spatial/Territorial dimension

-insure harmonious development by
reducing backwardness of less favoured
regions

-convergence should contribute to
harmonious and sustainable development of
a community
-economic and social cohesion are
intertwined (as economic development
initiatives encompassing growth, stability
and equity goals to speed up development)
------------------------------------------------------since Treaty of Rome regional disparities
seen as barriers to harmonious
development
-combine economic competitiveness with
social cohesion
-competition versus cohesion

-not aim EU regional cohesion policy at
compensating disparities through state aid
-promote sustainable and balanced
development
-favour bottom-up local economic
development initiatives
-balanced development not reached by only
executing existing regional policy
-economic cohesion is reduction of
differences between development levels of
regions/social cohesion attends to
unemployment, education level and
demographical trends in EU
-EU regional policy threats to focus activities
where competitive advantage can be
expected with little consideration of regional
balance and social development
-pro balanced and sustainable development
-not restrict appraisal of cohesion to
economic and social dimensions/view of
internal European disparities to
macroeconomic imbalances between states
-market forces alone not result in balanced
economic development
-competitiveness justifies cohesion
-cohesion policy ineffective in reducing
disparities between regions

-pro (balanced and) sustainable
development
-strengthen regional competitiveness
through well-targeted investment throughout
EU and providing economic opportunities
which help people fulfil their capabilities
-cohesion policy strategies should plan for
development of long-term competitiveness
and employment
-promote growth and employment and
preserve foundations of ESM by strong EU
involvement in economic development
through measures geared towards business
competitiveness and regional attractiveness
-cohesion policy represents commitment to
solidarity for benefit for all/not “hand-outs”
from richer to poorer countries
-cost of not pursuing vigorous cohesion
policy to tackle disparities is measured in
loss of personal and social wellbeing/potential real income and higher
standard of living
-cohesion policy mainly aims to provide proactive support for economic development
-weak economic performance/deterring
investment and business development is
problem
-strengthening regional competitiveness
through well-targeted investment by EU and
providing economic opportunities which help
people fulfil their capabilities underpin EU
growth potential
-growth and cohesion are mutually
supportive/competitiveness is key axis of
achieving cohesion
-if EU is to realise its economic potential all
people living in EU need to be given change
to contribute/regions need skilled labour
force
-quality of life (largely determined by
environmental conditions and social and
educational infrastructure) important for
regional competitiveness
-unemployment, poverty and social
exclusion are pervasive and interlinked
problems throughout EU
-simultaneous process of convergence and
divergence operate at regional level
throughout EU
-globalisation and economic restructuring
with market integration and technological
change exacerbate regional problems
-innovation often has adverse side-effects
leading to unemployment and social
exclusion
------------------------------------------------------recent slowdown EU economy affected
cohesion (created unfavourable climate for
reduction of income and employment
disparities)

-decentralise state, regional and local
services
-constitutional duty to safeguard access to
public services

-continue ESDP process as intended
(involving accession states)
-cohesion policy needs to pursue balanced
spatial development
------------------------------------------------------ESDP serves as the blueprint for spatial
planning in Europe

-------------------------------------------------------EU regional policy did not account for
territorial dimension

-regional policy only European policy that
enables genuine interaction between
governmental levels
-partnerships facilitate leveraging of
resources

-emphasise territorial dimension
-territorial dimension lacks in EU
policies/growing emphasis on spatial
dimension in EU public policy

-mobilise territorial resources
-mobilising effective use of public and
private resources is role of regional policy
-systemic choices underlying EU
development policy are adequate for
uncertain future challenges
-focus of new policies is on regional
capabilities
-------------------------------------------------------territorial development is result of historic
process and policies
-new development paradigm emerged in
1970s
-ESDP in 1989 was platform to develop new
ideas for EU regional policy

-EU regional cohesion policy should
increase competitiveness of territories
whose resources are under-utilised
-reduce regional aid use in eligible areas
-sectoral policy should adapt to different
regions instead of regions to sectoral
policy/consider and assess spatial effects of
Community policies and their contribution to
cohesion
-improve conditions of local context

-back regional programmes by all relevant
policy sectors
-solve the contribution of other Community
policies to cohesion policy
-establish social coordination of European
population

-social and economic development should
relate to territorial setting to avoid greater
imbalances
-embody stronger spatial and sectoral
targeting of resources

-ensure equal access to SGEI
-SGI regarded as social rights

-supplement distributive regional policy with
territorial development policies

-concentrate on areas that better boost
regional economy
-consider territorial effects of sector policies
on different levels
-account for territorial indicators reflecting
regional sensitivities and development
difficulties besides per capita GDP
-analyse discriminating variables between
successful and lagging regions
-clearer understanding of reality of cohesion
must include reference to substate territorial
units
-CAP, transport, fisheries,
research&technology, education and
information policy are sectoral policies with
spatial effects

-coordinate and harmonise Member States’
regional policies

-strengthen territorial dimension of EU
policies/incorporate social cohesion policy in
territorial policy
-difficult to characterise territorial dimension
of cohesion/territorial policy is sectoral
policy
-Community regional policy covering all
regions needed for reorganisation of
Community territory
-------------------------------------------------------regional policy did not inherently imply a
spatial dimension
-Second Cohesion Report extended
appraisal of territorial dimension beyond
spatial planning sphere

-citizens should have access to essential
services, basic infrastructure and
knowledge
-ICT important for creation of
wealth/business locating in region
-EU policies in ICT sector extremely
relevant in implementing Lisbon/Gothenburg
-adequate basic infrastructure (for
regions)/transport networks needed
-stronger multimodality needed
-regions with better access to markets are
more productive and competitive
-SGI key element of EMS/liberalisation of
transport, telecommunications and energy
sectors leads to costs reduction and
efficiency of service provision

-innovative capacity needs to by stimulated
in many areas
-regional development programmes in
Member States should prioritise
competitiveness as policy goal
-regions/EU competitiveness needs
innovation capacity
-capacity to generate knowledge and exploit
it/business culture that encourages
entrepreneurship is innovation capacity
-state aids in support of regional
development important tool at Member
State and regional level

-support development dynamic in regions
loosing Objective 1 status by their recent
economic performance/geographically
handicapped regions/development centres
as alternative to pentagon/cities (by national
government) to maximise their opportunities
-supporting development of centres of
innovation, engines of growth and economic
activities in peripheral regions should be
possible in cohesion policy/peripheral
regions should contribute to
Gothenburg/Lisbon
-permit citizens to life in by them chosen
territories
-build on Urban programme experiences
-pro flexibility for Member States and
regional bodies to deal with problems of
individual territories/every sectoral policy
must be concerned with future of territories
to which it applies/use territorial impact
assessments for regional policy
-not approve revised guidelines on regional
state aid proposed by Third Cohesion
Report
-high concentration of economic activity and
population in central area or pentagon
problematic on Community level/inadequate
economic links of rural areas, urban sprawl
and abandoned rural areas problematic at
regional level (if EU is to realise its
economic potential all regions need to be
involved in growth effort)
-at national and regional level polycentrism
means promotion of complementary
networks of towns as alternatives to large
metropolises or capital cities (small and
medium sized towns helping to integrate
countryside)
-natural and geographical handicaps often
accumulate in rural areas, islands,
mountainous and sparsely populated
areas/ultra-peripheral and old industrial
regions have special needs
-needs and characteristics of territories
related to areas with geographic or natural
handicaps intensify development
problems/geographical handicaps offer (with
natural heritage and geographical features)
new development paths (in knowledgebased economy)
-cities and their hinterland are region as
whole (city and regional competitiveness
closely interlinked)/urban system vital to
sustained progress
-cities have key role in revitalising
surrounding rural areas/as centres of
economic development throughout EU
-intermediate rural areas need to maintain
agricultural potential/develop pace of
economic diversification/relations with small
and medium-sized towns

-ensure integrated approach and coherence
between national policy and transnational
and interregional cooperation
-coherence needed between regional and
sectoral policies
-regions need appropriate institutional,
administrative and governance systems and
supports
-comprehensive revision of regulations
needed to deliver Third Cohesion Report
proposals
-strategic approach would guide cohesion
policy in implementation and make it more
politically accountable
-EC acknowledges consistency between
cohesion and competition policies as key
question
------------------------------------------------------vertical and horizontal partnership has
been cohesion policy cornerstone since
1988

-prepare territorial strategies/integrate
territorial dimension into design and
implementation of Community and national
policies/support territorial dimension of
cohesion (policy revision)/consider sectoral
and spatial components in future cohesion
policy
-create area without internal
frontiers/combat territorial disparities
-LEADER is the territorial approach
-territorial disparities beyond GDP are
problematic at regional level/affect overall
competitiveness of EU economy
-Third Cohesion Report emphasises
territorial dimension of cohesion/underlines
progress in addressing key territorial
challenges through cohesion policy
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2005
-non-ratification Constitutional
Treaty
-European Council revives
Lisbon Strategy and reduces
funding for Cohesion Policy
-EC drafts CSG for Cohesion
Policy
-Guellec Report proposes a
White Paper on TC
-TC no explicit DG Regio aim
-EC relates TC to Fourth
Cohesion Report and a White
Paper
-‘Cohesion Policy in Support of
Growth and Jobs’ has TC
chapter
-administrative capacity for
territorial cohesion policy on EU
level problematic
-EP Report on urban dimension
mentions (post-)ESDP process

-initially prioritise combating disparities at
sub-national level
-further enhance effectiveness cohesion
policy given greater disparities in EU25
-enhance (regional) cohesion (efficiently)
-place economical and social in cohesion
policy on a par (and public authorities
should do more than redistribute)
-tackle social exclusion/improve fitness and
working capacity of local people
-place (regions’) competitiveness in central
position determining objectives and design
of implementation measures/ESM should
combine cohesion and
competitiveness/form regional plank of EU’s
sustainable development strategy
-achieve balanced development (and
remove obstacles to growth)
-apply wise management of natural and
cultural heritage
-cohesion only expresses concern for
rebalancing uncertain distributive effects of
internal market without borders (which
thereby avoids risk of Europe disintegrating)
-old style cohesion policies are (not apt to
cope with present challenges because) only
moved by equity considerations
-placing economic and social cohesion on a
par involves pure redistribution policy/action
regarding capacity of individuals or
communities to participate more
successfully in economy
-economic and social cohesion contribute to
harmonious and balanced development of
whole EU/dialectic between
competitiveness and cohesion is ongoing
-European model balances cohesion
policies and economic integration
-in liberal model cohesion is obtained by
social division of labour and market/lack of
integration of young people impacts upon
development of individual
-market failures underlie urban employment
and social exclusion
-social exclusion (as not giving equal
opportunities for every citizen) has
consequences on inhabitants/social
exclusion and environmental degradation
are obstacles to growth and jobs
-economic growth is sustainable when hand
in hand with fighting social

-pro universal/equal/minimum level of
access to (basic/essential) S(GEI) (and
knowledge)
-subsidising services justified for EMS’s
sake because Europeans deserve public
support in their desire to continue to live
where they have for generations
-apply parity of access to infrastructure and
knowledge
-develop trans-European SGI
networks/European transport corridors
-(cover additional costs of transport for)
better integration and connectivity (between
territories/regions)
-services are employer in own right/health
services improve fitness of local people (for
work)
-social and economic inclusion link strongly
to mobility/competition increases labour
mobility

-develop regional/territorial potentials (with
empowering regions/through policy levels
and sectors)/territorial capital by exploiting
endogenous potentials
-improve regions’ competitiveness by
maximising productivity through full
mobilisation of resources
-tie regional natural resources and their
industrial processing to whole
EU/development of regions
-attract geographically mobile and skilled
knowledge workers and high value-added
activities
-apply polycentric spatial development
model
-regions are best qualified to effectively
allocate resources
-strong regional culture facilitates regional
economic development/vital element in
creating trust, entrepreneurship and
creativity among citizens
-territorial development (trajectories)
dependent on social model type/economic
potential of regions
-post-2006 EU Cohesion Policy proposals
stronger accounts for European regions’
territorial capital
-continuity between ESDP and recent EC
thinking/not clear how in practice the
Ministers responsible for spatial
development’s position document will bear
any consequences for Cohesion Policy
strategies adopted at EU, national and
regional levels
------------------------------------------------------dissatisfaction with intergovernmental
bargain as Community regional policy basis
germane to ESDP coming
-Third Cohesion Report has developmentoriented sprit
-Lisbon fails to consider territorial capital

-small and medium sized tows help to
integrate countryside
-if every sectoral policy must be concerned
with future of territories to which it applies
this will have massive implications for
conduct of Community policies
-EC’s is flexible to Member States and
regional bodies to deal with problems of
individual territories/uniform application of
regional state aid provisions of Third
Cohesion Report that fails to account for
social and economic disparities and national
handicaps aggravates imbalances
-upon enlargement EU acquired three
peripheries
-imbalance between (network of major
metropoles in) centre and periphery shown
in geographical distribution of urban
systems
-problem regions are spread across
EU/weak economic performance not
confined to regions with lowest level of GDP
per head/particularly in areas dependent on
traditional industries and agriculture
globalisation and economic restructuring
associated with market integration and
technological change exacerbate regional
problems
-continuing concentration of centres of
innovation, engines of growth and economic
activities in European metropolises/first
convergence stages largely driven by
economic activities concentrated in large
cities and conurbations
-growth occurs in core parts and (accession
countries’) capital cities of Europe/number
of urban areas in peripheral EU parts grows
-most large urban areas have parts with
serious social deprivation/rapid economic
growth
-Third Cohesion Report attends to role of
cities in revitalising surrounding rural
areas/(as economic centres) in economic
development throughout EU/first
convergence stages as largely driven by
economic activities concentrated in large
cities and conurbations in rural
areas/diversification of economic activity
and strengthening links with urban areas in
revitalisation of rural areas/large-scale
changes
-cohesion policy prioritises supporting
regions whose development lags behind/EU
regional and rural policy intend to support
development of rural areas
-Third Cohesion Report recognises need for
cohesion policy to account for needs and
characteristics of territories
------------------------------------------------------Treaty reflects vision of reducing EU
disparities ensuring that all regions and
social groups can contribute and benefit
from overall economic development
-future cohesion policy will allow cities and
urban areas to contribute fully and
effectively to their regional and national
economies/development of more cohesive,
competitive and sustainable Europe
-extend application of social model
principles beyond individuals and social
groups to places and territories
-treat EU’s territories equally/attend to
particular places
-prioritise combating distortions between
centre and periphery/diversify centres of
economic activity by working towards more
polycentric model of economic
development/subsidies should go primarily
where they have greatest impact
-support regions with geographic handicaps
(in economic development)/rural regions
which heavily depend on tourism/rural areas
(in economic diversification)/trans-European
synergies and clusters of competitive and
innovate activities (based on local
assets)/border competitiveness (through
innovation and R&D)
-SSIE should form part of future cohesion
policy
-(regional policy should) account for
territorial/regional diversity (for Lisbon)
-create attractive streets, parks and open
spaces which are/feel safe/young people in
cities should participate in education, work
and training
-economic modernisation benefits if special
attention is paid to particular places
-if all regions are able to play their part EU
is most successful in pursuing growth and
jobs agenda (by improving competitiveness
of regions and helping lagging regions to
catch up cohesion policy contributes to
economic growth and jobs)
-redistributive system not solution for leastfavoured regions because not intended to
promote medium- and long-term
development/wealth concentration in oneseventh of Community’s total area may
impede longer-term integration due to
under-exploitation of peripheral regions’
resources
-outermost regions/urban and rural areas
are special/islands, mountain regions,
regions with low population density are
disadvantaged regions
-solidarity with singular territories at
Communitarian scale expresses itself
traversally through primary rights in favour
of regions with structural handicaps and

-pursue primary cohesion policy objectives
without contradictory effects
-EU regional policy should not duplicate
Member States actions/avoid contradictions
between intervention levels due to principle
of subsidiarity
-regions must cooperate among themselves
to find ways of succeeding
-give greater consistency to regional
policies/regional policy should act less
centralised to simplify management
-stakeholder involvement defining
characteristic of cohesion policy
-strategic approach of cohesion policy
furthers decentralisation/reinforces
performance and quality of
programmes/simplifies programme
management
-horizontal and vertical policy coherence is
territorial governance
-territorial institutions have evident role in
integrating local and regional forces in
pursuit of deliberative strategies enhancing
competitiveness
-cohesion policies are consistent with
present Lisbon
-EC has central role in cohesion policy
criteria setting/mode ensuring coherence
and complementarity across programmes
unresolved in EC proposals for future
European regional policy
------------------------------------------------------Lisbon fails in involvement of regional and
local actors

-horizontally apply urban dimension/account
for territorial dimension of cohesion/in
Lisbon/Gothenburg/implement
Lisbon/Gothenburg on regional and
territorial basis
-set up annual Council meetings of Ministers
responsible for urban policy
-develop (trans-European structuring
elements) European territory/account for
territory as policy making basis
-use space rationally/planners should create
conditions leading to raised awareness of
space
-end territorial imbalances/disparities
-territorial dimension important/economic
and social opportunities can be spatial or
social
-cohesion principle needs
Community/national policy with
territorial/urban dimension
-space is (development) resource
-distribution of competitiveness factors
across European territory important
territorial balance dimension
-national borders restrict
competitiveness/sustained economic growth
relates to territorial identities
-sector-specific nature of Community
policies called into question because it runs
risk of neglecting territorial disparities with
negative effects on global competitiveness
of EU economy
-social models construct ways societies
structure territorial interdependence
-cohesion policy discriminates
territorially/territorial dimension of cohesion
policy is vague
-mid-term review of Lisbon/Gothenburg
disappoints on including territorial dimension
in EU’s priority objectives
-------------------------------------------------------Third Cohesion Report avoids impression
of imposing new overarching principle
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-EC intends to cover economic and social
cohesion/all cohesion aspects
-cohesion between Member States
increases/disparities between regions
constantly grow
-new EC’s Lisbon does not balance old
redistributive regional policies and pursuit of
competitiveness
------------------------------------------------------re-conquest of right to live and work in
home region from 1960 onwards was
possible by sustained economic growth
-since end 1980s cohesion policy has
institutional dimension designed to increase
social capital
-Article 158 formed basis for regional policy
-French actors introduced cohesion as part
of EMS in European debate
-Second Cohesion Report focuses on
reducing disparities between regions
-Third Cohesion Report emphasises making
regions more competitive/promotion of
growth enhancing conditions/factors leading
to convergence
-results achieved on cohesion and
competitiveness at EU and regional level is
discouraging
-competition objective of EU might dominate
solidarity and cohesion objectives

2006
-2007-2013 funding period
regulations for Cohesion Policy
negotiated
-no legislative process
addressing territorial cohesion
per se
-REGI Committee supports EU
Territorial Cohesion Strategy
-DG Regio monitors EU policies
-Territorial dialogue between EC
en regional/local governments

-reduce development discrepancies
between regions
-cohesion (policy) should be about
solidarity/targeting and focusing
-growth and employment should maintain
our social and cultural cohesion
-pursuit of balanced development of EU is
fundament of European
integration/compensating for excessive
differences in development between regions
due to SEM legitimises balanced
development of EU
-not on all issues competition between
regions exists
-social cohesion and equal opportunities are
important crosscutting issues
-economic and social cohesion address
cohesion differently
-R&D, universities, and social capital impact
cohesion
-cohesion about (more than) reducing
imbalances within regions
-(social) cohesion and competitiveness are
mutually reinforcing/in tension
-cohesion/regional policy about (balanced)
distribution between poor and rich (through
SEM)
-Lisbon in tension with cohesion/if cohesion
policy is related to Lisbon its focus becomes
wider than SF
-social and economic cohesion result in
uniformity
-ensuring competitiveness means to
achieve sustainable development
-DG Employment, Social Affairs and Equal
Opportunities has responsibility for social
cohesion
-industrial policy relies on combination of
different horizontal policies/competitiveness
is final objective of industrial policy
-EP less concerned with how to achieve
cohesion
-cohesion not supports policy of DG
Enterprise and Industry
-social cohesion and equal opportunities
have low relevance for some policy
sectors/environmental policy
-horizontal attention for environment in
cohesion policy emphasised in orientation
frameworks/economic considerations weigh
more heavily than social or environmental
considerations
------------------------------------------------------Lisbon’s growth orientation in Third
Cohesion Report
-national welfare systems and social
infrastructure will be challenged by
demographic change happening in all
Member States

-supply chain (and bottlenecks) should enter
EU-discourse if it concerns fragmentation of
regional networks, deliverance of basic
services and slowness of critical mass
-EU should be concerned with
strengthening of applied research instead of
infrastructure (unless if it concerns major
connections)
-equal opportunities less relevant for
transport policy
------------------------------------------------------Barnier and countrymen were interested in
SGI
-Third Cohesion Report stresses SGEI
-technical infrastructure will be challenged
by demographic change happening in all
Member States

-use endogenous potential to make regions
competitive
-strengthen regional level development wise
-where there is endogenous development
potential there is competitive advantage
-development of own region starts with
neighbours (continuously increases in
scale)
-exploring different operationalisation
options and positioning is at heart of
regional development
-political leadership/critical mass necessary
for regional economic development
-clustering important
-critical mass of talent and financial
resources lead to clusters
-economical and territorial planning begins
to make economic territorial development
strategies (for an economical area)
-DG Enterprise and Industry has to do with
cohesion policy when regional issues deal
with SMEs, innovation, sectoral issues and
structural changes
------------------------------------------------------economic aspects dominated regional
development debates
-after ESDP DG Regio kept its focus on
traditional regional policy/ESDP enriched
regional policy with planning instruments

capacity to adapt to specific needs and
characteristics of territories
-significant impact on spatial development
of Member States is significant impact on
spatial development of Europe
-possible to derive multivariate maps of
potential economic and demographic flows
induced by unequal population and wealth
distribution
-suburbanisation and urban sprawl play on
urban-rural interface
-importance of national and local land-use
policies in countering suburbanisation and
urban sprawl cannot be overestimated/
planning out crime helps creating attractive
streets, parks and open spaces which
are/feel safe
-cities are essential in EU growth and job
agenda/regions most appropriate level for
cohesion policy because they are aware of
their abilities and constraints, best qualified
to determine needs, and allocate resources
as effectively as possible
-European cities need to achieve critical
mass (for global competition)/redevelop
brownfield sites, public spaces and
industrial sites
-cities are centres of change based on
innovation, entrepreneurship and business
growth/(for sustainability) on frontline of
battle against dereliction/urban sprawl
-people want to live and work in cities with
clean air, green and secure spaces,
attractive architecture and high quality
-cities can plan out crime by planning,
design and maintenance of public
spaces/non-participation of young people
results in costs to bear by cities
-population moves from rural to urban areas
which are not over long distances not likely
to generate substantial disruptions in
regional identity feelings
-lack of integration of young people impacts
areas where they live
-additional indicators needed to receive
accurate assessments of relative prosperity
and eligibility for support
-EC draws more on ESPON than to
Member States/EC requires researchers to
produce deliverables as precondition for
their funding
-regional and cohesion policies mainly
focused on territories/large cities get more
EU finance in Lisbon cohesion policy
-jury is out on polycentrism as analytical
concept/polycentrism rallies support
-progress achieved in connection with
Lisbon is disappointing because diversity
and wealth of specific potential of European
regions insufficiently accounted for
-cities harbour most jobs, business and
higher education institutions/hard and soft
factors of vibrant culture/crime
------------------------------------------------------population moves from rural to urban areas
during 1960s were not insignificant/not
necessarily taking place over long distances
-Second Cohesion Report invokes
polycentricity
-Third Cohesion Report bears (urban
hierarchy) mark of/built on ESPON
-current EU economic development policy
had positive impact in backward regions
through policies placing competitiveness in
central position determining objectives and
design of implementation measures
-polycentrism will be invoked in cohesion
policy
-support welfare and prosperity of all
regions/structural changes in regions with
outdated specialised economies/cohesion
within cities/centres of excellence in
wealthier areas of Europe (with cohesion
policy)
-include socio-economic policies in social
inclusion of people from society’s pockets of
poverty
-EP gains new spheres of influence with
every extension of cohesion policy to
geographical areas
-(macro-economists hold that) job-loss will
lead to growth of jobs somewhere else at
another time (not saleable to regions)
-territories can work and live together
-poles of excellence important
-competition model aims at further
exploitation of qualities in mostly strong
regions
-capitals and agglomerations are growth
poles/rural areas more than
underdeveloped areas/critical mass worse
in poorer regions
-in UK it is not about territories but people
-many European policies have regional
impact
-earmarking is related to territorial patterns
------------------------------------------------------traditional cohesion policy’s financial
instruments strongly emphasised economic
weaker regions
-cohesion policy always had territorial
effects

-increase cohesion policy effectiveness by
policy coordination
-on regional level it should be about
providing conditions for regions to help
themselves
-EU sectoral policies can contribute to
cohesion
-REGI Committee is EP-responsible for
integration between regional policy and
sectoral policies
------------------------------------------------------importance of coherence of regional policy
with other EU policies as policy objective
increased since early 1990
-after Sapir Report Barnier joined forces
with DG Agriculture in one year struggle
-Barnier came up with refashioning of
regional policy towards regional
competitiveness and Anglo-Saxon tools
-DG Regio initially not advanced planning
and concern for development in other EU
policies

-develop individual Member State strategies
for whole EU territory
-spatial/territorial dimension is
complementary component of cohesion
policy/always present in European policies
-neighbours are formed by geographical
and institutional borders
-unequal (geographical) distribution of
wealth and economic activity makes EU
territory heterogeneous economic
functioning area
-in DG Regio territorial dimension of
cohesion discussed/not in DG Employment
and Social Affaires
-‘regional’ used for question of territory
-hierarchy for DG Regio is sectoral instead
of territorial/in EC and DG Regio growth
poles and reducing imbalances as (geo)economic ways of doing clash
-territorial way of doing (in cohesion policy)
slightly emphasised/increasing attention on
spatial issues (in regional policy)
-------------------------------------------------------Third Cohesion Report avoids impression
of imposing new overarching principle
-concerns over effectiveness of EU
cohesion programmes propelled need for
exploring new territorial policy approach
-Lisbon/Gothenburg will decrease emphasis
on territorial way of doing in cohesion policy

These narratives have the following order of importance: the ‘territorial specificities’,
‘cohesion/distribution/growth/environment’,
‘spatial/territorial
dimension’,
‘spatial/territorial/regional development’, ‘organisation’, and ‘accessibility’ narrative. When
you look at Schema 3a, you can think that these decreasing weights solely derive from the
decreasing amount of regional/cohesion policy stories per narrative. Some other factors for
this order are also accounted for by treating the main threads which run through these
narratives. The importance of these presented dynamics then lies in that the narratives could
set the scene for a restructuring influence of the concept due to the earlier appearance of their
regional/cohesion policy stories.
E.4.2 The main threads through the narratives with an own dynamic
The appearance and developments of the narratives will be sketched by following their order
of importance. That is, first the main threads of the two most debated and oldest ones, then
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those of the three which are increasingly debated, to finish with the threads of the surprisingly
least debated narrative. What immediately becomes visible in Schema 3a, is that the issue of
specific territories (coloured light yellow in Schema 3a) is also in the narratives with an own
dynamic the most debated, now in the ‘territorial specificities’ narrative and especially in the
year of the Third Cohesion Report (2004); just once, in 2006, this debate is disagreed with: in
the United Kingdom it would not be about territories but about people. 205 Central in this
debate are particular (geographically) less favoured areas, although in general too. 206 In the
first twenty years of DG Regional Policy’s existence, old industrial areas in decline, rural
areas, and peripheral regions are put forward, thereafter more are added and the quarrel on
which areas are most disadvantaged is incessant. ‘Polycentrism’ can only be heard weakly in
this, including a forecast in 2005 that maintains that polycentrism will be invoked in cohesion
policy. 207 Perhaps a story from 2006 could hereby be generalised to all European Union
Institutions: the European Parliament gains new spheres of influence with every extension of
cohesion policy to geographical areas. 208 This would offer an explanation for the plethora of
territories put forward.
Another development in the regional/cohesion policy stories on specific territories
appears in 2002, two years after the European Council adopted the Lisbon Strategy. Since
then also the development of – not disadvantaged, but – stronger parts is proposed (e.g. for
competitiveness), but then mostly in the less favoured areas or cities. 209 However, the two
key questions which seem to come to the fore are: i) how to square the equal treatment of
with the particular attention to territories and ii) should attention go to the areas which are
worst off or to the ones where interventions have the largest effect (the latter reminisces the
view from the general stories on the business approach to attend more to value for money)?
This development thus points to some essential geographical choices that shimmer on the
territorial cohesion’s background in regional/cohesion policy.
Besides the main debate on specific territories, the ‘territorial specificities’ narrative
also harbours stories on territorial specificities (coloured violet), this after the ‘Spatial
Impacts of Community Policies and Costs of Non-Coordination’ study was published, and on
more detailed territorial affairs (pink), this almost only in 2005. 210 Territorial specificities
mainly come to the fore by issuing for the assessment of the spatial/territorial effects of
sectoral policies and expressing opinions on how the divers territories are and should be
accounted for in policy making (e.g. via indicators, maps, by the Member States and
regions). 211 The more detailed territorial affairs are particularly concerned with cities. The
namely touch upon issues as diverse as urban sprawl, town planning, architecture, crime
prevention, and education policies. a212 For a cherry-picking from the (post-)ESDP process
usage area a 2005 statement from this narrative could then be important. That is, the
European Commission would draw more on ESPON than to the Member States (i.e. also
without using the concept of territorial cohesion). 213 Hence, this narrative could lead to some
interesting findings for the first general hypothesis.
This most discussed ‘territorial specificities’ narrative is seconded by the
‘cohesion/distribution/growth/environment’ one, which of the narratives shows the most
overlap with a metanarrative. It namely harbours seemingly nested discussions on economic
(coloured goldenrod in Schema 3a) and social cohesion (coloured dark red) since the Single
European Act (SEA) of 1987, and beneath these two (preceding) objectives the three of
distribution (red), growth, (yellow), and environment (green) – these three are thus much in
line with the general stories on public objectives (i.e. balance and growth). 214 In this narrative
there is for the most part discussed whether economic and social cohesion can exist in one
simultaneous situation or if economic and social policies work against each other and
a

Hereby physical determinism surfaces as well (e.g. to plan out crime).
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whether cohesion is for solidarity, equal opportunities, or targeting. 215 The questioning of the
effectiveness and sufficiency of the current policies in this develops from 2002 on, the year
before the Sapir Report which aims to counteract the declining European Union growth and
competitiveness is in line with the stories on regional/cohesion policy itself. 216 Hence, safe to
say that several discussions loom behind the term ‘cohesion’.
The other three objectives are first only on distribution. The dispute lines set by the
general stories on political institutions and those on regional/cohesion policy itself seem
hereby through the years to be followed one-sidedly against the intergovernmental bargains
and in favour of regional institutional bodies, as the regional level is emphasised instead of
the macroeconomic imbalances between states. 217 What also fits the framing and structuring
stories is that growth concerns are increasingly uttered since the adoption of the Lisbon
Strategy in 2000 too. Although on their own they occasionally bring up the problems caused
by the (changing) economy, far more often economic development is supported, and later on
these regional/cohesion policy stories even express full competitiveness concerns. 218 What
again reflects the general stories on public objectives is that environmental matters are hardly
spoken of and seldom go beyond a general care for sustainability (i.e. since 2000, a year
before the Gothenburg Strategy, the pair of balanced and sustainable development is
frequently aimed at); the single time an environmental point does appear on its own shows
environmental quality as long-term investment. 219 The traditional concern for distribution
only thus would then in regional/cohesion policy be challenged by growth only.
Then again, a characteristic of this narrative is that these five objectives are constantly
related. When nested, the key debate on their relationship appears after the Lisbon Strategy’s
adoption and is on whether cohesion and competitiveness go together. 220 For instance, does
competitiveness fall under (economic) cohesion or justifies competitiveness cohesion? 221
Furthermore, when cohesion and balance are not equated (e.g. when cohesion is related to
competitiveness, this is implicitly the case), there are surprisingly few stories that state how
cohesion and balanced development relate – not to mention the lone argument in 2006 on
whether environmental concerns are attended to horizontally in cohesion policy or only
weakly so. 222 The relation between balance and cohesion would then remain open to dispute.
When the distribution, growth, and environmental objectives are related they do seem to
accord with the framing and structuring stories though. Since the Third Cohesion Report the
regional/cohesion policy stories namely both oppose and join balanced development and
growth (e.g. equal opportunities are in 2004 put forward as instrumental for economic
potential). 223 All these appearances and developments of this narrative are thus very similar
to the ‘balance/economy/environment’ metanarrative. However, besides the slightly different
formulations, the main difference is that the ‘cohesion/distribution/growth/environment’
narrative – is not on territorial cohesion, but – involves economic and social cohesion.
The above two narratives with an own dynamic are also the oldest ones, as they
emerge at the time of the Treaty of Rome (1957). However, three other narratives are
increasingly debated as well. In the ‘spatial/territorial dimension’ narrative the issue of
preserving the European territory (coloured orange in Schema 3a) picks up its development
(e.g. by posing to reorganise this territory, be against internal borders) after twenty years of
silence since this was pleaded for in 1983 (i.e. at the time of the European Parliament’s
Gendebien Report on a European regional planning scheme). 224 In a similar fashion, though
only in 2005, a concern with ‘space’ is expressed and just once, in 2006, these
regional/cohesion policy stories on the territory slip with the statement that the word
‘regional’ is used for the question of territory. 225 The issue of territory might thus also appear
on the regional/cohesion policy agenda.
Moreover, since the ESDP was published in 1999, also the territorial dimension is
promoted in the ‘spatial/territorial dimension’ narrative (coloured purple). Although this is
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sometimes problematised, the main disagreement in this promotion is whether the territorial
dimension is for all policies or only for regional/cohesion policy; around the time that the
European Parliament report on the urban dimension from 2005 mentions the (post-)ESDP
process, also detailed territorial relations are treated in this (plum), which are mostly aimed at
reducing territorial imbalances. 226 Another progressively discussed topic is the territorial
approach (grey). Strangely enough, in 2004 this topic begins agriculturally, thereby referring
to the Leader programme (see Appendix F), instead of – at this time of the Third Cohesion
Report – a beginning concerned with regional/cohesion policy; something which is reinforced
since by the relatively many descriptions of hesitations to impose a new overarching principle
in this policy. 227 Still, this discussion keeps on going against the sector-specific nature of
Community policies, even though thereby also different geo-economic ways of doing clash
(i.e. reducing imbalances versus growth poles). 228 More territorial issues besides the territory
are thus steadily rooted for in more or less disagreement.
The ‘spatial/territorial/regional development’ narrative is the youngest narrative. It is
another increasingly debated narrative after it emerged in 2001, two years after the European
Commission and European Parliament supported the parts of the ESDP that are on a
regionally more balanced development of cities and regions. 229 Central in its initial – but later
on sporadic – discussion on spatial development is the strength of the relationship between
the ESDP process and regional/cohesion policy (coloured alice blue in Schema 3a) – e.g. the
ESDP would be instrumental (e.g. ideas), but inconsequential in practice. 230 The core
discussions of this narrative are however on territorial and regional development (coloured
brown) and territorial capital (fuchsia). The former shows a shift through the years in step
with the framing and structuring stories. This by going from distributive to development
policies, thereby touching upon various issues (e.g. state aid, and, reminiscent of the business
approach out of the general stories: knowledge workers, entrepreneurship, innovation,
strategies); this again with a pervading emphasis on the regional level from the general stories
on political institutions and those on regional/cohesion policy itself in particular. 231 The
discussion on territorial capital is also in line with these particular framing and structuring
stories. It namely expresses areas narrowed down to a role in producing – European, but
mostly – regional wealth. 232 Thus, although only since recently, also territorial and regional
development concerns form the context of territorial cohesion in this usage area. As these
relate to the ESDP process, also this narrative might lead to interesting findings on a cherrypicking of the Regional/Cohesion policy from the (post-)ESDP process usage area.
The third increasingly debated narrative is the ‘organisation’ one, the one similar to
the ‘coordination’ metanarrative. Also this narrative entails a discussion on substantial
coordination (coloured azure in Schema 3a); something which is in 2006 said to have
increased in importance as policy objective since the early 1990s. 233 While regional/cohesion
policy is hereby always central in the discussion (e.g. for its effectiveness), the disagreement
is on whether this policy should be coherent in itself, be coordinated with other policies
(contributing to it), or be consistent with competition policies. 234 Although in 2004 cohesion
policy is described as having vertical and horizontal partnership as cornerstone since 1988, it
is in this usage area only 3 years later, since the White Paper on European Governance, that
processual coordination (coloured navy) is added to substantive coordination; vertical
cooperation is thereby above all promoted between governmental levels, also with an
emphasis on decentralisation, as is horizontal cooperation between regions (e.g. transnational
cooperation). 235 However, it lasted three years before the issue of governance (chartreuse)
emerged in 2004; what accords with the changing general stories on political institutions.
Governance is hereby only addressed in the call for a strategic approach in the
implementation of policies (e.g. for and of regions). 236 Nevertheless, it is this discussion on
governance that substantively extends the narrative beyond the ‘coordination’ metanarrative.
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The Regional/Cohesion policy usage area seems therefore to treat this issue, but not with the
usage of territorial cohesion, something the (post-)ESDP process usage area did do.
Sketched last here is the least discussed ‘accessibility’ narrative. This one emerged in
1997, at the time of the Treaty of Amsterdam, and consists of discussions on services
(coloured lime in Schema 3a) and infrastructure (coloured cyan). First it only claims that
citizens should have access to services, but since the European Council revived the Lisbon
Strategy in 2005 a discussion ensues on the (minimal) level of provision as well (in which
ICT and health services also come to the fore since the Third Cohesion Report). 237 During
this development infrastructure increasingly comes to the fore too. This mostly by claiming
basic infrastructure for citizens, but since the Third Cohesion Report (again) also by adding
more transport issues (e.g. multimodality, transport networks and corridors); the year of 2006
might suggest that the attention slides away from transport towards technical infrastructure
and applied research though. 238 Hence, it is surprising that although the only official base for
using territorial cohesion is an Article on SGEI (see Appendix C), services seem to play a
minor role in the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area, this both for the concept’s usage and
context. Then again, that for the concept services only play a minor role in this usage area
might be caused by its older regional/cohesion policy context. More in general though, now
that the main threads in the developed order of narratives with an own dynamic order are
sketched, the question becomes how to look for influences between territorial cohesion and
European Regional/Cohesion policy.
E.4.3 Looking for influences between the narratives and metanarratives
The narratives with an own dynamic painted with a thick brush above touch upon issues
which are very familiar to the ones in the metanarratives. Yet the narratives’ order differs, as
shown in Schema 3a, and they have their own dynamics too, as demonstrated by their main
threads. The effects territorial cohesion has on its context, which is formed by these ordered
regional/cohesion policy stories, might then indicate the role the concept plays in the changes
of direction of the future of European Regional/Cohesion policy beyond an associated
expansion of its area of action (e.g. a restructuring effect). The request for studies on the
future of Cohesion policy by the European Parliament’s REGI Committee in 2004 might
thereby denote the urgency of these changes. 239
However, as the second part of this section’s working hypothesis conveys (i.e. after
territorial cohesion was discussed in itself its concerns were pressed without mentioning the
concept), the supports between regional/cohesion policy and the concept do not necessarily
have to lead to a formal European Union territorial cohesion policy. The future response of
regional/cohesion policy to territorial cohesion is for instance also said to depend on its future
geographical scope, objectives, and implementation approach. 240 Although the concept could
affect such points, they themselves might be more important than the question on whether to
call (a part of) them ‘territorial cohesion policy’.
After ordering the narratives, schematising them, and writing down their main
threads, we thus have to find out (again) where territorial cohesion influenced its context and
vice versa. This can be done by carefully comparing the metanarratives (Schemas 2a and 2b)
with the narratives (Schema 3a) with this section’s working hypothesis in mind. Similarities
between emerging territorial cohesion stories and older regional/cohesion policy stories then
suggest the usage of the concept for other concerns, and changes in regional/cohesion policy
stories after territorial cohesion stories the implicit promotion of the concept’s concerns.
E.4.4 Territorial cohesion concerns in the narratives and metanarratives
Through the above noted comparison, two other concerns for which territorial cohesion could
have been used come up, as do two possible implicit promotions of territorial cohesion and an
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almost perfect fit between both. Below these are treated respectively before some extra
findings about deceptive traces and spatial planning.
Territorial cohesion might have been used for concerns while the concept was not
discussed in itself and, arguably, therefore not promoted for itself (i.e. the first part of this
section’s working hypothesis). What confirms this in the concept’s regional/cohesion policy
context is that the most discussed and oldest narratives of ‘territorial specificities’ and
‘cohesion/distribution/growth/environment’ harbour concerns which might have used the
banner of ‘territorial cohesion’ for their own cause. The concern with specific territories can
namely be thought of as fed from the older ‘territorial specificities’ narrative into the
‘territories and accessibility’ metanarrative, and territorial cohesion as cohesion objective
could have been used for this cause as shown by the ‘cohesion objective/territorial
dimension’ metanarrative. This because – not synchronically, but still – roughly similar
territories are emphasised in the narratives and metanarratives early on, and in the start
regional/cohesion policy stories are first only on distribution. 241 Hence, the concept could
have been just another way to promote these territories, the more so with territorial cohesion
as cohesion objective, because then it only disadvantaged ones were put forward and the
relationship between cohesion and balance was still undisputed. However, both the concerns
with specific territories and distribution are challenged later on by other regional/cohesion
policy objectives and the constant addition of specific territories. 242
Also the promotion of providing services might have used the concept for its own
cause. This issue namely simultaneously enters the ‘territories and accessibility’
metanarrative and ‘accessibility’ narrative; in both it seems to play a minor role though.243
Although services thus did not appear later with the concept than in its context, it was already
an issue since the Treaty of Amsterdam. Hence, if territorial cohesion was used for other
concerns instead of for itself, it was for balanced development, emphasising specific
territories, and the provision of services, which all were disputed during the development of
the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area.
In the development of the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area there might be rallied
for territorial cohesion concerns without referring to the concept. Traces of territorial
cohesion stories in the narratives might signify this activity, especially the cherry’s from the
(post-)ESDP process usage area which are picked via the concept. An example of this is the
territorial dimension. Since the statement that the European Union’s regional policy did not
account for the territorial dimension when the ESDP was published in 1999, the
‘spatial/territorial dimension’ narrative paradoxically starts to live up to its name. 244 This
timing is conspicuous for two reasons: i) at the same time stories on the concept itself show
that territorial cohesion was considered European Union policy by then (see §E.1.3) and ii)
the substantive cherry-picking of the territorial dimension from the (post-)ESDP process
usage area emerged in the ‘cohesion objective/territorial dimension’ metanarrative with the
statement that the concept also has a territorial dimension. Likewise, the regional/cohesion
policy stories on a territorial approach – which are less debated, but increasingly so – came
into the ‘spatial/territorial dimension’ narrative in the year the same metanarrative points to
an expansion of the Regional/Cohesion policy area of action with the possibility of
overarching territorial strategies in line with the ESDP. 245 The promotion of the territorial
dimension, or even a territorial approach (e.g. for the implementation of policies), might
therefore implicitly rally for territorial cohesion concerns.
Another way in which territorial cohesion could be influencing European
Regional/Cohesion policy is by helping with the addition of growth and sustainability
concerns to the established distributive ones such as balanced development. In 2000 the issue
of competitiveness
namely emerges both in the connections of the
‘balance/economy/environment’
metanarrative
and
in
the
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‘cohesion/distribution/growth/environment’ narrative. 246 Just as with the territorial
dimension, the promotion of competitiveness could thus be a trace of territorial cohesion.
One could wonder though whether the then adopted Lisbon Strategy needs any help (e.g.
from territorial cohesion) to invade regional/cohesion policy stories while it becomes more
dominant. Moreover, the upcoming issue of sustainability is also without the usage of the
concept related to both the distribution and growth objectives (mostly in accordance with
Treaty Article 2). 247 Notwithstanding this change of regional/cohesion policy stories after
territorial cohesion stories, it is more a question whether than a suggestion that this entails the
implicit promotion of the concept’s concerns.
Furthermore, if the concept would help Regional/Cohesion policy to restructure the
treatment of its objectives after the additions of growth and environment, then threefold
combinations should be detectable. The metanarrative namely points to the possibility of
cherry-picking such a balancing between them from the (post-)ESDP process usage area.
However, this restructuring seems to hinge on the usage of the concept, as these threefold
combinations hardly appear in the narrative; those few times that they do since 2004, when
the Third Cohesion Report referred to the ESDP, it is not so much a balancing but harnessing
of social and environmental concerns for economic growth. 248 The question that came up in
the main threads of the narratives thus remains unanswered: how does this balancing of three
concerns relate to the differently structured pair of economic and social cohesion? Hence,
although the objectives in the concept’s context partly fit its concerns, it seems unlikely that
territorial cohesion is thereby implicitly promoted.
Besides such seemingly one-way influences between territorial cohesion and its
regional/cohesion policy context, a more complex way comes up as well. In the
‘cohesion/distribution/growth/environment’ narrative the effectiveness and sufficiency of the
current policies is namely questioned. This might point to a demand to which territorial
cohesion responds with substantive coordination and informal ways of doing, which are
concerns that dominate the connected metanarratives. That is, although the dynamic of the
‘organisation’ narrative already in itself more revolves around substantial than processual
coordination since the Gendebien Report of 1983, the concept might have helped to reboot
this debate; something in which the Sapir Report could have had a larger role though, as it
also recommends coordination. 249 This would merely suggest another influence of the
concept on its context.
Then again, even though DG Regio monitors European Union policies in 2006, this
does not really seem to lead to a balancing of concerns with substantive coordination. 250 The
contextual regional/cohesion policy stories nevertheless appear to present some missing
pieces for a puzzle displayed in the metanarratives. That is, the matching of cherry-picking an
informal balancing of substantive concerns from the (post-)ESDP process usage area with the
difficulties of formal cooperation. The ‘organisation’ narrative namely puts forth ways of
new horizontal cooperation on the regional governmental level (e.g. transnational
cooperation) and governance as a strategic approach for the implementation of policies (e.g.
for and of regions). 251 When these are formalised, such cooperation is not difficult anymore.
This almost perfect fit between the metanarratives’ substantive coordination and informal
ways of doing and the narrative’s processual coordination and governance therefore suggests
a usage of the concept without the mention of ‘territorial cohesion’. If so, then this might
direct the future of European Regional/Cohesion policy for its implementation approach more
towards the (post-)ESDP process.
You might expect that the important ‘territories and accessibility’ metanarrative has a
large influence on the separate narratives’ regional/cohesion policy stories. However, and
extra finding here is that this is not the case; something what also underlines the
metanarrative’s relative independence. The task of exploiting territorial potentials, for
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instance, emerges in the ‘spatial/territorial/regional development’ narrative, but this well
before it came up in this metanarrative as territorial cohesion focus of the post-ESDP
process. 252 Although exploiting territorial potentials might be considered as a territorial
cohesion focus, it thus seems a deceptive trace of the concept.
Other such deceptive traces turn up in the ‘territorial specificities’ narrative. The
change in the metanarrative from only assisting (naturally) disadvantaged areas to assisting
(all) others as well (e.g. cities for competitiveness) is not really followed in this narrative, as
even its proposals to develop stronger parts emphasise less favoured areas or cities; cities in
general do return in detailed territorial affairs later on though, and albeit that for this issue the
concept is not used, the discussion on emphasising specific territories under territorial
cohesion might have helped this attention somewhat. 253 More of such traces are that: i)
although polycentric development is recognised as the advocacy of concept by the Minsters
responsible for spatial development, it is only weakly mentioned without the (explicit) usage
of the concept, ii) opinions on accounting for the diverse territories in policy making are
expressed before the metanarrative did, and iii) without referring to the concept the European
Commission is said to draw on ESPON too. 254 Although there are many deceptive territorial
cohesion traces, these are remarkable. They namely expose that the ‘territories and
accessibility’ metanarrative not only appears independent from other metanarratives, but also
from the concept’s context. Territorial cohesion might therefore at most have assisted the
transportation or strengthening of urban, polycentrism, and ESPON concerns into the future
of European Regional/Cohesion policy.
The narratives in the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area thus portray an initial
usage of territorial cohesion for the regional/cohesion policy concerns of balanced
development, specific territories, and service provision. They also suggest that the concept
helped to change the direction of the future of European Regional/Cohesion policy towards a
promotion of the territorial dimension or territorial approach, ESPON for information, and
towards the (post-)ESDP process for the implementation of its policies and an attention to
cities and sometimes even polycentrism. However, even if these traces in the concept’s
context are from territorial cohesion, they show that these concerns, contrary to for instance a
balancing of economic, social, and environmental objectives, can be pressed without the
concept as well.
E.4.5 Using territorial cohesion for the narratives’ dynamics?
The narratives with an own dynamic thus both confirm that the concept was first used for
some other concerns before it was discussed on itself and that it was, or its constituent
concerns were, thereafter pressed without calling it ‘territorial cohesion’. A familiar picture
thereby appears of the cherries that the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area might pick from
the (post-)ESDP process usage area (i.e. the first general hypothesis): the territorial
dimension, territorial information, an implementation of policies, attention to cities, and
perhaps polycentrism (see §E.2.6 and E.3.3). A less familiar picture appears for the roaming
of the confines drawn by the IGCs usage area (i.e. the second general hypothesis). That is,
although the exposed processual coordination and governance could push for more
formalisation in the concept’s context too, territorial cohesion is first used for services in line
with the Treaties and no Treaty Articles are stretched for objectives without the mention of
territorial cohesion. However, these narratives more question the use of the concept.
What is the added value of territorial cohesion in the attempts to expand the European
Regional/Cohesion policy area of action (i.e. the third general hypothesis) or change it in
another way? Perhaps that with a broader official base for the concept’s usage (i.e. broader
than laid down in the IGCs usage area) the formal policy substance could be expanded less
cautiously. Yet, if territorial cohesion is foremost seen as a label under which various
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concerns gather, as noted above, then the usage of the concept without referring to ‘territorial
cohesion’ could also be detectable through the connections made between these concerns.
The connections between narratives should thus be compared to the (connected)
metanarratives for similarities before we can draw conclusions on this question.

E.5 Stories relating the narratives with an own dynamic in the
Regional/Cohesion policy usage area
E.5.1 General features of the connected narratives
What appeared to confirm the third general hypothesis is that a successful usage of territorial
cohesion might expand the Regional/Cohesion policy area of action by (in)formally adding
the issues shown in the (connected) metanarratives. However, when the narratives with an
own dynamic are inspected for how territorial cohesion changes the direction of the future of
European Regional/Cohesion policy, an alternative conclusion appears. They namely show
that the concept might just have been used as a way to support concerns for redirections, as
these are in the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area also pressed for without the mention of
‘territorial cohesion’. This situation might make us wonder whether these concerns are
actually concealed territorial cohesion concerns or if there is more to the claim (in the early
stories on the concept itself) that territorial cohesion already is European Union policy (also
see the IGCs usage area’s debate on a Community competency for territorial cohesion).
Nonetheless, if the concept involves a typical connectedness, the regional/cohesion policy
stories that connect the narratives could deliver some extra findings to answer such questions.
A working hypothesis which could lead this search is: the connections between the narratives
with an own dynamic do not resemble the (connected) metanarratives.
The metanarratives and narratives differ in how similar issues are distributed among
them, as presented in the differently ordered territorial cohesion and regional/cohesion policy
stories with Schema 2a and 3a respectively. With the exception of the
‘balance/economy/environment’ and ‘coordination’ metanarratives, the metanarratives
thereby intersect the narratives. The connections made between the narratives could thus also
reveal more ways in which regional/cohesion policy stories are similar to territorial cohesion
stories (i.e. similarities that fall between the stiches, e.g. issues that belong to one
metanarrative but several narratives and vice versa). For additional findings to come forward
from the connected narratives, their schema and general features will be treated before the
way in which they are compared with the connected metanarratives and separate narratives
and their comparison is.
The stories that connect the narratives are then schematised below in Schema 3b
‘Stories relating narratives in the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area with an own
dynamic’.
Regional/Cohesion Policy Schema 3b
Stories relating narratives in the Regional/Cohesion Policy usage area with an own dynamic
Year/Narrative

Cohesion/Distribution
/Growth
/Environment

1993
1998
-Structural reforms off agenda
-EP Resolution on Town and
Country Planning and ESDP

1999
-Barnier invokes TC
-European Council of Berlin
-EP Committees REGI and
TRAN merge into RETT
-EP and EC support parts of
ESDP

Accessibility

Territorial specificities

-economic performance is
function of transport costs
-periphery typified by remote
access to market demand

-and proximity to other
industrialised areas
-and absence of agglomeration
economies

-spatial differences in living and
working conditions result from
access to essential services,

basic infrastructure and
knowledge or are dictated by
geographical constraints

Organisation

Spatial/Territorial
dimension

-integrate traditional economic and social
policy goals within broader spatial or
territorial framework

regions lagging behind or
undergoing economic
restructuring

-reduce large scale disparities
by aiming at higher
competitiveness level in
-technical, infrastructural and
monetary external effects
-without reciprocal fine-tuning
process spatial

Spatial/Territorial
/Regional Development

strongly influence activity
settlement
-effects of Community policies can aggravate disparities in regional development if exclusively geared towards
sectoral objective
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-spatial development reflection
of more

2001
-Second Cohesion Report has
TC chapter
-European Council adopts
Gothenburg Strategy
-‘Spatial Impacts of Community
Policies and Costs of NonCoordination’
-German Planning Advisory
Council relates cohesion policy
and spatial development

than levels of income and
employment

-economic and social cohesion
-------------------------------------------current EU economic
development policy had positive
impact in backward regions
through policies that place

-note coherence of overall policy through addressing
territorial impact of EU policies

-lack of territorial dimension in EU policies shown
in lack of coordination between government levels

are regionally closely related
--------------------------------------competitiveness in central
position determining objectives
and design of implementation
measure
-biggest spatial imbalance in EU
is between least

developed regions and the
rest

-lack of territorial dimension in EU policies shown in incoherence of EU policies with territorial impacts
regional policy only European policy that enables genuine interaction
between governmental levels and policy framework with spatial vision
can resolve lack of vertical and horizontal coherence and coordination

-future cohesion policy important
for revision of EU subsidiarity
and solidarity principles because
planning in Europe based on

-ESDP serves as the blueprint
for spatial

analysis of potential disparities and nature of main spatial imbalances

-cooperation between urban centres, rural areas and peripheral regions
important
-solve contribution of other Community policies with strong territorial
impact to cohesion policy

2002

-citizens and economic
operators should have fair
access to SGEI irrespective of
territory where they live and
- CAP and transport policy

-CoR’s study ‘Territorial
Cohesion in Europe’
-EP Resolution on Second
Cohesion Report mentions TC
and ESDP
-Concentration of activities in
central European regions

-imbalance between least
developed and other
-ESDP can make substantial
contribution

2003

regions is largest lack in
territorial balance

to balanced and harmonious
development

-because SGI contribute to economic and social
cohesion they are as social rights at heart of EMS

-CoR passes TC Resolution
-CoR institutionalises TC in
COTER
-Sapir Report
-differences increase on regional
level

- work/supply public goods to
increase (local) competitiveness
of territories whose resources
are under-utilised
-have territorial impact

-coordinate policy area that
reduces regional disparities and
enhances competitiveness of
regions with other Community
policies (with larger role for

-treat rural and urban areas equally in
regional development policies

-post-ESDP process shows
progress in

-receive balanced and sustainable
development by with taking into
--account for territorial indicators
reflecting regional sensitivities and
development

of EU’s territory

-better coordinate between Regional Policy
and sectoral policies with spatial effects
regions)/found coordination and
harmonisation of Member States’
regional policies on large intraregional disparities within
Community

consideration territorial effects of
sector policies on different levels
-difficulties besides per capita
GDP and unemployment rates

-institution building and providing
necessary physical and human

-territorial approach counters
ineffectiveness of cohesion

capital should be regional policy’s
aims

characterising territorial
dimension of cohesion

policy to reduce disparities
between regions

-increase at European level the coordination of sectoral policies with strong territorial impact
by designing territorial reference framework for enlarged EU
-promote multi-centred and

balanced development of

-establish public service obligations
for economic and social
cohesion/ready available SGEI
needed for competitiveness
-establish pan-European networks for
transport, telecommunications and
energy for cohesion
-SGEI promote economic and social
cohesion
-ICT important for growth and
distribution of wealth
-create area without internal
frontiers through strengthening
economic and social cohesion
-give economic and social
cohesion traversal dimension
applicable
-territorial dimension now equal
to economic and social
cohesion/territorial dimension of
cohesion policy implies drive
-development of EU territory
needs stronger balance and
-territorial disparities beyond
GDP or unemployment are
problematic
-cohesion policy aims to tackle
EU characterising economic,

-falling population and
decline in essential services
or lack of innovative capacity
in regions lead to weak
economic performance
-limited ICT availability
damages region’s
development
prospects/(widely available
and effective) ICT is
innovation capacity/regional
competitiveness factor

-pockets of poverty and social
exclusion in areas with limited
-isolated rural areas need to
revitalise and maintain economic
activity, availability of public
-population size and growth,
competitiveness, communication
links and involvement in
-accessibility important to keep
geographically
-special problem of peripheral
and outermost areas is lack
-ready available SGEI in
peripheral regions needed for
competitiveness/access to

2004

-competitiveness and cohesion
depend on utilisation of
-if existing disparities are to be
reduced strengthening economic
-innovation capacity is

:-Ministers responsible for
spatial development should
underline

-comparative advantages of
neighbouring areas
-potentials of region has to be
emphasised
-unevenly distributed

-integrate urban dimension into mainstream priorities for
Convergence and Regional competitiveness and employment
-considering sectoral and spatial components in cohesion policy
ensures integrated approach and coherence between national
policy priorities and transnational and interregional cooperation
priorities/territorial approach guides coherence between EU
regional and rural policies
-combating territorial disparities and achieving spatially
balanced pattern of economic development requires
coordination of development policies
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------future EU cohesion policy ensures integrated approach and
coherence between national policy priorities and those for
transnational and interregional cooperation by considering both
sectoral and spatial components

-capital should be Community
regional policy’s aims
-to urban development under
convergence and regional
competitiveness and employment
priorities

-availability of essential services
problematic in regions and cities
-services and development links
with towns
-knowledge economy indicate
strengths and weaknesses of
urban regions
-handicapped regions populated
-of accessibility from major
markets and integration with rest
of EU
-efficient transport system with
adequate links to core area of EU
-first determinant of region’s
peripherality
-important factors determining
regional growth and
competitiveness
-factors in balanced manner
promote sustainable
development

-cohesion policy foundation of
supporting regions whose
development lags behind can be
-territorial disparities hold back
-widespread persistent decline in
rural areas, islands, mountainous
and sparsely populated areas/high
concentration of population and
economic activities in central
pentagon/ persistence of
pronounced imbalances between
main

-there are new challenges for
investment
-cohesion policy key objective
for convergence regions should
be to promote growth enhancing
-preserve geographically
handicapped regions because
they form important part of EU’s
-towns and cities important
-geographical handicapped
regions from important part of
-by reducing disparities EU helps
to ensure that all regions and
-balanced set of Third Cohesion
Report proposals provides basis
for cities and regions to work
-persistence of pronounced
imbalances in economic
development between main
-Third Cohesion Report attends
to many problems cities face
-------------------------------------------cohesion policy had stronger
effects on economic

European territory at EU level

-integrate territorial
differentiation in
horizontal frameworks
-overall cohesion
approach should focus
on maximising flexibility
to account for specific
national, regional and
local competences and
conditions
-there lacks strategic
cooperation between
towns and cities outside
network of major
metropoles

-institution building and
providing necessary physical
and human
-current cohesion policy
regulations to narrow for
integrated approach

-good governance and effective
partnerships among most
-development strategies that
integrate economic, social,
cultural and environmental

-EU Enlargement
-Third Cohesion Report
elaborates on TC and refers to
ESDP
-Interim Territorial Cohesion
Report
-Galway Conference on
Territorial Cohesion
-REGI Committee requests
studies on future of Cohesion
Policy

-regional development policies should ensure
strong linkages between cities and their
hinterlands
-Third Cohesion Report states that
consolidating and developing economic and
employment potential of regions with natural
disadvantages in line with their inherent
comparative advantages is vital role of cohesion
policy
-urban systems are engines of regional
development
-urban regions outside core have population
and economic potential strong enough to attract
research activity/link up with main European
and international centres of decision making

-/achieve spatially balanced
pattern of economic
development
-to whole territory and all
Community policies
-towards more balanced
distribution of activities at
various spatial scales across
EU
-competitiveness
-at regional level/affect overall
competitiveness of EU
economy
-social and territorial
inequalities principally through
transfer of resources via EU
budget

EU cohesion policy to
consider sectoral and spatial
components

-built on to provide better
response to EU’s territorial
imbalances
-development of particular
regions
-metropolitan centres and
others areas at national
level/weakness of urban
system/existence of pockets
of social exclusion and
deprivation/urban sprawl is
territorial imbalance
dimension
in transport networks and
stronger

-conditions and factors leading to
convergence
-natural heritage and are location
for many leisure and cultural
activities
-for cohesion
-EU’s natural heritage/location for
many leisure and cultural activities
-social groups can contribute and
benefit from overall economic
development
-towards more cohesive, inclusive,
balanced and sustainable society
-metropolitan areas and rest of
country problematic on national
level
-linked to environmental pressure,
social exclusion and economic
restructuring
-------------------------------------------and social indicators than on
environment
-decline in traditional industries, geographical features which constrain development, falling employment
and population and decline in essential services or lack of innovative capacity and necessary support
structures are sources of discouragement of investment and deterring business development
-integrating territorial differentiation in horizontal frameworks allows less competitive regions to
make up for deficit in centres of innovation, engines of growth and economic activities/makes full
contribution of peripheral regions to Gothenburg/Lisbon possible
-preliminary analysis of territorial disparities in EU demonstrates need for coordination among
various Community policies which have territorial impact and between those and national policies
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-innovation and knowledge economy, environment and risk prevention,
accessibility and SGEI are fundamental themes to balanced and
-ICT could widen disparities in regional performance as territorial

-sustainable development of
EU territory
-dimension of digital divide

-environmental pressures, economic restructuring and transport
congestion can make
-economic development with congestion, pollution and social exclusion

-cities less attractive to investors
-problematic in main conurbations

-promoting economic and social
progress and high level of
employment and achieving
balanced and sustainable
-------------------------------------------vision of reducing disparities EU
to ensure that all regions and
social groups can

development, creating area
without internal frontiers through
strengthening economic and social
cohesion and establishing
---------------------------------------------contribute and benefit from overall
economic development reinforced
in draft

-essential that innovation and knowledge economy, environment and risk
prevention, accessibility and SGEI are

economic and monetary union
implies that people should not
be disadvantaged by
wherever they live or work in
EU
-------------------------------------constitution by clearer
reference of territorial
dimension of cohesion
addressed in integrated coherent
way

-important for cohesion
-economy need better management of land use to avoid environmental
degradation and conflicting usage

-urban-rural partnership
-rural areas integrated into
global

-environmental pressures, economic restructuring and transport congestion have serious negative consequences for cities’ economic development
potential
-territorial disparities

-SGEI are basic precondition to use
territorial capital
-environmental quality is longterm investment to attract
geographically mobile and
------------------------------------------ ESDP shows combination of

-found regional development on programmes
which guarantee equal treatment between EU’s
territories while preserving their diversity
-bring forward investment helping urban areas to
realise their full potential/empower cities to
exploit their latent potential/make city attractive
to mobile workers
-sustainable urban development within cohesion
policy is not only about big cities
-proposals for post-2006 EU Cohesion Policy
take more account of territorial specificities in
strengthening regional potentials
----------------------------------------------------------------since 1998 EP drew attention to areas most
neglected (rural areas, remote, mountainous or
island areas or areas with permanent
disadvantages) by regional development
-skilled knowledge workers
and high value-added
activities
---------------------------------------competitiveness and
cohesion in ESM

-territorial integration is
-attend to specific needs of
territories for balanced
-cities are key actors
-nature and environment are
-cities should contribute to
growth and jobs/growth poles
-great disparities within city
damage its attractiveness,
competitiveness, social
inclusiveness and
-social exclusion as not giving
equal opportunities for every
-cities are (for sustainability) on
frontline of battle against social
-cities harbour significant
-disparities between
neighbourhoods within city are
-----------------------------------------Second Cohesion Report
invokes polycentricity only for
-SSIE is inspired by basic idea
underlying strategic evaluation
-sustainable economic growth in
EU has been lower than in other

-harmoniously develop (economic
-cohesion aims to promote
harmonious and uniform

2005
-non-ratification Constitutional
Treaty
-European Council revives
Lisbon Strategy and reduces
funding for Cohesion Policy
-EC drafts CSG for Cohesion
Policy
-Guellec Report proposes a
White Paper on TC
-TC no explicit DG Regio aim
-EC relates TC to Fourth
Cohesion Report and a White
Paper
-‘Cohesion Policy in Support of
Growth and Jobs’ has TC
chapter
-administrative capacity for
territorial cohesion policy on EU
level problematic
-EP Report on urban dimension
mentions (post-)ESDP process

and employment

hold back potential of particular regions to contribute to growth

-enhance urban-rural relationships/partnerships
-cohesion policy must do more than reaching
poorest regions in specific locations and enhancing
regional cooperation in its cross-border,
transational and inter-regional dimensions/must
improve coordination between urban centres and
rural and remote areas
-coordination between planning of city and rural
authorities is crucial
-take regional diversity into account by political
frameworks
-make sectoral policies with spatial impacts and
regional policy more coherent
-cities should adopt joined-up and proactive
approach to loca crime reduction policies
-rural regions dependent on tourism need
integrated approach
-cooperation and partnership between urban
centres, suburban areas and countryside (with
specific disadvantages) important
--------------------------------------------------------------------since suburbanisation and urban sprawl play on
urban-rural interface coordination between planning
of city and rural authorities is crucial

-set up spatial dialogue to involve
regional and local authorities and
their associations in relevant
negotiations and decision-making
processes/models and tools for
networking, cooperation and
increased and continued dialogue
between actors involved in urban
dimension/coordinate between DG’s
active in urban dimension field
-spatial coordination of development
measures makes Community policies
as whole consistent and compatible
-give public actors action framework
that makes policy for territorial
reequilibrium possible
------------------------------------------------Territorial Dialogue will realise
Lisbon through cohesion policy

-development and growth
-for social cohesion
-assets of regions which heavily
depend on tourism
-contribute to sustainable and
balanced development of regions
as whole
-safety/sustainable growth of
wider region, Member States and
EU
-citizen affects local
business/living environment
-exclusion/environmental
degradation
-disparities in economic and social
opportunities
-are greater than between cities
-----------------------------------------reducing disparities between
regions
-of environmental impact of
national and regional plans
-industrialised countries or
emerging economies
-base Community Cohesion
Strategy as regional plank of
EU’s sustainable development
strategy
-cover additional costs of
transport to boost economic
-provide sparsely populated
areas with access to
-improve accessibility and
integration (by special
Community strategies)/account
-action for rural areas should for
cohesion policy contribute to
-study SGEI
-SGI accessibility necessary for
integrating territories in their
national and Communitarian
environment/TENs development
-cities in peripheral locations
-well-working and affordable
services related to health, social
services, training, retailing and
-pro universal/equal/minimum
level of access to (basic/

- regions must cooperate among
themselves to find
-EMS refers to achievement of
maximum of equity compatible
with

-emergence of new internal and
external borders challenges
stronger
-territory as departure point for
policy making is corollary of

-with clear priorities and concrete
guidelines for State and regions
on principles and policy aims of
ESDP
-development in regions with
geographic handicaps
-services/constitute transEuropean SGI networks in rural
areas
-for (public) SGEI needs of
outermost regions
-ensuring minim access level to
SGEI
-operations
-strives to facilitate integration of
territories/primarily territories
situated in EU’s periphery
-need good links to major airports
and TENs-axes
-public administration are vital to
competitiveness and quality of life
in (attractive) city
-essential) S(GEI) (and knowledge
wherever citizens live)

-importance of social capital,
networks and productive milieux
points to
-urban component of cohesion
policy requires national and
regional governments
-peripheral regions make up
-post-2006 EU Cohesion Policy
proposals account for territorial
specificities in
-clear connection between
citizen’s perceived quality of life
and

-ways to social and
economic/regional cohesion
-competitiveness through good
governance and respecting
sustainability

-expression of increased
connectivity

-activities over) whole EU
territory
-development throughout EU
territory

-account for territorial capital of
Europe’s regions
-new understanding of
economic and regional
development
-importance of territorial
dimension of economic
development
-to make strategic choices in
identifying and strengthening
growth poles
-majority of territory
-strengthening trans-European
structuring elements of EU
territory
-territory in which he lives
decisive for territorial
disparities in Europe

-territorial integration at regional scale strengthened through enhancement of urban-rural
relationships and partnerships

-enhance strategy to reach Lisbon by accounting for regional diversity through improved coordination of sectorspecific policies for integrated territorial development whereby cities and regions may be empowered to exploit their
latent potential and co-operate effectively on crucial questions
-promote exchange and best practice to bring forward new investment helping urban areas to realise their full
potential
-sustainable urban development requires action at level of agglomeration or co-operation between cities and
surrounding areas
-remedy territorial disparities and
achieve
-emphasis on territorial dimension
needed to strenthen cohesion
-competition policy traversing
asymmetrical differentiation
organised

-founding regional development on programmes which guarantee equal treatment between EU’s territories while
preserving their diversity implies appropriate accessibility of SG(E)I

-balanced development by minimising disparities and territorial
imbalances and giving greater consistency to sectoral and regional
polices
-and complementarity and consistency issues/spatial coordination of
development measures enhances cohesion
-in favour for assistance to regional objectives gives public actors action
framework that makes policy for territorial reequilibrium possible

------------------------------------------French initiatives for spatial

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------framework for Community regional policy are ESDP roots

-have long term and consistent
-achieving balanced development
requires
-governance, leadership, poverty,
social exclusion, environmental
-giving equal opportunities for
every citizen is key challenge

-plan for all factors promoting sustainable growth and jobs in urban areas
-coherent and integrated action involving regional policy and sector policies
with spatial impact
-problems among main challenges to economic performance, attractiveness
and competitiveness of cities
because social exclusion has consequences on local business, living
environment, inhabitants, and city growth potential
-take stronger account of territorial capital of Europe’s regions by
accounting for territorial specificities in strengthening regional potentials
and offering opportunities for
-taking better account of territorial imbalances and disparities and
ensuring that policies and strategies have regard to territorial and cultural
characteristics and

SGEI regarded as basic precondition to use territorial capital in even distribution of economic activities
-found harmonious development
of whole EU territory on

application of polycentric spatial
development model

-strengthening transEuropean structuring
elements of EU territory
-potentials of regions is key
for long term and sustainable
development
over EU territory
and parity of access to infrastructure and knowledge and wise
management of natural and cultural heritage (as ESDP)
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-‘social cohesion’ important for transport policy

-urban policy is weak
environmental
-territorial approach can be used
-DG Environment does not have
strong

-local service provision related to
encouraging diversification of

-support for weak regions and exploitation of qualities in
stronger regions evolves around usage made of unique
regional endogenous potentials and territorial capital
-critical mass/city/region branding necessary for
regional economic development
-DG Regio seldom monitors other policies to examine
possible impact of EU policies on territorial development

-political leadership necessary
for
-Lisbon entails a regional
economic development co-

2006
-2007-2013 funding period
regulations for Cohesion Policy
negotiated
-no legislative process
addressing territorial cohesion
per se
-REGI Committee supports EU
Territorial Cohesion Strategy
-DG Regio monitors EU policies
-Territorial dialogue between EC
en regional/local governments

-economic and social cohesion
support weak regions (in SEM)
-social cohesion falls under
economic development because
economic policies have to be
--------------------------------------------ISPA, Sapard and Phare
programmes promote economic

-ESPON can upon publication of its final
results enter communication and dialogue
phase with policy makers on conclusions
and possible consequences for cohesion
policy
-DG Regio mainly monitors other areas to
manage overlaps with SF

-rural economy/improvement of
quality of life in rural areas
-DG Enterprise and Industry has to
do with cohesion policy and
territorial issues if it concerns EC’s
Industrial

-increase cohesion policy effectiveness
by coordinating policies in given territory
-EC interest hardly lays in territorial
policy integration/DG Regio has more
tasks than territorial policy integration

-regional economic development
-ordination because EC wants that
Funds are spend rightly

-place-focused instrument
-to change perspective on
cohesion objectives
-place-focussed policy or
intentions
Initiatives aiming for structural
changes in regions with
outdated specialised
economies

-/improving cohesion within cities
not only matter of social policies
-included in social inclusion of
people from pockets of poverty in
society
--------------------------------------------and social development and
environmental protection
-economic territorial development strategies for an economical area imply cooperation (on EU level)
-throughout EU territory for all
--------------------------------------------question on spatial level on which
differences

-balanced development
--------------------------------------------question on cohesion or
competition could become
-integrated coastal zone

-management is weak environmental place-focused instrument
------------------------------------------regional policy moves

---------------------------------------------territorial returns in modernisation
-territorial policy-coordination

-kinds of regions and cities
---------------------------------------between regions/cities can
be emphasised

-------------------------------------------of regional policy by ESDP

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------towards territorial policy integration due to ESDP
--------------------------------------------in balanced approach
-useful for cohesion because many European policies have regional impacts and territorial dimension is always
present

As shown in Schema 3b, a general feature of the connected narratives is that since 1993
regional/cohesion policy stories begin to connect them with each other and these connections,
after a pretty smooth development, erupt at the time of the Third Cohesion and Interim
Territorial Cohesion Reports, hereby forming connections that solidify thereafter. 255
Compared to the connected metanarratives the year of 2004 thus does stand out in the
connected narratives. A denser connectedness is nevertheless also a rather new feature of the
order of the regional/cohesion policy stories as (shaping) context of the concept in the
Regional/Cohesion policy usage area. 256
Notwithstanding the variance in the narratives’ connectedness, another general feature
is that through the years specific territories stably appears as the prominent topic, followed by
the one on cohesion objectives, and both are strengthened through their often connected
narratives. 257 The third column in the joined appearances is the ‘spatial/territorial dimension’
narrative, what highlights the issue of the European Union territory as well as the territorial
(and urban) dimension of policies and developments. 258 The importance of the ‘cohesion
objective/territorial dimension’ metanarrative could thus have affected the
‘cohesion/distribution/growth/environment’ and ‘spatial/territorial dimension’ narratives
through intersection, as territorial cohesion as cohesion objective (i.e. one part of the
metanarrative) resembles other cohesion objectives (i.e. two parts of a narrative) and
territorial cohesion as territorial dimension (i.e. the other part of the metanarrative) the
territorial dimension without the concept’s mention (i.e. a part of another narrative). A
noticeable story from these three mainstays aligns with the geographical squaring of balance
and growth while connecting the ‘spatial/territorial dimension’ and ‘territorial specificities’
narratives in 2006. It namely suggests that the question on cohesion or competitiveness could
become a question on which spatial level differences between cities (or regions) can be
emphasised (e.g. competitive regions could imply cohesive cities and backward
hinterlands). 259 Such stories thus increase our understanding of the Regional/Cohesion policy
usage area.
Another general feature of the narratives is that the new denser connectedness of them
is similar to the metanarratives qua timing. That is to say, where it took the metanaratives
until 2003 to connect more than two of them, this is already the case in the narratives from
1999 onward, and regularly so. 260 Hence, when gauged against the comparison of territorial
cohesion stories that connect the metanarratives with those that fit within them, also the
context of the concept formed by the regional/cohesion policy stories shows an interweaved
order of narratives. Besides these mainstays, timing, and interweaving, where then to look for
when we compare them and how?
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E.5.2 Restricting the search for new findings in the connected narratives
The search for new findings in the regional/cohesion policy stories that construct the
connectedness of the concept’s context can be restricted in a simple manner. We are namely
interested in findings which would radically change the sketch of the narratives with an own
dynamic made above, even more so when these reveal territorial cohesion trails.
The separate narratives then portrayed two core developments: i) first the usage of the
concept for balanced development, emphasising specific territories, and the provision of
services and ii) later for the assistance of changing the direction of the future of European
Regional/Cohesion policy with a territorial dimension, ESPON for information, an increase
in the attention paid to cities and polycentrism, and towards the (post-)ESDP process for the
implementation of its policies. Another territorial cohesion trail from the connected
metanarratives can be added to the discussed issues in the separate metanarratives. That is,
the metanarratives appear to become less concerned with equal accessibility to services
wherever the activities of their users – even though this combined issue emerged late in the
separate ‘territories and accessibility’ metanarrative – and more with the coordination of
policies with territorial impacts. We thus direct our searchlights on territorial cohesion trails
for findings that change or add to these three core developments.
E.5.3 Territorial cohesion trails in the connected narratives
The connected narratives however do not change the sketched first development of the
separate ones. They namely neither support nor undermine that the initial usage of territorial
cohesion might have been for the regional/cohesion policy concern of balanced development
and even strengthen the findings on specific territories and service provision. 261 The same
holds for any new finding about the subsequent development in the separate narratives
insofar it concerns changes towards the informal ways of doing of the (post-)ESDP process
for the implementation of policies. There thus do not appear that many essential changes to
the three core developments. Some important additions to these do though. These findings
revolve around three points which are in order of appearance: a cherry-picking of territorial
ways of doing from the (post-)ESDP process usage area, a roaming of the confines drawn by
the IGCs usage area by linking territories and accessibility, and the additions of overarching
objectives and several ways to coordinate.
A regional/cohesion policy story that connects the ‘spatial/territorial/regional
development’ and ‘spatial/territorial dimension’ narratives in 2003 might then be important
for the first point. It namely poses that the post-ESDP process shows progress in
characterising the territorial dimension of cohesion; a dimension which is a year later by the
connected narratives also considered as having become equal to economic and social
cohesion. 262 This could mean that the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area does not only
cherry-pick from the (post-)ESDP process usage area, but that it can also select when to do
this or even store cherries somewhere else (e.g. until the territorial dimension of cohesion is
characterised enough).
A related new finding from the connected narratives is that the territorial approach
does not so much have an agricultural beginning as the separate spatial/territorial dimension’
narrative suggested. That is, even though in 2004 a territorial approach is mentioned as
guiding the coherence between European Union regional and rural policies, a year earlier it is
already considered as countering the ineffectiveness of cohesion policy to reduce disparities
between regions; this in connection with the ‘cohesion/distribution/growth/environment’
narrative. 263 Still, also the connected narratives thus show with the often appearing
‘spatial/territorial dimension’ one that territorial cohesion might help to develop European
Regional/Cohesion policy to become more territorial, but that the concept’s usage is not
necessary for this. 264
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In a similar but more substantive vein, an attention to both the issues of polycentrism
and cities seems to fit perfectly (i.e. with cities as polycentrism’s centres). In the connected
narratives these are divided though, as polycentrism hardly appears while cities do so
prominently. 265 Note hereby that stories on polycentrism lead the ‘spatial/territorial
structures’ metanarrative of the (post-)ESDP process usage area. Where an attention to
polycentrism in the regional/cohesion policy stories could therefore indicate an influence of
territorial cohesion and/or the (post-)ESDP process, those on cities do not.
The connected narratives’ sole story on ESPON (in 2006) might, with its connection
of the ‘territorial specificities’ and ‘organisation’ narratives, indicate a price to be paid by
European Regional/Cohesion policy for its new found source though. 266 Leaning towards
ESPON for information could namely empower this organisation into the communication and
dialogue phase with policy makers on its conclusions and their consequences for cohesion
policy. 267 If a cherry-picking from the (post-)ESDP process leads to an expansion of the
European Regional/Cohesion policy area of action, this therefore does not automatically give
the concerns indigenous to the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area free rein over these
gains.
The connected narratives thus at least adjust the pictured developments in the separate
ones somewhat. That is, in the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area the territorial approach
might have a combined agricultural and regional/cohesion policy descent, in the concept’s
context the appearance of polycentrism and not the attention to cities seems a territorial
cohesion trail, and a redirection towards the (post-)ESDP process usage area (e.g. for the
territorial dimension of cohesion) could entail the entrance of more organisations (e.g.
ESPON) onto the stage of European Regional/Cohesion policy.
The strength of the connections between the various narratives which knit the
interlaced order of regional/cohesion policy stories into firmness is in accordance with their
separate weights. That is, all narratives are consistently connected to all others, except the
‘accessibility’ narrative, which is the least connected one. 268 Only at the time of the Third
Cohesion Report in 2004 this narrative is also strongly connected to others besides the one on
‘territorial specificities’. 269 In spite of this, in general the connecting regional/cohesion policy
stories are instigated by those on the issues of proximity/peripherality from the ‘territorial
specificities’ narrative and first transport costs in 1993 and later access to services from the
‘accessibility’ narrative – a setup which grows stronger through the years. 270 Since 2002 this
chief connection for the ‘accessibility’ narrative revolves around specific territories and
services, something which reminisces the roaming of the confines drawn by the IGCs usage
area as shown by the ‘territories and accessibility’ metanarrative (see §E.2.5). The main
discussion of both this metanarrative and this significant connection of the ‘accessibility’ and
‘territorial specificities’ narratives thus clearly represents an intersection between the
metanarrative and narratives. Here it is the loosely connected metanarrative which reflects the
paired concerns of the narratives though, as these emerge earlier.
With the ‘spatial/territorial/regional development’ narrative a lone combination is
thereby made in 2005. If territorial cohesion would have been used in this, it could have
opened up an opportunity to maintain the ‘territories and accessibility’ metanarrative by
modification. SGEI would namely be regarded as a basic precondition to use territorial
capital in an even distribution of economic activities over the European Union territory. 271 To
some degree this connection marks an intersection of the narratives by the ‘territories and
accessibility’ metanarrative, as it shows an affiliation of issues that belong to the same
metanarrative (i.e. territorial capital and accessibility). The modification then lies in a shift in
focus from specific territories to territorial capital. Although this pairing has less official
footing, it could offer an alternative route.
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Furthermore, although territorial cohesion might become out of use for the
combination of concerns for services and specific territories, this does not seem to influence
the Regional/Cohesion policy area of action. 272 A fading of this metanarrative (again, see
§E.2.5) could thus denote a temporary usage of the concept for the pairing of these issues. In
light of roaming the by the IGCs usage area drawn confines as frontier, this would mean the
Regional/Cohesion policy usage area goes beyond only partly following and using the only
official base of the concept’s usage. It would namely go towards simply transgressing these
borders with territorial cohesion as provision of services in specific territories and leaving
this pairing behind in the concept’s regional/cohesion policy context.
The
‘cohesion/distribution/growth/environment’
narrative
and
‘balance/economy/environment’ metanarrative largely overlap. They seem to differ in a
major way in their connections though: in contradistinction with the non-treatment of
territorial cohesion as explicitly issued objective in the connected metanarratives, the
economic and social cohesion objectives are frequently discussed in the connected
narratives. 273 If the connected metanarratives therefore show that territorial cohesion consists
in gathering concerns in a typical manner, this (consequentially) might not fit with the
concept being an objective itself (substantively seen). Moreover, in the concept’s context as
formed by regional/cohesion policy stories, economic and social cohesion do relate to other
issues, but this without losing their appearance as objective. This suggests that it is not typical
for them to gather various concerns as territorial cohesion seems to do. The concept thus
might not infect the regional/cohesion policy stories with the gathering of concerns under a
cohesion objective, even though they do strongly connect these objectives to other issues.
Hence, only the knitting of territorial cohesion in the official Regional/Cohesion policy area
of action might add this overarching feature to it. This expansion with the concept would
change the future of European Regional/Cohesion policy and is related to the issue of
substantive and processual coordination.
The organisation narrative with its coordination and governance issues is wellconnected. 274 Nonetheless, it does not manifest itself disproportionately in this as the
‘coordination’ metanarrative did, neither compared to other narratives nor in its separate
significance. This can support the finding that, to boot the gathering of issues, the concern
with coordination characterises territorial cohesion too. A similarity to the ‘coordination’
metanarrative could point to a territorial cohesion trail nonetheless. That is, the remarkably
modest appearance of the connected ‘organisation’ narrative more often puts overall policy
coherence forward, as argued for with territorial cohesion, than that it focuses on
regional/cohesion policy as the separate narrative does. 275 Later on the narrative is also
connected to others with an emphasis on the substantive coordination between subnational
institutional bodies. 276 A more varied array of subnational associations for horizontal
cooperation (e.g. between towns and cities or urban centres, rural areas, and peripheral
regions) is thereby put forward than the separate ‘organisation’ narrative does with its focus
on regions. 277 This processualy accompanies the emphasis in substantive coordination on
overall policy coherence.
The more elaborate concern with subnational institutional bodies aligns with the
framing and structuring stories that promote the region or decentralisation in general. During
this promotion a particular look forward in 2005 might show the mobilisation of them with
the Territorial Dialogue (i.e. between the European Commission and subnational
governments, organised by the Committee of Regions). Hereby the Lisbon Strategy would
namely be realised through cohesion policy. 278 This sets the connected narratives apart from
the connected metanarratives, because in the latter this strategy as alternative way for
coordination has no part. Hence, merely making a case for the coordination of all policies
does not seem to distinguish territorial cohesion from its regional/cohesion policy context, as
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the connected ‘organisation’ narrative discusses this as well. However, this narrative does so
by stressing subnational institutional bodies in both substantive as processual coordination
and including the Lisbon Strategy as a possible guiding concern. This dynamic of its own
therefore distinguishes the concept’s context from territorial cohesion, and thus vice versa as
well
The concept does appear to play a major role in European Regional/Cohesion policy
however if it is for the promotion of the coordination of policies when these have a territorial
impact. Although also regional/cohesion policy stories on this appear often and already since
the European Commission sponsored study of ‘Spatial Impacts of Community Policies and
Costs of Non-Coordination’ (from 2001), after the Third Cohesion Report (from 2004) this
concern does not seem to be pressed hard for anymore. 279 Yet, to be more precise, in the
‘territorial specificities’ narrative the discussion on territorial impacts starts a year before the
connected metanarratives do in 2003, and in the connected narratives it already comes to the
fore when the ESDP was published in 1999, one year earlier than in the ‘territories and
accessibility’ metanarrative. This first (regional/cohesion policy) story on coordinating
policies with territorial impacts even connects almost all narratives (i.e. except for the
‘accessibility’ and ‘spatial/territorial dimension’ ones). It namely poses that without a
reciprocal fine-tuning process spatial effects of Community policies can aggravate disparities
in regional development if these policies are exclusively geared to a sectoral objective. 280
Even though the coordination of policies with a territorial impact is not pressed hard for in
regional/cohesion policy stories, the issue regularly appears. The question thus is why the
concept plays a major role for it.
The promotion of the coordination of policies with a territorial impact in the concept’s
context could still be seen as allied to territorial cohesion. This namely happens during a time
when the concept, eight years after it emerged in the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area,
was still claimed as being European Union policy already. The concept might therefore have
annexed the concern of coordinating policies with a territorial impact or vice versa. This
connection between issues, which is first pressed for in the context of territorial cohesion
formed by this usage area, might have become characteristic for the concept nonetheless. The
coordination of policies with a territorial impact could therefore be a way in which the
concept changes the direction of the future of European Regional/Cohesion policy (e.g. by
expanding it with this concern).
E.5.4 Additional findings from the connected narratives for the overall picture of this usage
area
The treatment of the connected narratives with an own dynamic does not lead to radical
changes to the above pictured order of the territorial cohesion context in the
Regional/Cohesion policy usage area. However, after the substantive similarities which are
found in the separate narratives lead to a questioning of the use of the concept for a cherrypicking from the (post-)ESDP process usage area (i.e. the first general hypothesis), we
searched for resemblances between the connections of the metanarratives and narratives. This
to find out whether the concept’s typical connectedness represents territorial cohesion
concerns. Where in general also the regional/cohesion policy stories appear interweaved, a
first finding which confirms that they do not resemble (i.e. this section’s working hypothesis),
is that the connected narratives show the metanarrative the way to become firmly connected
(i.e. they connect earlier).
The most important issues through the connected narratives are thereby those of
specific territories, cohesion objectives, and also the territory and territorial dimension. These
might partly mirror the separate metanarratives, as, albeit that the ‘cohesion
objective/territorial dimension’ metanarrative returns divided in the narratives’ order, its
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importance does seem to resound in the connected narratives. Yet, the connected narratives
do not change the suggestion that their concerns for balanced development, specific
territories, and services used the concept early on. They however do slightly adjust the
subsequent development by showing how the issue of polycentrism and not cities can be a
territorial cohesion trace.
A major finding from the connected narratives then comes forward through another
intersection. The most discussed ‘territories and accessibility’ metanarrative namely
intersects the narratives in two ways: by the affiliation of the issues of territorial capital and
accessibility and, more prominent, the association of the concerns to provide services and
emphasising specific territories. The latter is reminiscent of a usage of the concept with
which the Regional/Cohesion policy usage area roams the by the IGCs usage area drawn
confines as frontier (i.e. the second general hypothesis), and the former offers an alternative
route. These findings run against the apparent fading of the pairing of service provision and
specific territories in the metanarratives. It namely remains, but in the regional/cohesion
policy stories which form the concept’s context.
Another major difference is that the connected narratives seem far less concerned with
coordination than the connected metanarratives. Where territorial cohesion is not really
discussed as objective in the connected metanarratives, economic and social cohesion are in
the connected narratives and frequently so. This insinuates that overarching considerations
are typical for the concept. Still, even the concern with overall policy coherence is stressed
without the concept’s usage as well; also guided by the Lisbon Strategy in this. In support of
the findings from the connected metanarratives is then that the distinction of territorial
cohesion again appears to lie in the promotion of the coordination of policies with a territorial
impact. Hence, if the concept expands the Regional/Cohesion policy area of action (i.e. the
third general hypothesis), this probably is not done by using official rules for the provision of
services to specific territories. Instead, this would be done with the coordination of policies
with a territorial impact, which could need an informal way of doing as shown by the (post)ESDP process usage area.
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